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Summary
In this thesis, strong field single ionization (SFI) of multi-electron atoms and small molecules
is studied by developing a new non-perturbative multi-electron Schrödinger equation solver
called the hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channels (haCC) approach.
SFI is the basis for several ultra-fast imaging techniques like molecular orbital tomog-
raphy, high harmonic spectroscopy and laser induced electron diffraction. Analyzing these
new techniques theoretically needs solving the non-perturbative multi-electron Schrödinger
equation which in practice cannot be solved in full generality. Hence, for a long time these
techniques were understood using single electron models. Recent experimental studies on
angle dependent SFI of molecules CO and CO2 could not be explained by single electron
models opening up a fundamental question on the role of multi-electron effects in SFI.
In this context, a viable numerical method that goes beyond single electron models and
that can systematically include multi-electron effects to examine their role is essential. For
this purpose, the haCC technique was formulated and implemented in the form of a new
C++ code. The method tackles the two important problems of solving the many electron
Schrödinger equation: the multi-dimensionality by using a coupled channels formalism
and the complexity arising from the multi-centered nature of a molecule by describing the
ionizing electron with a hybrid single particle basis that consists of atom centered and
origin centered functions. The method brings together a host of techniques in electronic
structure theory and strong field physics: configuration interaction theory implemented
in COLUMBUS quantum chemistry package, finite element technology, infinite range exterior
complex scaling absorption technique, mixed gauge representations and the time dependent
surface flux spectral analysis method.
The key observables studied here are photo-electron spectra, angle dependent static field
ionization rates and yields. The results obtained for the inert gas atoms conform with the
existing knowledge that they behave as effective single electron systems. The new findings
are in the case of molecules. The haCC calculations show that dynamic exchange and
polarization are the important multi-electron effects in SFI of molecules. They also helped
resolve long standing discrepancies between experiments and theory in angle dependent SFI
of O2, CO and CO2. The calculations show that polarization at moderate intensities can be
modeled using a few channel ansatz which is reassuring for further theoretical development.
In the case of CO molecule it turns out that core polarization effects can reverse the
maximum emission direction based on the intensity. Treating dynamic exchange, which
refers to exchange interaction in the system beyond the initial and final states, accurately
leads to a perfect agreement between theory and the experiment for the peak emission
angles of O2 and CO2.
viii
Zussamenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird die Einfachionisation von Multielektronatomen und kleinen Molekülen
durch starke Felder studiert. Zu diesem Zweck wurde ein neuartiger Ansatz namens
”hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channels” (haCC) für die Lösung der Multielektron-
Schrödingergleichung entwickelt.
Ionisation durch starke Felder (Strong Field Ionization - SFI) ist die Basis für einige
neuartige Verfahren zur Abbildung von ultraschneller Kern- und Elektronenbewegung, wie
zum Beispiel die Molekülorbitaltomografie (molecular orbital tomography), Spektroskopie
mittels Frequenzvervielfachung (high harmonic spectroscopy) und laserinduzierte Elektro-
nenbeugung (laser induced electron diffraction). Die Analyse dieser Techniken erfordert
die Lösung der nicht-perturbativen Multielektron-Schrödingergleichung, was in der Praxis
nicht im vollen Umfang möglich ist. Daher wurden die Experimente bisher nur im Rah-
men von Einelektronmodellen beschrieben. Neue winkelauflösende Experimente zur SFI
von CO und CO2 Molekülen konnten jedoch so nicht erklärt werden, was grundlegende
Fragen über die Rolle von Multielektroneffekten in SFI aufwarf.
In diesem Zusammenhang ist eine praktikable numerische Methode unerlässlich, die
über das Einelektronmodel hinausgeht, systematisch Multielektroneffekte einschließt, und
somit deren gezielte Untersuchung ermöglicht. Zu diesem Zweck wurde die haCC Methode
formuliert und in Form eines neuen C++ Codes implementiert. Die Methode löst die beiden
wichtigsten Probleme, welche sich bei der Lösung der Multielektron-Schrödingergleichung
stellen: die Hochdimensionalität durch einen Formalismus für gekoppelte Ionisations-Kanäle
und die fehlende sphärische Symmetrie eines Moleküls durch Verwendung einer hybriden
Einelektron-Basis bestehend aus ursprungszentrierten und atomzentrierten Funktionen.
Das Verfahren vereint mehrere Techniken aus den Bereich der Elektronenstruktur und
der Physik starker Felder: Konfigurationswechselwirkung aus dem Quantenchemiepaket
COLUMBUS, die Finite Elemete Methode, “komplexe Skalierung” (infinite range exterior
complex scaling) als aborbierende Randbedingungen, nicht-standard gemischte Feldkop-
plung (mixed gauge) und die Berechnung von Elektronspektren aus Oberflächenflüssen
(time dependent surface flux).
Als Observable betrachten wir Photoelektronenspektren, winkelabhängige statische Fel-
dionisationsraten und totale Ionisationswahrscheinlichkeiten. Es konnte bestätigt werden,
dass Edelgasatome sich wie effektive Einelektronsysteme verhalten. Neue Erkenntnisse gibt
es bei Molekülen: die lange bestehenden Diskrepanzen zwischen Experiment und Theorie
bei winkelabhängiger SFI von O2, CO und CO2 konnte erklärt und beseitigt werden. Dy-
namische Austauschwechselwirkung (dynamic exchange) und Polarisationseffekte wurden
als die wichtigsten Mehrelektroneffekte in SFI von Molekülen identifiziert. Zur Model-
lierung von Polarisationseffekten bei moderaten Intensitäten genügen wenige Kanäle, was
beruhigend für die weitere theoretische Entwicklung ist. Im Fall des CO-Moleküls können
Polarisationseffekte bei gewissen Intensitäten die Richtung maximaler Emission umkehren.
x
Berücksichtigung dynamischen Austauschwechselwirkung bei der Berechnung von winke-
labhängigen Ionisationsprofilen von CO2 und O2 bringt Theorie und Experiment in perfekte
Übereinstimmung.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
Understanding motion of atoms and electrons on their natural time scales is the goal of
ultrafast science. The time scales of motion associated with various degrees of freedom
in a molecular system are related to their respective energies. Broadly, the rotational
dynamics happen on the picosecond (1ps = 10−12s) timescale, the vibrational motion in
few tens to hundreds of femtoseconds (1fs = 10−15s) and electron motion in attoseconds
(1as = 10−18s) to a few femtoseconds. Taking snapshots of these dynamics on their natural
time scales requires probes whose duration is smaller than these timescales [1].
Typical probes are light pulses, electron pulses or ion pulses. Charged particles repel
each other and this makes it difficult to achieve very short duration pulses with them.
Hence, for a number of applications in the femtosecond and attosecond domain, the pre-
ferred choice is light probes. From the time the first laser was constructed in 1960, a number
of technical advancements have led to shortening of laser pulses. These include mechanical
choppers that provided microsecond pulses, Q-switching which provided picosecond pulses
to mode-locking and dispersion engineering which reduced the pulse durations in the opti-
cal regime to few femtoseconds. However, these optical techniques could not help surpass
the few femtosecond duration barrier [2].
In the last two decades new ideas evolved like Fourier synthesis in optical domain, high
harmonic generation and cascaded stimulated Raman scattering to beat the femtosecond
barrier in the near optical domain [2, 3]. This has provided stimulus to extending concepts
of time resolved spectroscopy to attosecond domain [1, 4]. In Fourier synthesis technique,
optical pulses produced independently in different spectral windows are overlapped and
their spectral phases are appropriately controlled to obtain a desired pulse profile. In the
high harmonic generation technique, a gaseous system is driven by a strong laser pulse
that induces a highly nonlinear time dependent dipole response that inturn generates high
harmonic radiation. In the cascaded stimulated Raman scattering, a Raman medium is
used to generate a series of Stokes and anti-Stokes lines which have a specific phase relation
and the broad frequency comb generated implies generation of an ultrashort pulse.
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High harmonic generation received significant attention from the first measurements due
to a conspicuous structure in its spectral profile [5, 6, 7]. It does not follow the expectations
from the perturbation theory, that is, the intensities of the generated harmonics do not
follow a power law. The high harmonic spectra instead exhibit a distinct plateau structure.
These findings also coincided with the observation of high energy above threshold ionization
(ATI) peaks [8] in photo-electron spectra from strong field ionization of Xenon atom which
also exhibited a plateau structure [9, 10].
Figure 1.1: Schematic describing the three step model. The yellow curve is the driving
laser electric field. a) An electron is emitted at the peak of the electric field, b) and is
driven away from the parent system. c) When the electric field reverses, the electron is
redirected, d) and the ionized electron re-collides with the parent system emitting radiation
or scatters off the system. Figure reproduced from [11].
In early 1990s, these structures were successfully understood using a classical three-step
model [7]. The underlying process can be understood in terms of the following three steps:
1. A strong driving laser pulse ionizes the system releasing an electron at a time ti, with
a certain initial momentum, p(ti).
2. The electron is accelerated away from the parent system by the laser field and is re-
directed back when the laser field reverses its direction. In the process, the electron
picks up additional momentum from the laser field and its momentum at a time
t > ti, is p(t) = p(ti)− A(ti) + A(t) where A(t) is the vector potential.
3. At a time tf , when the position (~r(t)) of the electron is same as its initial position
(~r(tf ) = ~r(ti)), the returning electron interacts with the parent ion. The interaction of
the returning electron leads to partly rescattering and partly recombination emitting
radiation.
This is depicted in the schematic 1.1. This phenomenological explanation predicts accurate
estimates for the different cut-offs in the ATI spectra and the high harmonic spectra. The
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high harmonic cut-off is given by
~ωcut−off = Ip + 3.17Up
where Ip is the ionization potential of the system and Up is the pondermotive energy given
by the relation:
Up =
e2E20
4meω2
where ω is the frequency of the driving laser, E0 is the peak electric field and me, e are
the mass and the charge of the electron respectively. The pondermotive energy gives the
average energy that an electron picks up in one cycle of the driving laser field. While the
three-step model is classical, the ionization and recombination steps need to be understood
using a quantum mechanical approach.
The highest frequency generated in a high harmonic generation process is proportional
to the square of the driving laser wavelength and the conversion efficiency is inversely
proportional to the fifth-sixth power of the wavelength due to the spreading of the con-
tinuum wavepacket [12]. Traditionally, due to the wide availability of the Ti:Sapphire
lasers, high harmonic generation experiments were performed in the near infra-red regime
(λ ≈ 800nm). More recently they are being extended to few micron wavelength driving
laser fields [13]. At these long wavelengths, ionization occurs via tunneling, multi-photon
ionization, or a ”combination” of both [14]. Both these processes are highly non-linear
with respect to the driving field strength. While tunneling has an exponential dependence,
multi-photon ionization has a power law dependence. (See section 1.3.) If we consider
tunnel ionization, a requirement for the process to occur is that the laser field must be
strong relative to the Coulomb potential of the atom or the molecule under consideration.
For example, the Coulomb field felt by an electron in the ground state of hydrogen atom
is Ea ≈ 5.1×109 V cm−1 which translates to an intensity of Ia = 3.51×1016 W cm−2. The
laser field strength needs to be strong enough to bend the Coulomb potential of the system
to form a barrier through which the electron can tunnel as shown in the figure 1.2.
As a result, the birth times ti at which the driving laser field is at its maximum and the
electron trajectories that follow are the most important contributors to the whole process.
This implies that the high harmonic bursts obtained in this three step process are generated
on a narrow time window smaller than the quarter cycle period of the driving laser field.
For a 800 nm laser, these radiation bursts happen on time scales of less than 0.65 fs thereby
producing attosecond radiation bursts with central wavelengths in the ultra-violet regime
[15]. This establishes a relation between the research areas of ”Strong field physics” and
”attosecond physics” and understanding strong field ionization processes is an important
aspect of attosecond physics.
A standard technique to study dynamics using these ultra-short high harmonic light
sources is to perform pump-probe experiments. In a pump-probe study, a first pulse called
the pump pulse is used to initiate a process in the system, and the second pulse which
arrives after a certain time delay probes the instantaneous state of the system. By varying
the time delay between the pump and the probe pulses, it is possible to study the system’s
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Figure 1.2: Schematic showing the potential barrier formed when a strong laser field of
strength comparable to the Coulomb potential is superimposed on the Coulomb potential.
Dash-dotted line: Plot of Coulomb potential − 1|x| . Dashed line: Plot of the dipole interac-
tion term −Ex for a constant field strength of 0.1 a.u (corresponding intensity, I = 3.5 ×
1014 W cm−2). Solid line: Sum of the field and the Coulomb potential.
time evolution. However, due to the low conversion efficiency of the high harmonic genera-
tion (HHG) process the XUV pulses generated are weak making it technically challenging
to perform XUV pump-probe experiments with them. Such experiments have been realized
only recently [16]. Alternatively, these pulses are also currently being used in two-color
schemes like XUV-IR pump probe experiments [17] and streaking experiments [18].
1.2 Re-collision imaging
While increasing the intensity of high harmonic radiation is a work in progress, our under-
standing of the HHG process based on the three step model, has opened up new avenues to
image electron and nuclear dynamics. According to the classical analysis based on electron
trajectories, for different ionization times ti, the electron follows a different trajectory and
leads to emission of harmonics of different compositions or diffraction from the residual
system at a different instant of time. It implies a possibility to extract signatures of ultra-
fast dynamics from the emitted radiation or from the re-scattered electrons. This has led
to the conceptualization of a new class of imaging techniques called the self-imaging or re-
collision imaging techniques [19, 20]. Two of the popular techniques are the laser induced
electron diffraction and high harmonic spectroscopy.
• Laser induced electron diffraction (LIED):
Diffraction by the re-directed electron wavepacket is superior to the conventional
electron diffraction for two reasons [3, 21, 22, 23]. The current density easily exceeds
1010 A cm−2. Such current densities are only available from large accelerators. The
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electron wavepacket duration is on the order of few femtoseconds that provides an
unprecedented time resolution for electron diffraction experiments.
In a tunnel ionization process, the maximum ionization occurs when the electric field
is at its maximum. The emitted wavepacket re-collides with the parent system after
about half a laser cycle period. The time difference between the ionization and the
re-collision events has the correspondence to the pump-probe time delay which can be
tuned by varying wavelength of the driving laser field. Assuming that the dependence
of the initial ionization on wavelength is fully known, tuning the wavelength would
amount to probing the ionized system at different instants of time after the ionization.
In recent works reported in Refs [22, 23], proof of principle experiments were per-
formed using N2 and O2 molecules. From the re-scattered photo-electron distribu-
tions, time dependence of the bond length was measured. In the case of N2, the
residual ion is left in the ground state of the ion whose bond length is the same as
the neutral. As a result, the system is left in the ground vibrational state. The
extracted bond lengths were nearly independent of the wavelength. In the case of
the O2 molecule, there is a significant variation in the equilibrium bond lengths of
the ground states of the neutral and singly charged ion. The extracted bond lengths
varied with the wavelength as expected, demonstrating that the vibrational dynamics
can be probed using this technique.
• High harmonic spectroscopy (HHS):
Alternatively, the emitted radiation or the high harmonic spectra can be used to
image dynamics. The central idea again is that the electron trajectories map the
transit time (time between the ionization and the recombination events) to the high
harmonic photon energies with less than a femtosecond resolution.
The concept was initially tested using numerical studies. Lein et. al in [24], showed
that in diatomic molecules H+2 and H2, two-center interference effects lead to a distinct
minimum in the high harmonic spectra. It was shown that it is possible to back
calculate the bond length from the minimum. In [25], this concept was further
extended to show that high harmonic spectra are sensitive to vibrational dynamics
and can be used to probe them.
An application of the HHS called the molecular orbital tomography was demonstrated
with N2 molecule in Refs [26, 27]. In these experiments high harmonic spectra were
measured with different orientations of the laser field with respect to the molecular
axis and they were used to reconstruct the three dimensional image of the ionizing
orbital.
In 2009, Smirnova et. al [28] studied high harmonic spectra of CO2 molecule where
an intensity dependent minimum was observed. As the minimum was dependent
on the driving laser parameters, it cannot be a feature of the field-free electronic
structure but some thing induced by the laser. It was shown that this minimum is
related to interference between two ionizing channels and this shows that HHS can
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be used to observe channel coupling dynamics. Similar experiments were performed
for SF6 recently [29].
1.3 Photoionization
Photoionization is at the heart of re-collision imaging techniques. Photoionization of a
multi-electron system can be broadly divided in to perturbative and non-perturbative
regimes.
MPI
ATI
F
Tunneling
F
OBI
Figure 1.3: Schematic showing four different ionization mechanisms in the following order:
multi-photon ionization (MPI), above threshold ionization (ATI), tunneling ionization and
over the barrier ionization or the above barrier ionization.
Perturbative regime: When the influence of the external field is small compared to
the field-free Hamiltonian, the interaction with the external field can be accounted by
adding correction terms to the solutions of the field-free Hamiltonian. This is called the
perturbation theory. In this approach, an N-photon ionization process can be treated
by using the lowest non-vanishing order term in the perturbation series [30] where, the
N-photon ionization rate (Γ(N)) for example is calculated as
Γ(N) =
(
I
~ω
)N
σN(ω) (1.1)
where
(
I
~ω
)N
is the photon flux and σN(ω) is the cross-section which is related to the Nth
order transition matrix element, M
(N)
fg , between the initial state |g〉 and the final state
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|f〉:
M
(N)
fg =
∑∫
s
· · ·
∑∫
n
∑∫
m
〈f |Ê · ~r|s〉
(Es − Eg − (N − 1)~ω)
· · · 〈n|Ê · ~r|m〉
(En − Eg − 2~ω)
〈m|Ê · ~r|g〉
(Em − Eg − ~ω)
.
(1.2)
Here, |s〉,|n〉,|m〉 indicate intermediate states and Es,Em and En their corresponding en-
ergies. An ionization process where the minimum number of photons are absorbed to
overcome the ionization threshold is referred to as multi-photon ionization (MPI). When
the number of photons absorbed is larger than the minimum requirement, the ionization
process is called the above threshold ionization (ATI). A schematic of these processes is
shown in figure 1.3. The main challenge in this approach is to obtain all the necessary
intermediate states needed to evaluate the required transition matrix elements.
As the name suggests, the theory is suitable only at low intensities where the influence
of the external field can be treated as a perturbation. As the intensity is increased, higher
order terms start to contribute and the perturbation expansion may not converge.
Non-perturabative regime: In this regime, the external field is strong and cannot be
treated by adding a few correction terms to the field-free solutions. In this case, the time
dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) needs to be completely solved after the inclusion
of all the required interaction terms into the Hamiltonian.
• Quasi-static limit: A special case in the non-perturbative regime is the low fre-
quency limit. In the presence of a strong low frequency laser field ionization occurs
by tunneling or by above the barrier ionization process. See schematics in figure 1.3.
Here, it can be assumed that the ionizing system adjusts adiabatically to the exter-
nal field and the ionization yield (Y (t)) can be computed using static field ionization
rates as:
Y (t) = 1− exp
(
−
∫ t
0
dt′Γstat(F (t
′))
)
(1.3)
where Γstat(F ) is the static ionization rate for a field strength F . Hence, it suffices
to solve a time independent problem.
In 1965, Landau and Lifshitz first derived the tunnel ionization rate for hydrogen atom
[31]. This formula was generalized for complex atoms, in single electron approximation
by Ammosov, Delone and Krainov in 1986 [32]. which is widely using in this field and is
popularly known as the ADK formula. According to this formula the static field ionization
rate for an atom at a field strength F is given as:
ΓADK(F ) =
C2l
2|m||m|!
(2l + 1)(l + |m|)!
2(l − |m|)!
1
κ2Zc/κ−1
(
2κ3
F
)2Zc/κ−|m|−1
e−2κ
3/3F . (1.4)
Here l and m are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the outermost electron of the
atom, Cl is the amplitude of the electron wavefunction in the tunneling region, κ =
√
2Ip
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with Ip being the ionization potential and Zc is the effective nuclear charge. This formula
was extended to account for the multi-centered nature of molecules by Tong et. al [33] in
2002 and this formula is referred to as the MO-ADK formula.
Comparison with numerical studies showed that ADK formula over-estimates ionization
rates at high field strengths. An empirical correction to the formula was presented in 2005
[34] which works well for inert gas atoms also at high field strengths:
Γcorr = ΓADK e
−α(Z2c /Ip)(F/κ3) (1.5)
Here α is a fitting parameter.
A seminal work by Keldysh in 1965 [35] presented solutions of the non-perturbative
Schrödinger equation using an approximation that is now known as the strong field ap-
proximation (SFA). In SFA, the influence of the Coulomb potential is neglected for the
electron continuum states and they are represented using Volkov states. An important
conclusion of this work is that a parameter γ known as the Keldysh parameter identifies
the limits of pure tunnel ionization and multi-photon ionization.
γ =
√
Ip
2Up
= ωτT (1.6)
where Ip is the ionization potential, Up is the pondermotive energy, ω the driving laser
frequency and τT is the characteristic tunneling time. Computing ionization rate showed
that when γ  1, the ionization rate has an exponential dependence on the field strength,
which corresponds to a pure tunneling type of ionization and when γ  1 the rate has a
power law dependence on the field strength which indicates multi-photon type of ionization.
In the intermediate regime, ionization mechanism is a ”combination” of both [14]. Different
formulations of the Keldysh theory were also presented by Faisal [36] and Reiss [37] and
hence this theory is also often referred to as the Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss (KFR) theory.
1.4 Ab-inito modeling
The central difficulty in giving a general utility to the promising re-collision imaging ideas is
the large number of coupled degrees of freedom that are present in a general multi-electron
system. The response of a system to an ultra-short (broadband) light probe is a convolution
of the different processes that the laser pulse initiates. This makes it complicated to control
and extract the required dynamical information.
Ab-initio theoretical modeling is essential to fully understand the role of the different
degrees of freedom which in turn may help gain control over the dynamics. This implies
solving the non-perturbative multi-electron Schrödinger equation. But, solving it in full
generality is an impossible task.
Quoting from Agostini et. al.[19]: Strong-field ionization is a field of research which
has, all along, been driven by experiments while the theory has followed, often painstak-
ingly.
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The three important difficulties of solving a general non-perturbative TDSE are:
1. The exponential dependence of the required discretization points on the number of
electrons: also popularly called the ”curse of dimensionality”. Consider an N-electron
system and each electron wavefunction discretized by ’k’ basis functions, fin(~rn). The
wavefunction can be written as:
ψ(~r1, ..., ~rN) =
k∑
i1, ... ,iN=1
ci1, ... ,iN (t)fi1(~r1) ... fiN (~rN) (1.7)
with the constraint that the coefficients, ci1, ... ,iN (t), satisfy the required anti-symmetry
property. The number of discretization coefficients is kN/N !.
2. Atoms have spherical symmetry which helps in reducing the dimensionality of the
problem. With molecules, this advantage is lost and their multi-centered nature leads
to large angular expansions when treated in spherical coordinates.
3. Unfavorable scaling with wavelength (λ) for solving TDSE: solving full TDSE is the
only choice available while dealing with photo-ionization regimes where using per-
turbation theory or employing quasi-static approximation is not an option. Studying
single ionization problem scales as λ4 [38]. This comes from 3 factors, the required
time propagation scales as λ, the required momentum to be resolved scales as λ
and the required box size scales as λ2. At long wavelengths the ionized part of the
wavefunction can spread over several orders of magnitude larger space compared to
the spatial extent of a typical parent system. This leads to large numerical box
requirements making even single electron calculations expensive.
The unfavorable scaling of the box size with wavelength can be circumvented for com-
putation of those observables that do not need asymptotic information by imposing absorb-
ing boundary conditions. Even for photo-electron spectra that need analysis of asymptotic
part of the wavefunction, a recent technique called the time dependent surface flux method
allows computation with minimal box sizes [38, 39].
In the case of the first two difficulties, approximation is the only remedy. As of today,
obtaining numerical solutions with more that 6 degrees of freedom has not been possible
[40, 41] from general solvers. Hence, since inception of this field, strong field ionization
based processes have been understood using simple models.
1.4.1 Simple models
Simple models include single electron numerical calculations with effective core potentials
[42, 43], electron density based methods: density functional theory (DFT) [44, 45] and
analytical formula like the ADK, MO-ADK formula. Two of the popular models that are
used to interpret the HHS and LIED experiments are the Lewenstein model [46] and its
improved version called the quantitative rescattering method (QRS) [47]. These models are
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considered as the quantum mechanical analogs of the classical three-step model due to the
three distinct terms in the dipole matrix element that can be interpreted as the ionization,
propagation and recombination steps. Both the approaches are essentially single electron
approaches and are based on the strong field approximation. While QRS has an option of
computing the recombination matrix elements with continuum states from multi-electron
methods, it treats the ionization process in single electron approximation.
The obvious drawback of the effective single electron methods is the absence of multi-
electron dynamics. DFT based approaches include multi-electron effects through exchange
correlation functionals but these functionals cannot be systematically improved to perform
convergence studies. Also, the electron density based approaches do not provide direct
access to the wavefunction to compute observables like photo-electron spectra.
Evidence of multi-electron effects
Single electron models were successful in the case of inert gas atoms to a large extent [34].
However, in the recent past a number of examples have been reported where the single
electron methods fail indicating the presence of multi-electron effects. Examples include,
inter-channel coupling effects in high harmonic spectroscopy of Xenon [48], CO2 [28] and
SF6 [29]; the failure of ADK to explain angle dependent ionization of H2 [49]; and the fail-
ure of most single electron methods to even qualitatively explain angle dependent strong
field ionization of molecules CO [50, 51] and CO2 [42, 44, 45, 52, 53].
In this scenario, there are two approaches possible: The first approach would be to refine
the single electron models further to include multi-electron effects. But this can mostly
be done in an ad-hoc way and the validity of a particular approximation can be only
established through comparison with experiments which in the first place include a number
of averaging effects. The second approach would be to develop ab-initio methods which
are self-consistent. In this work the second approach is followed. There exist in literature
several ab-initio techniques that work for atomic systems but in the case of molecules the
application of these techniques has been minimal due to the difficulty 2 listed above. The
following section presents a list of popular techniques.
1.4.2 Popular ab-initio techniques
In order to handle the problem of multi-dimensionality, several methods have been de-
veloped in past decades. The central strategy in all the methods is to discretize the
wavefunction using only that part of the total N-electron Hilbert space which is seemingly
required for electron dynamics. A brief description of popular methods is given below.
• Time dependent Hartree-Fock method
Time dependent Hartree Fock (TDHF) theory [54], which is the simplest of all, is an
extension of the standard Hartree-Fock theory to time dependent problems. Here, the
wavefunction is expressed as a single Slater determinant. Each single particle orbital
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that compose the Slater determinant evolves in the mean potential or the Hartree-
Fock potential created by the nuclei and the remaining electrons. Let φi(~ri, t) denote
a single particle orbital, then the wavefunction is written as:
ψ(~r1, ..., ~rN) = A [φ1(~r1, t) ... φN(~rN , t)]
= ci1(t) .... ciN (t) A [fi1(~r1) ... fiN (~rN)]
(1.8)
where fij are discretization functions for single particle orbitals. The ansatz has only
kN discretization points which is much smaller compared to the general ansatz 1.7.
Being a very simple ansatz, it has several limitations. It is only suitable for situations
where the system’s response is linear or in other words, where the response of a system
can be written in terms of product states. Being a single determinant approach, it
does not include correlation in a true state. As a result, it cannot describe auto-
ionizing states accurately and underestimates their decay rates for example [54].
• Multi-configuration time dependent Hartree-Fock method
A systematic extension of TDHF method is the multi-configuration time-dependent
Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) approach [55, 56]. It discretizes the N-electron wavefunc-
tion in terms of several Slater determinants each composed of time dependent single
particle orbitals.
ψ(~r1, ..., ~rN) =
∑
i1, ... ,iN
ci1, ... ,iN (t)A [φi1(~r1, t) ... φiN (~rN , t)] (1.9)
This is a complete basis in principle and can include correlation needed to describe
any state of the system. As the orbitals and coefficients are time dependent, this
ansatz allows for a very compact representation of the wavefunction. However, the
non-linear equations involved in solving the TDSE with this ansatz lead to an un-
favorable scaling with the number of electrons. It has been so far applied to 10
electron systems in one dimensional problems [56] and upto four electron systems in
three dimensions [55].
• Time dependent configuration interaction method
The time dependence of the single particle orbitals leads to non-linear equations
of motion in the previous two methods. In time dependent configuration interac-
tion method, the time dependence is restricted to the coefficients and the single
particle orbitals are chosen to be field-free Hartree-Fock orbitals (includes both ”oc-
cupied” and ”virtual” orbitals). Denoting creation and annihilation operators acting
on a Hartree-Fock orbital φk as a
†
k, ak, the time dependent configuration interaction
wavefunction can be written as:
|ψ〉 = c0(t) |Φ0〉+
∑
ip
cpi (t) a
†
pai |Φ0〉+
∑
ijpq
cpqij (t) a
†
qa
†
paiaj |Φ0〉+ ... (1.10)
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where |Φ0〉 is the Hartree-Fock determinant.
The expansion consists of the HF determinant and determinants created by exciting
a fixed number of electrons to virtual orbitals with respect to the HF determinant,
for example, the second term consists of the single excitations, the third term consists
of double excitations and so on.
If there are nhf Hartree-Fock orbitals, then the size of such an expansion is
nhf !
(nhf−N)!N ! ,
which grows very quickly with the number of HF orbitals and the number of electrons.
Typically, truncation schemes are employed. If the expansion includes only up to
single excitations, the method is referred to as the time dependent configuration
interaction singles (TD-CIS) [57, 58].
• Coupled channels formalism
In a coupled channels formalism [59, 60], the wavefunction is discretized using a set
of neutral bound states and single ionic channel functions.
ψ(~r1, ..., ~rN) =
∑
i,I
ci,I(t)A [φi(~r1)ΦI(~r2, ... , ~rN)] +
∑
N
cN (t)NI(~r1, ... , ~rN) (1.11)
This kind of discretization is suitable for the cases where (N-1) electron dynamics
can be restricted to few bound states. The advantage of the approach is that the
size of discretization is independent of the exact number of electrons and hence can
be easily applied to larger problems.
• Other wavefunction methods
There are a number of other methods which can be considered as variants of the
above methods. Some of them include the time dependent complete active space
self-consistent field method (TD-CASSCF) [61], time dependent restricted active
space self-consistent field method (TD-RASSCF) [62, 63] which are variations of
MCTDHF[64, 65]. Each method applies different restrictions and flexibilities in the
form of orbital partitioning schemes and can be advantageous to specific problems at
hand.
Another popular method in the context of atomic physics is the R-matrix method
[66]. It is similar in spirit to the coupled channel formalism but employs an additional
spatial partitioning scheme. The physical space is divided in to inner and outer
regions. In the inner region, all the terms in the Hamiltonian are treated exactly,
where as in the outer region approximations are made. The solutions in the two
regions are appropriately matched to satisfy the conditions of continuity and the
derivative continuity of the wavefunction.
All the above mentioned methods barring the coupled channels method have been ap-
plied only to atomic systems in the context of strong field physics. The lack of spherical
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symmetry leads to large angular momentum expansions and the Hamiltonian couples a
large number of basis functions unlike in atoms imposing severe bottle-neck to these meth-
ods.
1.5 Goal of the current work
The goal of the current work is three fold:
1. To develop an ab-initio technique to study strong field ionization of atoms and small
molecules: For this purpose a coupled channels formalism was chosen.
2. In the process, make use of the well established techniques in the fields of quantum
chemistry and one-, two-electron strong field physics. The techniques put together
in this work are configuration interaction theory from quantum chemistry, finite
element methods, infinite range exterior complex scaling technique, mixed gauge
representations and the time dependent surface flux spectral analysis technique.
3. Apply the method to strong field ionization of molecules where several discrepancies
between experiments and theory surfaced in the recent past which would help advance
the larger field of imaging dynamics using strong field ionization processes.
There exists an earlier work with coupled channels approach by Spanner et. al [59].
They however approximate exchange interaction during dynamics which simplifies the
problem by a great deal. Here, such an approximation is not made and all the techni-
cal issues resulting are dealt with. It is shown that approximating exchange can be a
severe approximation while studying strong field ionization of molecules and can lead to
misleading interpretation of the physics behind the ionization process.
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Cumulative thesis
The new ab-initio computational technique developed in this thesis is called the hybrid
anti-symmetrized coupled channels approach (haCC). The current work contributes to
its formulation, implementation in the form of a new C++ code, benchmarking and its
application to strong field ionization of small molecules. The work done for this thesis is
presented in the following articles which are reproduced after this chapter.
1. V. P. Majety, A. Zielinski and A. Scrinzi, Photoionization of few electron systems:
a hybrid coupled channels approach, New J. Phys. 17 (2015) 063002.
2. V. P. Majety, A. Zielinski and A. Scrinzi, Mixed gauge in strong laser-matter inter-
action, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 48 (2015) 025601.
3. V. P Majety and A. Scrinzi, Photoionization of noble gases: a demonstration of
hybrid coupled channels approach. Photonics (2015), 2, 93-103.
4. V. P Majety and A. Scrinzi, Static field ionization rates for multi-electron atoms and
small molecules. Submitted to J Phys B.
5. V. P Majety and A. Scrinzi, Dynamic exchange in the strong field ionization of
molecules. Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 103002 (2015)
This chapter provides a brief account of these articles. An overview of the code that
implements the method is provided in the appendix. The haCC method was also employed
in the following work:
6. A. Zielinski, V.P. Majety, S. Nagele, R. Pazourek, J. Burgdörfer, A. Scrinzi. Anoma-
lous Fano profiles in external fields. arXiv:1405.4279, Submitted to Phys. Rev.
Lett..
which studies the influence of external fields on Fano resonances in Helium atom. This
however is not a part of this thesis and is not discussed.
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2.1 The haCC approach
The mathematical formulation of the haCC method and its benchmarking is dealt in detail
in articles 1 and 2. This section provides an overview of these articles. The haCC technique
solves the multi-electron Schrödinger equation
i
∂
∂t
Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rN , t) = Ĥ(~r1, · · · , ~rN , t)Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rN , t) (2.1)
numerically using the following basis ansatz for the N-electron wavefunction:
|Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rN)〉 =
∑
I
cI(t)|I(~r1, · · · , ~rN)〉+
∑
N
cN (t)|N (~r1, · · · , ~rN)〉. (2.2)
Here Ĥ is the time dependent Hamiltonian, cI , cN are the time dependent expansion co-
efficients, |N 〉 are the neutral bound states and |I〉 are ionic channel functions defined
as:
|I(~r1, · · · , ~rN)〉 = A [|i(~r1)〉|I(~r2, · · · , ~rN)〉] (2.3)
where |I〉 are single ionic functions, |i〉 are numerical one-electron basis functions and A
denotes anti-symmetrization.
Approximations
Along with the basis set discretization of the wavefunction, Eq. 2.2, the following approx-
imations are made:
• Fixed nuclei approximation: Atoms have only electronic degrees of freedom, but
molecules possess additional rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. Usually,
the motion associated with these degrees of freedom is a few orders of magnitude
slower than the electronic motion. By Born-Oppenheimer approximation [68], it can
be assumed under these circumstances that the electronic wavefunction adapts adia-
batically to the changes in the nuclear configuration. As a result, the electronic part
of the Schrödinger equation can be solved separately for each nuclear configuration.
Here, such a fixed nuclei approximation is made and only the electronic Schrödinger
equation is solved with equilibrium nuclear configurations.
• (N-1) electrons are restricted to their bound states. As solving the Schrödinger
equation in full generality is not possible, the multi-electron basis set must be re-
stricted. As this work concentrates on single ionization problems, the ionic and the
neutral states in the basis, Eq. 2.2, are restricted to bound states. Note, the indistin-
guishability of electrons is however correctly imposed through the anti-symmetrization.
• Non-relativistic approximation: The Schrödinger equation is non-relativistic.
Hence, spin dynamics are not allowed and spin quantum number enters the scheme
only as a parameter. Spin-orbit couplings are also neglected. The mass of the electron
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is taken to be its rest mass which is a good approximation for photo-ionization by
extreme ultraviolet or longer wavelength radiation where the ionized electron energies
do not exceed a hundred eV.
• Dipole approximation: The electromagnetic field is treated classically and under
dipole approximation. When the wavelength of the ionizing radiation is larger than
the spatial extent of the system, the field can be considered to be spatially indepen-
dent. Using the Taylor’s series for a plane wave, a linearly polarized time-varying
electric field can be approximated as follows:
E(~r, t) = E0e
i(~k·~r−ωt) (2.4)
= E0e
−iωt

1 + i~k · ~r +
(
i~k · ~r
)2
2!
+ · · ·

 (2.5)
≈ E0e−iωt (2.6)
By Faraday’s law, the neglect of the spatial dependence of the time varying electric
field also implies the neglect of the magnetic field.
The basis, Eq. 2.2
The ionic and the neutral states needed in the basis are computed using Multi-reference
Configuration Interaction (MRCI) theory implemented in COLUMBUS quantum chemistry
package [69]. For this purpose an interface to this package was written with the support of
the COLUMBUS authors (See appendix 5.3). The MRCI wavefunctions are based on Hartree-
Fock orbitals (φk) that are constructed from a set of atom centered Gaussian orbitals. In
the current work, MRCI singles and MRCI singles, doubles schemes are used. The general
interface also implies that, in principle, more advanced orbital partition schemes that are
available in quantum chemistry codes can be used.
The single electron basis, |i〉 is a single centered expansion (centered on the origin) with
finite element discretization [70], |fi〉, for the radial coordinate and spherical harmonics,
|Ylimi〉, for angular coordinates.
|i(~r1)〉 = |fi(r1)〉|Ylimi(Ω1)〉 (2.7)
In principle, |i〉 can be any complete basis. Instead of finite-elements, other types of dis-
cretizations like B-splines [71] or finite difference schemes [59] could be used. The specific
choice of finite-elements is motivated by the fact that, finite-elements being local basis sets,
lead to blocked matrices when various operators are evaluated with them. This is a useful
property to perform operations like matrix-vector multiplications, inverting matrices and
so on.
The haCC discretization allows a compact representation of strong field ionization processes
mainly for two reasons:
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• Correlated states that need a large number of channel functions to be well represented
can be explicitly included in the basis. For example, in the strong field ionization of
Helium, correlation plays a role only in the initial state and the ionization problem
can be described by a single channel ansatz [72]. The explicit inclusion of the ground
state (or other neutral states) keeps the basis compact.
• When dealing with a single center expansion, the representation of a molecular (multi-
centered) wavefunction needs large number of angular momenta. The hybrid nature
of the single particle basis - atom centered Gaussians and a single centered expansion
mitigates this problem to some extent and keeps the basis compact.
A technical complication with the basis is that it is over-complete. The single electron
basis, |i〉 being complete can represent the Gaussian orbitals that constitute ionic and
neutral functions. This problem is dealt by solving the Schrödinger equation in a subspace
that does not include the zero vectors.
Time propagation
Substituting the ansatz 2.2 into the TDSE gives a set of coupled ordinary differential
equations (ODE) for the time dependent expansion coefficients:
i
[
〈G|G〉dCG
dt
+ 〈G|I〉dCI
dt
]
= 〈G|Ĥ|G〉CG + 〈G|Ĥ|I〉CI (2.8)
i
[
〈I|G〉dCG
dt
+ 〈I|I〉dCI
dt
]
= 〈I|Ĥ|G〉CG + 〈I|Ĥ|I〉CI (2.9)
These equations are solved using standard fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme with an adap-
tive step size control. These equations can be cast into the form:
iS
d~c
dt
= H~c (2.10)
where ~c is the vector of all the time dependent coefficients, S is the overlap matrix and
H is the matrix corresponding to the Hamiltonian operator in the haCC basis. (Detailed
derivation of the matrix elements in appendix 5.1)
In order to solve the equations 2.10, the overlap matrix needs to be inverted. The over-
lap matrix has a useful structure: it is a banded matrix to which a low rank correction term
is added. This property is used to efficiently apply the inverse overlap using the Woodbury
formula [73]. However, in general this is more complicated as the over-completeness of
the basis 2.2 can make the overlap matrix ill-conditioned. In order to solve this problem,
a generalization of the Woodbury formula has been formulated (See Article 1) and this
allows for the computation of the inverse in a chosen subspace, here the subspace being
the space of the non-zero eigenvectors of the overlap matrix.
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Two-electron repulsion integrals
The evaluation of the electron-electron repulsion integrals forms the computationally most
intensive part of obtaining the Hamiltonian matrix that is required to setup the coupled
ODE’s 2.10. This is the case for any multi-electron technique. In quantum chemistry,
where Gaussian basis sets are used these integrals can be computed analytically, but with
general basis sets these integrals need to be evaluated numerically. Here a multi-pole
expansion method is used. The single particle functions are projected on to a single center
expansion and the integrals are computed using the expansion:
1
|~r1 − ~r2|
=
∞∑
L=0
L∑
M=−L
4π
2L+ 1
rL<
rL+1>
YLM(θ1, φ1)Y
∗
LM(θ2, φ2) (2.11)
where r< = min(r1, r2) and r> = max(r1, r2). The limits of the expansion are set auto-
matically by the angular momentum truncation in the single center expansions. No other
truncation schemes for the L,M expansion are used here.
A number of two electron integrals arise with the haCC basis: the standard Hartree
and the exchange terms, and other kinds of exchange terms due to non-orthogonality of
the Gaussians with the finite elements. As computation of these integrals is expensive,
sufficient care has been taken to keep the operations count to minimum. There exists a
trade-off between the storage requirements and the number of floating point operations.
The algorithms used to evaluate each of these integrals is presented in appendix 5.2.
Absorption at box boundaries: infinite range exterior complex
scaling
During the time propagation parts of the wavefunction can spread to large distances com-
pared to the spatial extent of the initial state of the system due to the population of the
continuum states that extend to infinity. In order to avoid numerical reflections from the
box boundaries due to this spreading wavefunction, the numerical box sizes need to be
large. This makes computations expensive. Several observables like the ionization yields,
cross-sections do not need the asymptotic information. When such observables are of inter-
est, it is more efficient to absorb the wavefunction beyond a certain distance from the origin
by imposing absorbing boundary conditions. An essential property of such an absorber is
that it should preserve dynamics in the region before absorption.
Exterior complex scaling is robust way to impose these absorbing boundary conditions.
In this technique, the outgoing waves are transformed into exponentially decaying functions
[74] using the coordinate transformation:
rθ =
{
r for r ≤ Rc
eiθ(r −Rc) +Rc. for r > Rc.
(2.12)
Here θ is the complex scaling angle that can be any value in the interval [0, π/2] andRc is the
coordinate value beyond which the transformation starts. In order for this transformation
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Figure 2.1: Eigenvalue spectra (in a.u.) of the field-free Hamiltonian for hydrogen atom.
Scatter in green is the spectra without complex scaling and the scatter in blue is with
complex scaling. A complex scaling angle of 0.1 radians was used. The red line has a slope
of 0.2 radians and it fits the continuum spectra rotated in to the lower complex plane.
to act as an absorption technique, the Hamiltonian must satisfy a mathematical property
called ”Dilation analyticity” which one comes across in advanced functional analysis [75].
In this thesis, this is used as a well established black box approach which has certain
properties and no effort has been made to look into the underlying mathematical theorems.
The complex scaling transformation has the following influence on ”Dilation analytic”
Hamiltonians: It leaves the bound state spectrum intact and transforms the continuum
states into exponentially decaying waves [74]. This entails to imposing the required ab-
sorbing boundary conditions.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates these properties with the example of the hydrogen atom. The
numerically computed eigenvalue spectra for the field-free Hamiltonian with and without
complex scaling angle (θ = 0.1 rad) are shown. The bound states remain unchanged
where as the continuum states are rotated by an angle 2θ. The negative imaginary part in
the eigenvalues implies that these functions decay during the time propagation. A finite
discretization cannot represent continuum spectra. As a result, from the point where the
continuum states become inaccurate (seen through the sparsity of points) the complex
scaled eigenvalues deviate from the analytical expectations.
Another useful property of this complex scaling transformation is the uncovering of
the semi-bound states or the resonant states from the continuum spectra. The resonant
states like the doubly excited states in Helium have a strongly bound nature. As a result
these states are not rotated by angle 2θ like the continuum states. The complex scaling
transformation converts the eigenvalues of these states into the form Ef = rf − i~Γf2 where
Γf is the decay width of the state. These eigenvalues are also not effected by the exact
complex scaling angle.
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Here, a recent version of its implementation called the infinite range exterior complex
scaling (irECS) [70] is used. The trick used in irECS version is to use exponentially decaying
basis functions in the complex scaled region to represent the decaying waves (See schematic
2.2). This improves the numerical efficiency of the method. The actual implementation of
the method involves the imposition of a ”non-intuitive” discontinuity at the scaling radius
(Rc) [70]. Radial discontinuities in solutions can be easily imposed with a finite element
basis, if an element boundary is chosen at the discontinuity.
Figure 2.2: Schematic showing finite element radial discretization for irECS absorption
scheme. The last set of polynomials extend to infinity. In practice, high order polynomials
are used.
Mixed gauge representation
The gauge freedom that the scalar (φ) and vector potentials ( ~A) possess in classical electro-
dynamics translates into our context as a local unitary transformation of the form [76, 77]:
Ψ2(~r, t) = Ug(~r, t)Ψ1(~r, t) with Ug = e
ig(~r,t). (2.13)
In Article 2, it is shown that while all gauge representations are equally ”correct” (they
are all related by unitary transformations), the choice of gauge defines the convergence
properties with a particular discretization, defines the properties of the Hamiltonian and
hence the properties of time evolution. The choice of gauge is not an important question
when basis sets used can be pushed to the limit of completeness. However, this is not
possible with multi-electron systems and all methods make approximations in terms of
basis set restrictions. With the example of the haCC discretization, it is shown that instead
of the length and the velocity gauges that are popularly used in this field, using a mixed
gauge representation can be numerically efficient. This concept is of general importance to
other approximate methods as well, where analyzing the numerical properties with different
gauge representations can help improve their numerical efficiency.
The wavefunctions in length (ΨL) and velocity (ΨV ) gauges are related as follows:
ΨL(~r, t) = e
−i ~A(t)·~rΨV (~r, t). (2.14)
In the short wavelength regime, the wavefunctions in the two gauges are identical. For
example, with 20 nm wavelength laser pulse and with a peak intensity 1014 W cm−2 (peak
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Figure 2.3: Photo-electron spectra from Helium with a 400nm, 3-cycle, cos2 envelope pulses
with a peak intensity of 1.0 × 1014 W cm−2. The solid line in the top panel shows full
dimensional calculations. The mixed gauge computations with one (blue) and five (green)
channels overlap with the solid line and hence a plot of relative difference is shown in the
lower panel. The remaining red, magenta and cyan curves are velocity gauge computations
with one, five and nine ionic channels respectively. All the haCC calculations include the
neutral ground state in the basis.
vector potential = 0.023 a.u), the gauge factor at 1 a.u distance is 0.9997+0.023i, where
as with the same intensity at 800nm the peak vector potential is 0.937a.u that leads to a
gauge factor of 0.592+0.806i. At short wavelengths and at low intensities, the length and
velocity gauge wavefunctions do not differ significantly. But when this is not the case the
effect of a particular gauge choice can be dramatic.
In the context of the haCC method both the velocity and length gauges have certain
advantages and disadvantages. The Hamiltonian in the velocity gauge satisfies the required
properties for the ECS absorption to work, requires lesser number of angular momenta for
convergence, but is not suitable for modeling ionic dynamics in terms of a few bound states.
This is because, in velocity gauge the mechanical momentum in the presence of the external
laser field is time dependent and different from the field-free case. As a result, the ionic
states in the basis loose their physical meaning. On the other hand, the Hamiltonian in the
length gauge representation is suitable when modeling in terms of a few ionic bound states,
but needs larger number of angular momenta for convergence and is not compatible with
the ECS absorption technique. The length gauge Hamiltonian is not ”dilation analytic”,
or in practical terms, the Hamiltonian has eigenvalues with both positive and negative
imaginary values. This means some eigenstates are exponentially growing functions and
the ECS does not act as an absorption technique.
In order to combine the advantages of both, a mixed gauge formalism is used. In this
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scheme, length gauge is used in the region that encompasses the ionic bound states, and
the region thereafter where the absorption starts an ”asymptotic velocity gauge” is used.
This is obtained by the ”continuous gauge transformation”[77] defined as:
Ψ(~r, t) =
{
ΨL(~r, t) for r ≤ rg
exp
[
i ~A(t) · (~r − ~rg)
]
ΨL(~r, t) for r > rg.
(2.15)
where rg is the gauge boundary at which the gauge transition happens. Note that with
this gauge transformation, the wavefunction at rg remains continuous at all times. Other
forms of mixed gauge transformations are also possible [77] . But Eq. 2.15 is the easiest to
implement as it does not involve imposition of any time dependent discontinuities.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the efficiency of the mixed gauge representation over the pure
velocity gauge. The pure length gauge computations could not be done as the irECS
absorption which is needed for the overall scheme does not work here. The figure shows
that, with mixed gauge, a single channel computation can produce spectra comparable to
full dimensional calculations on the level of 10% accuracy, where as with velocity gauge
even a 9 channel computation could not produce the correct result.
2.1.1 Computation of observables
The different observables considered in this work are static field ionization rates, ionization
yields, cross-sections and photo-electron spectra. They are computed as follows:
• Static field ionization rates:
Computation of static field ionization rates only needs solving the time independent
problem. Exterior complex scaling of a Hamiltonian [74, 75] has the useful property
that the semi-bound states like the field-free ground state in the presence of a static
field acquires an imaginary part that is related to the ionization rate. The eigenvalue
is of the form Ef = rf − i~Γf2 where Γf in the imaginary part of the eigenvalue is the
ionization rate. The ionization rate as a function of field strength is calculated by
adiabatically following the field-free ground state with respect to the field strength.
• Ionization yields are computed from the drop in the norm of the wavefunction in
the unscaled region. The ionized part of the wavefunction irrespective of the energy
content travels away from the parent system to ”infinity”. Hence for any given size
of the unscaled region propagating long enough allows us to compute the yields.
• Cycle averaged ionization rates are obtained by calculating the rate at which
the norm dropped in the unscaled region for a sufficiently long continuous wave with
an initial ramp up and ramp down at the end.
• Multi-photon ionization cross-sections (σ(n)) are computed from the cycle av-
eraged ionization rates using the formula [66]:
σ(n) = (8πα)n
(
3.5× 1016
I
)n
ωnΓa2n0 t
n−1
0 (2.16)
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where σ(n) is the n photon ionization cross-section in units cm2n/sn−1, I is the in-
tensity in Wcm−2, ω is the laser frequency in a.u, α is the fine structure constant
and a0, t0 are atomic units of length and time respectively in cms. Γ is the total
ionization rate in a.u.
• Photoelectron spectra:
Computation of the photo-electron spectra needs analysis of the asymptotic part of
the wavefunction unlike the previous observables like yields or cross-sections. This
means that the wavefunction cannot be absorbed and large simulation box sizes are
needed. The traditional way to compute photo-electron spectra is to time propagate
using a large simulation box and project the wavefunction on to single continuum
states.
This implies two difficulties: (i) Large simulation boxes that make computations
expensive and (ii) computation of single continuum states. Single continuum states
are analytically known for the Hydrogen atom, but beyond that these states can
only be computed using approximate numerical methods like effective single electron
calculations, DFT based methods [71], iterative Schwinger variational method with a
frozen core or a few channel ansatz [78] and so on. As these methods approximate the
influence of the complicated electron-electron interactions, the continuum states are
approximate in the vicinity of the nucleus. They are accurate only in the asymptotic
region where the residual system because of screening can be effectively treated as
a hydrogen like system. As a consequence, in the traditional method, the time
propagation has to be done long enough until the ionized wavepacket has traveled
far enough for the projection onto the approximate continuum state to be accurate.
These two problems are circumvented in a recently developed technique called the
time dependent surface flux method (tSURFF) [38, 39]. The tSURFF method ap-
proximates the various potentials in the Hamiltonian by smoothly turning them off
before a radius called the tSURFF radius (Rc) which is a convergence parameter
for the method. This implies that the solutions beyond Rc can be approximated as
Volkov states (χk), which are the solutions of a free particle in an external field. If
ΘN(Rc) is a Heaviside function that characterizes the N
th coordinate space rN > Rc,
the channel resolved single ionization spectra, σc,k, can be computed as:
σc,k = |〈χk(~rN , t)|ΘN(Rc)|ζc(~rN , t)〉|2
= |i
∫ T
0
dt〈χk(~rN , t)|
[
−1
2
4N + i ~A(t) · ~∇N ,ΘN(Rc)
]
|ζc(~rN , t)〉|2,
(2.17)
where T is some large time after the laser pulse, χk(~rN , t) are single particle Volkov
states corresponding to momentum k and ζc(~rN , t) is the Dyson orbital corresponding
to the ionization channel, c defined as:
ζc(~rn, t) := 〈κc(~r1, ..., ~rN−1, t)|Ψ(~r1, ..., ~rN , t)〉. (2.18)
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Here κc is the ionic channel function at time t. As the integrand in Eq. 2.17 is the
expectation value of the commutator with a Heaviside function, it is sufficient to
have the values of the wavefunction on the surface characterized by radius rN = Rc
to evaluate it.
As computation of the spectra needs only the wavefunction on the surface defined
by the tSURFF radius, the wavefunction thereafter can be absorbed. This leads to
dramatic reduction of the required simulation box sizes [38, 39] making the compu-
tations less expensive. The limitation is that the threshold spectra are not produced
accurately due to the truncation of the Coulomb potential.
2.2 Benchmarking tests
The Schrödinger equation can be solved in full dimensionality for two-electron systems:
helium and the hydrogen molecule and hence are the typical benchmarking systems. Below
are a few benchmarking results presented in Articles 1,3 and 4 [79, 60]. Unless mentioned
otherwise, the following labeling scheme is used below to represent haCC calculations: The
neutral ground state is always included in the basis. A basis labeled haCC(n) indicates that
the lowest n ionic channels are included in the basis. Degeneracies are counted separately.
Table 2.1 presents static field ionization rates for helium from the haCC method at
selected field strengths compared to rates from full dimensional calculations reported in
[80, 81]. The haCC(1) and haCC(5) basis schemes refer to one and five channel calculations
respectively. The haCC calculations agree with the literature values on the range of 5-10%.
F (a.u) haCC(1) haCC(5) Ref [80] Ref [81]
0.06 < 10−10 < 10−10 7.8936×10−11
0.09 5.131×10−7 5.243×10−7 5.3387×10−7 5.09×10−7
0.12 3.533×10−5 3.613×10−5 3.6829×10−5 3.62×10−5
0.15 4.115×10−4 4.209×10−4 4.2913×10−4 4.23×10−4
0.20 4.144×10−3 4.308×10−3 4.3347×10−3 4.31×10−3
Table 2.1: Static field ionization rates (a.u) at fields, F (a.u), for Helium atom with haCC(1)
and haCC(5) schemes compared to full dimensional calculations in literature.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 present photo-electron spectra from the haCC method with different
number of ionic channels for Helium atom and H2 molecule respectively with 400 nm laser
pulses compared to full dimensional calculations [82]. The exact pulse parameters are
mentioned in the figure captions. The upper panels of the plots present spectra and the
lower panels the relative difference from the full dimensional calculations. In either case the
spectra agree on the level of 10% with respect to the full dimensional calculations. Notably,
the haCC calculations can also reproduce the small peak around 0.62 a.u photo-electron
energy in the H2 spectra.
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Figure 2.4: Photo-electron spectra for Helium from haCC calculations with different num-
ber of ionic channels as indicated in the legend and full dimensional calculations (full-2e).
The upper panel shows spectra (in a.u.) and the lower panel shows the relative difference
between the haCC calculations and the full-2e calculations. Pulse parameters: 3-cycle,
cos2 pulse, 400nm, 3×1014 W/cm2 peak intensity.
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Figure 2.5: Photo-electron spectra for H2 molecule at the equilibrium inter-nuclear dis-
tance 1.4 a.u from haCC calculations with different number of ionic channels as indicated in
the legend and full dimensional calculations (full-2e). The upper panel shows spectra and
the lower panel shows the relative difference between the haCC calculations and the full-2e
calculations. Pulse parameters: 3-cycle, cos2 pulse, 400nm, 1×1014 W/cm2 intensity.
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Figure 2.6: Five photon ionization rates as a function of wavelength for Argon from R-
matrix Floquet (RMF) theory and from the haCC(4) scheme [79].
In addition to two electron systems, inert gas atoms have been well studied using
various techniques of atomic physics listed in the introduction. In Article 3 [83], a few
comparisons of multi-photon ionization cross-sections and rates from the haCC and the
R-matrix method have been presented. Figure 2.6 is a sample plot from this work which
presents a comparison of the five photon ionization rates obtained from the R-matrix theory
and the haCC technique.
The various benchmarking tests presented in Articles 1,3 and 4 [60, 83, 79] demonstrate
the correctness of the method. The lower computational cost involved with this method
compared to full dimensional calculations implies that it can be applied to more complex
systems where solutions cannot be obtained in full generality. The largest computations
presented in the thesis took less that 48 hours on a standard 8-core machine.
2.3 Strong field ionization of small molecules
In this section, the application of the haCC approach to study angle dependent strong field
ionization of small molecules: N2, O2, CO and CO2 presented in Articles 4 and 5 [79, 84] is
summarized. The central observable chosen for this purpose is the angle dependent static
field ionization rates, though angle dependent yields were also computed under single
channel approximation by solving TDSE.
This is motivated by the following reasons. Firstly, static field ionization rates which
are important inputs in Lewenstein and QRS models used to interpret recollision imaging
experiments have been accessible only from single electron models prior to this work.
Secondly, in the recent past a number of experiments [50, 51, 52, 85] performed to measure
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the angle dependent strong field ionization of small molecules have remained unexplained
or their interpretation remained ambiguous due to the failure of simple single electron
models or due to the contradictory results obtained from different models. Two of these
striking examples are CO and CO2 molecules. At the outset, this may seem surprising
as these are relatively simple systems for quantum chemistry. But the current realm of
study is outside the scope of standard quantum chemistry which pre-dominantly deals with
bound state dynamics.
CO is a heteronuclear, diatomic, linear molecule. Experiments measuring angle depen-
dent SFI [51, 50] for this molecule showed that the direction of maximum emission is the
carbon atom end. However, the catalog of the many single electron models is divided in
their predictions. While the stark corrected MO-ADK and the Weak field asymptotic the-
ory theories predict maximum emission from O atom end, the standard MO-ADK, strong
field approximation (SFA), stark-corrected SFA, adiabatic SFA predict the preferred di-
rection to be the C end [86]. Also, only the adiabatic SFA could predict an asymmetry
parameter close to the one measured in the experiment so far [86]. A work done using
the time dependent Hartree-Fock method [87] showed that polarization effects play an
important role in SFI of CO.
The angle dependent ionization of CO2 was measured in [52, 85] and the maximum
emission angle was found to be 45◦ with respect to the molecular axis. A number of the-
oretical methods were employed to reproduce this result with little success: Calculations
were performed using MO-ADK [52], DFT [44] ,TD-DFT [45], single electron TDSE with
DFT based potential [42], semi-classical analysis [53] and adiabatic SFA [86]. The only
calculation that reproduced the experimental result is the single electron calculation with
the DFT based potential in Ref. [42]. But being an ad-hoc approach (the DFT potential
cannot be systematically varied), the calculation could not help in correctly identifying the
reason behind its success or the reason behind the failure of other methods.
The results presented in the articles Articles 4 and 5 have two aspects to them:
• The haCC approach allowed for the first time computation of static field ionization
rates from a multi-electron method where a systematic convergence study in terms
of ionic channel functions is possible.
• The calculations reveal that two important multi-electron effects: polarization and
exchange are needed to described accurately the strong field ionization of small
molecules. Including these two aspects accurately resolves discrepancies between
experiment and theory for the molecules studied here.
2.3.1 Polarization effects
Figure 2.7 shows angle dependent static field ionization rates for N2 at selected field
strengths from haCC(1) to haCC(5) computations. Inclusion of excited ionic states im-
proves the description of core electron polarization and this leads to an effective increase
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in the ionization potential through DC Stark shifts. This leads to a general reduction of
ionization rates.
Figure 2.7: Angle dependent ionization rates of N2 with different number of ionic channels
included at various field strengths (F) in atomic units. The angle is defined with respect
to the molecular axis. Blue: haCC(1). Green: haCC(3). Red: haCC(4). Black: haCC(5).
The effect of polarization on CO is more dramatic. Improvement in the description of
core polarization by including excited ionic channels leads to a change in the maximum
emission direction. Figure 2.8 shows the asymmetry parameter for the ionization rates
defined as (Γ0◦−Γ180◦)/(Γ0◦+Γ180◦) with different number of ionic states in the basis. The
angle is defined as 0◦ when field points from O atom to C atom. The converged calculation
shows that the preferred direction of emission is the C atom end which is consistent with
the experiments. The single channel computations however predict an incorrect emission
direction at low intensities. This shows that not describing the core polarization sufficiently
would lead to even qualitatively incorrect results for CO.
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Figure 2.8: Asymmetry parameter for CO molecule defined as (Γ0◦ − Γ180◦)/(Γ0◦ + Γ180◦).
The single channel computation even predicts incorrect maximum emission direction at
low intensities. The angle is defined as 0◦ when the field points from O atom to C atom.
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A common finding in these calculations is that polarization in small molecules can be
described using a few channel ansatz. This is a result of the exponential dependence of
ionization rate on the ionization potential (for example see ADK formula 1.4). This is
reassuring for future theoretical developments.
2.3.2 Role of exchange interaction
An important revelation from the haCC calculations is the importance of the exchange.
Exchange symmetry imposed by anti-symmetrizing the wavefunction is a fundamental
property when studying fermionic systems. However, the long tradition of studying strong
field physics with single electron models has often led to the neglect of this fundamental
property. The haCC calculations show that exchange interaction plays a very decisive role
in determining the angle dependent strong field emission profiles of molecules. CO2 is a
system where this is dramatically manifested. This is presented in detail in Article 5 [84].
Imposing dynamic exchange, that is exchange symmetry beyond just the initial and final
states, resolves all the confusion behind the angle dependent emission of CO2 which was
studied in a number of works [52, 44, 45, 42, 53, 86].
Figure 2.9 presents a comparison of experimentally measured angle dependent ion-
ization yields with a single electron theory MO-ADK for N2, O2 and CO2 molecules at
800 nm wavelength from Ref [52]. Figure 2.10 shows normalized ionization rates for the
same molecules computed under ground ionic channel approximation with and without
anti-symmetrization imposed in the channel functions in the haCC ansatz 2.2. Exchange
interaction has a dramatic qualitative effect for CO2. It changes the maximum emission di-
rection by 15◦ and it explains the experimental observation. The angle dependent emission
profile is maintained also in the time dependent problem, that is, when yields are computed
from TDSE (See Article 5). In the case of N2 molecule, dynamic exchange broadens the
emission profile. Finally in the case of O2, it explains the 5
◦ discrepancy between experi-
ment and theory. The reason for the failure of MO-ADK and other single electron models
is the neglect or insufficient description of exchange interaction during the dynamics.
Anti-symmetrization in the haCC basis, Eq. 2.2, has two effects: it orthogonalizes
the single electron basis with respect to the orbitals in the ionic states and it leads to a
non-local exchange interaction term in the Hamiltonian. By performing time dependent
Hartree-Fock calculations with and without explicit orthogonalization of the single electron
basis with respect to the Hartree-Fock orbitals, it is shown in article 5, that the dominant
effect in this context is indeed the non-local exchange term.
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Figure 2.9: Angle dependent ionization profiles from experiment and MO-ADK theory for
N2, O2 and CO2 molecules with 800nm, 40fs laser pulses. The peak intensities used are
1.5 × 1014 W cm−2, 1.3 × 1014 W cm−2 and 1.1 × 1014 W cm−2 respectively. The figure
is reproduced from [52]. The red and orange curves are experimental results. The green
curve gives the predictions from MO-ADK theory.
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N2 O2 CO2
Figure 2.10: Normalized angle dependent ionization rates for N2, O2 and CO2 with (orange)
and without (green) anti-symmetrization (exchange) in the channel function in the haCC
basis. The computations are performed only with the ground state neutral and the ground
ionic channel. The results are with field strengths: 0.07 (1.7 × 1014 W cm−2), 0.06, 0.06
(1.25 × 1014 W cm−2) a.u respectively.
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Abstract
Wepresent the hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channelsmethod for the calculation of fully
differential photo-electron spectra ofmulti-electron atoms and smallmolecules interactingwith
strong laserfields. Themethod unites quantum chemical few-body electronic structure with strong-
field dynamics by solving the time dependent Schrödinger equation in a fully anti-symmetrized basis
composed ofmulti-electron states fromquantumchemistry and a one-electron numerical basis.
Photoelectron spectra are obtained via the time dependent surface flux (tSURFF)method.
Performance and accuracy of the approach are demonstrated for spectra from the helium and
beryllium atoms and the hydrogenmolecule in linearly polarized laserfields at wavelengths from21 to
400 nm.At longwavelengths, helium and the hydrogenmolecule at equilibrium inter-nuclear
distance can be approximated as single channel systemswhereas berylliumneeds amulti-channel
description.
1. Introduction
Understanding laser-atom/molecule interaction has become an important research pursuit with the
introduction ofmany versatile light probes over the past decade. Experimental techniques like re-collision
imaging [1] and attosecond streaking [2] are being pursued to study time resolved electron dynamics. One of the
factors that always creates a certain amount of vagueness in interpreting these strong field ionization
experiments is the possible presence ofmulti-electron effects. An accurate interpretation of the experiments
needs solutions of themulti-electron time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). As perturbation theory is
not valid in the strong field regime, one resorts to direct numerical solutions of the TDSE.
While simple single electronmodels or low dimensionalmodels have been partially successful in explaining
lasermatter interactions, there have been several cases reportedwhere amore elaborate description of electronic
structure becomes important. Some of the examples include inter-channel coupling leading to an enhancement
in high harmonic generation (HHG) fromxenon [3],modification of angle resolved ionization yield of CO2 [4]
and photoionization cross-sections in SF6 [5], enhancement inHHGdue to participation of doubly excited
states in beryllium [6], influence of nuclearmotion [7], presence of conical intersections [8] and so on. All these
instances need amore involved description of the electronic structure.
With one and two electron systems, a full dimensional numerical treatment is possible in linearly polarized
laserfields. For systemswithmore than 6 degrees of freedom a full dimensional calculation is infeasible. There
have been several efforts in the past decade to overcome this barrier of dimensionality for few electron systems by
choosing only a part of theHilbert space that is seemingly important for the dynamics. Some of the approaches
that are being employed are time dependent configuration interactionmethods [9], different variants ofmulti-
configurationmethods [10–17], the time-dependentR-matrixmethod [18], and coupled channelmethods [4].
One of the observables that is typicallymeasured in strong laser-atom/molecule interaction experiments are
photoelectron spectra.While themethods listed above [4, 9–18] have tried to includemulti-electron effects in
photoionization studies, calculation of photoelectron spectra frommulti-electron systems, especially at long
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wavelengths has remained out of computational reach. The particular difficultly arises from the fact that, in
order to compute photoelectron spectra the asymptotic part of thewavefunction is required. This needs large
simulation box volumes and access to exact single continuum states to project thewavefunction onto at the end
of time propagation.Having large simulation boxes and computing single continuum states of amulti-electron
system are expensive tasks,making these kind of computations costly or outright impossible.
In this respect, a recently developedmethod called the time dependent surface flux (tSURFF)method
[19, 20] has turned out to be an attractive solution. In the tSURFF approach, thewavefunction outside a certain
simulation box is absorbed, and the electronflux through the box surface is used to obtain photoelectron
spectra. This way photoelectron spectra can be computedwithminimal box sizes.
We deal with the difficulties of the few body problem and computation of photoelectron spectra by
combining quantum chemical structurewith tSURFF for single electron systems through a coupled channels
approach. The ansatz is similar in spirit to the one presented in [4]. However, unlike in [4], we deal with anti-
symmetrization exactly.We discretize ourmulti-electronwavefunctions with the neutral ground state of the
system andwith anti-symmetrized products of the system’s single ionic states and a numerical one-electron
basis. This ansatz is suitable to study single ionization problems. The ionic and neutral states are computed by
theCOLUMBUS code [21] giving us theflexibility to treat the ionic states at various levels of quantum
chemistry.While the fully flexible active electron basis describes the ionizing electron, the ionic basis describes
the core polarization and the exact anti-symmetrization ensures indistinguishability of the electrons. The
inclusion of thefield-free neutral helps us to get the right ionization potential and start with the correct initial
state correlationwithoutmuch effort.We call ourmethod hybrid fully anti-symmetrized coupled channels
method and use the acronymhaCC to refer to it in this work. Using tSURFFwith haCC,we compute
photoelectron spectrawithminimal box sizes.
We intend to communicate in this article themathematical formulation of ourmethod, and demonstrate its
usefulness by computing photoelectron spectra ofHe,H2 andBe in linearly polarized 21–400 nmwavelength
laserfields and compare themwith fully numerical two electron results.We discuss the advantages and
limitations of such an approach through suitable examples.
2.Mathematical formulation
In this section, we describe ourmathematical setup to solve theN-electron TDSE in the presence of an external
laserfield.We solve
t
Hi ˆ (1)Ψ Ψ∂
∂
=
withfixed nuclei approximation andwith dipole approximationwhich implies neglecting the spatial
dependence of the laserfield. Atomic units m e 1e 2= = = are used unless specified otherwise. The non-
relativisticN-electron field-freeHamiltonian can bewritten as:
H
Z
r a r r
ˆ 1
2
1
, (2)
i
i
p
p
i p i j i j
2
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥∑ ∑ ∑= − − ⃗ − ⃗ + ⃗ − ⃗<

whereZp is the nuclear charge and a p⃗ are the nuclear coordinates of the pth nucleus. The interactionwith the
external laser field in length gauge is given by:
D E t rˆ ( ) · (3)L
j
j∑= − ⃗ ⃗
and in velocity gauge by
D A tˆ i ( ) · . (4)V
j
j∑= ⃗ ⃗
Wedescribe ourmulti-electron discretization in detail in 2.1, present the time propagation equations in 2.2
and thematrix elements in 2.3. As the basis is non-orthogonal, an overlapmatrix appears in the computation,
whose efficient inversion by low rank updates will be presented in 2.4. Treating anti-symmetrization exactly and
including neutrals introduces a technical difficulty in the formof linear dependencies in our basis. This is
handled by performing a generalized inverse of the overlapmatrix whichwill be presented in 2.5.Wework in
mixed gauge for the reasons detailed in [22] and briefed in 2.6. Finally, we present tSURFF for our coupled
channels setup in section 2.7.
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2.1.Multi-electron discretization
Wediscretize ourN-electronwavefunction by channel wave functions chosen as anti-symmetrized products of
ionic states with a numerical one-electron basis. To this we add thewave function of the neutral ground state,
resulting in the expansion
t C t C t( ) ( ) ( ), (5)∑Ψ ≈ + 

 
where
i I[ ]. (6)= 
Here,  indicates anti-symmetrization, i∣ 〉 are functions from anumerical one-electron basis, I∣ 〉 and ∣ 〉 are
(N-1) andN particle functions respectively and C t( ) , C t( ) are the time dependent coefficients.
For the single electron basis i∣ 〉weuse a finite element representation on the radial coordinate times spherical
harmonics on the angular coordinates
i r f r Y r( ) ( ) ( ˆ) . (7)i l mi i⃗ =
On eachfinite elementwe use high order scaled Legendre polynomials as basis functions. The typical orders we
use are 10–14. The details of the finite element approach used here can be found in [23, 24]. A brief description is
given in appendix for the convenience of the reader.We refer to this basis as the active electron basis.
We choose I∣ 〉 to be the eigenstates of the single ionicHamiltonian obtained from themulti-reference
configuration interaction singles doubles (MR-CISD) level of quantum chemistry. ∣ 〉 is chosen as the ground
state of the system, also obtained from theMR-CISD level of quantum chemistry. These quantum chemistry
wavefunctions are constructedwith an atom centered primitive Gaussian basis as the starting point.While ∣ 〉 is
the lowest eigenvector of theN particleHamiltonian as obtained fromCOLUMBUS, it is not the ground state of
theHamiltonian in our basis: by treating one of the electronswith the active electron basis that is superior to the
Gaussian basis one further improves the ground state energy.
Thewavefunctions ∣ 〉 and I∣ 〉 can be represented in a general form as sums of determinants:
I d ... (8)
p p p
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where kϕ are theHartree–Fock orbitals of the neutral system. The same set ofHartree–Fock orbitals are used to
construct both ionic and neutral CI functions. This allows us to use simple Slater–Condon rules to compute any
matrix elements between them.
The explicit inclusion of the neutral ground state ismotivated by the fact that, while the ionization process
itselfmay bewell described by one or a few ionic channels, the initial ground statemay bemore strongly
correlated. In order to avoid inclusion ofmany ionic states just to describe the initial state, we include the neutral
ground state explicitly, thereby reducing the number of basis functions needed. This idea can be easily extended
to include any specific correlated state that is of importance to a particular process.
2.2. Time propagation equations
Substituting the ansatz (5) into the TDSE (1) yields a set of coupled ordinary differential equations for the time
dependent coefficients:
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The time-derivative of the coefficient vector ismultiplied by an overlapmatrix composed of the blocks 〈 ∣ 〉  ,
〈 ∣ 〉  , and〈 ∣ 〉 〈 ∣ 〉    .
We time propagate the coefficients using an explicit fourth order Runge–Kuttamethodwith adaptive step
size. In order to absorb thewavefunction at the box boundaries we use infinite range exterior complex scaling
(irECS) [23].We typically choose simulation boxes larger than the spatial extent of theHartree–Fock orbitals
and start absorption after theHartree–Fock orbitals vanish. This implies that it suffices to complex scale only one
of theN coordinates.
The cost of time propagation scales with the number of ionic states (say nI) as nI
2 and it is independent of the
exact number of electrons. Thismakes basis sets of the kind (5) attractive for treatingmany electron systems.
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2.3.Matrix elements
In order to solve the TDSEwe need to evaluate various operators. Firstly, we introduce several generalized
reduced densitymatrices with the help of creation (ak
†) and annihilation (ak) operators on the single particle
state kϕ . A pth order generalized reduced densitymatrix between the (N-1) particle ionic functions is given by:
I a a a a J... ... . (12)k k l l
IJ
k k l l, , , , ,
† †
p p p p1 1 1 1
ρ =… …
Similarly, we define generalizedDyson coefficients between theN-particle neutral wavefunctions and (N-1)
particle ionicwavefunctions as
a a a a J... ... . (13)k k l l
J
k k l l, , , , ,
† †
p p p p1 1 1 1 1 1
η =… … − −
With the help of these objects, we can present the final formof thematrix elements. The overlapmatrix blocks
have the form
i
i j I J i j
i j i j
1
, (14)
k
I
k
l kl
IJ
k
IJ l kl
IJ
k
η ϕ
ϕ ρ ϕ
δ ϕ ρ ϕ
=
=
= −
= −
 
 
 

where k
Iη  can be identifiedwith theDyson orbital coefficients with respect to theHartree–Fock orbitals and kl
IJρ
are the one particle reduced densitymatrices.
Any exchange-symmetric single particle operator can bewritten as
T t t t Nˆ ˆ (1) ˆ (2) ... ˆ ( ), (15)= + + +
where t uˆ ( ) is the single particle operator corresponding to the coordinate u.Matrix elements of T̂ are
T t
T t i t i
T i j I t J i t j I J i t j
i t j i j t
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ , (16)
kl k l
k
I
k klm
I
k m l
l kl
IJ
k
l kl
IJ
k c a b d abcd
IJ
ρ ϕ ϕ
η ϕ η ϕ ϕ ϕ
ϕ ρ ϕ
ϕ ρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ρ
=
= +
= + −
− −
 
 
 

 
where klm
Iη  are the three index generalizedDyson coefficients, equation (13), and abcd
IJρ are the two particle
reduced densitymatrices, equation (12).
Finally, the two particle operators
V v ijˆ ˆ ( ) (17)
i j
(2) ∑=
<
have thematrix elements
V v
V v i v i
V v i j i v j i v j
i v j v j i v i j
ˆ 1
2
ˆ
ˆ ˆ
1
2
ˆ
ˆ 1
2
ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ
1
2
ˆ ,
(18)
abcd a b c d
klm
I
k l m abcde
I
a b d e c
abcd a b c d kl
IJ
k l kl
IJ
k l
abcd
IJ
a c d b abcd
IJ
a b c d abcdef
IJ
a b d e f c
(2)
(2)
(2)
Direct term Standard exchange term
Other exchange terms due to non orthogonality
ρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
η ϕ ϕ ϕ η ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
ρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ρ ϕ ϕ ρ ϕ ϕ
ρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
=
= +
= + −
− − −
‐
 
 
 
     
  

 

where abcde
Iη  are the five index generalizedDyson coefficients, equation(13) and abcdef
IJρ are the three particle
reduced densitymatrices, equation (12). Although it appears from equation (18) that the necessity of abcdef
IJρ ,
abcde
Iη  leads to largememory requirements, wemust point out that the contractions v̂abcdef
IJ
a b d eρ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ〈 ∣ ∣ 〉 and
v̂abcde
I
a b d eη ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ〈 ∣ ∣ 〉
 can bemadewhile computing abcdef
IJρ and abcde
Iη  itself, thereby storing only simplematrices
and vectors.
In order to compute the two-electron integrals, we first project theHartree–Fock orbitals onto a single
center expansion:
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r d Y( ) ( , ), (19)k
q l m
q l m l m
k k k
k k k k k∑ϕ θ ϕ⃗ =
where qk are radial quadrature points, l m,k k refer to the angularmomentum functions and use these expansions
with themulti-pole expansion:
( ) ( )
r r L
r
r
Y Y
1 4
2 1
, , (20)
LM
L
L LM LM
1 2
1 1 1
* 2 2∑
π θ ϕ θ ϕ
⃗ − ⃗
=
+
<
>
+
with r r rmin( , )1 2=< and r r rmax( , )1 2=> .The limits for themulti-pole expansion are determined by the
angularmomenta in the one-electron numerical basis and the single center expansion for themolecular orbitals
kϕ . No other truncation schemes are employed. These two particle operators pose a challenge for efficient
computation.While the direct term is relatively easy to handle, the exchange terms consume amajor portion of
theHamiltonian setup time.
2.4. Inverse of the overlapmatrix
The overlapmatrix (14) is not a standard finite element overlapmatrix, whichwould be banded andwould allow
for efficient application of the inverse. Rather, non-orthogonality between the active electron basis and the
Hartree–Fock orbitals leads to extra cross terms that destroy the banded structure in general and complicate the
computation of the inverse. However, the inverse of the overlap can still be computed efficiently using low rank
updates.We use here theWoodbury formula [25], according towhich the inverse of amodifiedmatrix of the
form S U U( )0 †Λ− can be computed as:
S S U U
S S U U S U U S
( )
( ) . (21)
1
0
† 1
0
1
0
1 †
0
1 1 1 †
0
1
Λ
Λ
= −
= − −
− −
− − − − − −
As an example, with 2 ionic states and 1 neutral the overlapmatrix (14) can be cast in the form:
S
s
s
u
u U
0 0
0 0
0 0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0 1
[ ] [ ] 0
(22)
S U
T T
0
0
11 12 1
21 22 2
1 2
†
0
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
ρ ρ η
ρ ρ η
η η
= −
Λ
     
  


 
which is suitable for theWoodbury formula (21). Here, s i j( )ij0 = 〈 ∣ 〉 and u iik kϕ= 〈 ∣ 〉. Let na denote the
number of active electron basis functions i∣ 〉 and nhf be the number ofHartree–Fock orbitals kϕ that ismuch
smaller that na. The overlapmatrix s0 has dimensions n na a× but is narrowly banded, and the dimensions of
matrix u are n na hf× .
Let nI be the number of ionic states. Then the overlap S and S0 are n n n n( 1) ( 1)I a I a+ × + matrices, where
the inverse of S0 can be easily applied. ThematrixU is n n n n( 1) ( 1)I a I hf+ × + andΛ is
n n n n( 1) ( 1)I hf I hf+ × + . This low rank structure of the correction terms can be utilized to compute the
inverse efficiently by using theWoodbury formula.
2.5.Handling linear dependencies
Anti-symmetrization and non-orthogonality of the active electron basis with respect to theHartree–Fock
orbitalsmay render our basis linearly dependent. If the i{ }∣ 〉 -basis is near-complete w.r.t. theHF-orbital basis
i s j[ ] , (23)k ij l kl0
1ϕ ϕ δ≈−
it is possible tofind coefficients ci I, such that
c i I[ ] 0. (24)
i I
i I
,
,∑ ≈
Anobvious case where this happens is when one and the sameHForbital k0ϕ appears in all the ionic
determinants. For a linear combination c i
i i I k, 0
∑ ϕ∣ 〉 ≈ anti-symmetrization renders equation (24) near zero.
As a result, the overlapmatrix becomes non-invertible. A possible solutionwould be to orthogonalize the active
electron basis with respect to theHartree–Fock orbitals. But this is not an easily implementable solutionwith a
CI ionic basis. For each determinant, the set ofHartree–Fock orbitals with respect towhich the active electron
basismust be orthogonal is different.
As an alternative solutionwe use a generalization of theWoodbury formula (21) to compute the inverse of a
matrix only on the subspace of the non-zero eigenvectors of thematrix. LetZ denote the n nz0 × matrix of
eigenvectors with near-zero eigenvalues z p n, 1, ,p zϵ< = … of the generalized eigenvalue problem
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SZ S Zd , (25)z0=
with dz denoting the diagonalmatrix of the eigenvalues zp andZ satisfying the orthonormality relation
Z S Z 1† 0 = . In general, therewill be comparatively few such eigenvectors n nz 0≪ and these can be easily
determined by an iterative solver.We can remove these singular vectors fromour calculation by the projector
Q ZZ S1 . (26)† 0= −
The projector property Q Q2 = can be easily verified. As the projector refers to the generalized eigenvalue
problemwith S 10 ≠ ,Q is not an orthogonal projector, that is Q Q† ≠ .We define a pseudo-inverse S̃
1− of S on
the subspace of generalized eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues with the property
S SQ Q˜ . (27)1 =−
One can verify directly that the generalizedWoodbury formula
S QS U U QS U U QS˜ 1 ( ) (28)
1
0
1 †
0
1 1 †
0
1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Λ= − −− − −
− −
satisfies the definition (27). Thematrix U QS U( )† 0
1 Λ−− is invertible on all vectors appearing inU Q† to its right,
as exactly the singular vectors are removed by the projectorQ. Apart from the necessity to determineZ during
setup, the correction does not significantly increase the operations count for the inverse overlap.
2.6. Choice of gauge
In [22], we had shown that when an electron is treatedwith a restricted basis, for example, in terms of a few
bound states, the length gauge is amore natural gauge. Compared to pure velocity gauge, the coupled channel
computations converge quickly inmixed gaugewith length gauge spanning the region of the ionic states and
velocity gauge thereafter for asymptotics. In this current work, we use continuous gauge switching, detailed in
[22], for its easy implementation. Starting from the length-gauge, we solve the TDSE after applying the gauge
transformation
U
r r
A t r r r r r
1 for ,
exp i ( ) · ˆ ( ) for .
(29)c
j
N
j j
g
1
g g
⎧
⎨
⎪⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥∑
=
⩽
⃗ − >
=
Here, rg is the gauge radius that separates the length gauge and velocity gauge regions.
2.7. Computation of photoelectron spectra
The computation of photoelectron spectra is expensive for two reasons. (1) The asymptotic part of the
wavefunction is needed to extract photoelectron spectra, whichmeans large simulation boxes to preserve the
asymptotic part and to avoid any numerical reflections thatmay corrupt thewavefunction. (2) Single
continuum states are needed intowhich thewavefunctionmust be decomposed, in order to obtain
photoelectron spectra. These two problems are circumvented in a recently developedmethod tSURFF [19, 20]:
one computes the spectra by a time integration of electron flux through a surface defined by a radiusRc called the
tSURFF radius. TheCoulomb potential is smoothly turned off beforeRc, which implies that the scattering
solutions thereafter are thewell knownVolkov solutions.Rc becomes a convergence parameter, and by varying
this radius, one can compute spectra to a given accuracy. Thismethod has been explained in detail in previous
works for single ionization in [19] and for double ionization in [20]. A proposal for extension of thismethod for
single ionization ofmulti-electron systems has been outlined in [20].We describe here the application of the
methodwith our coupled channels setup.
Let kχ be the scattering solutions which take the formofVolkov solutions beyondRc and T( )Ψ be the
wavefunction at some large timeT. According to tSURFF for single electron systems, photoelectron spectra can
be computed as bk k 2σ = ∣ ∣ with bk defined as:
b T R T
t t A t R t
( ) ( ) ( )
i d ( )
1
2
i ( ) · , ( ) ( ) . (30)
k k c
T
k c
0
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥∫
χ Θ Ψ
χ Θ Ψ
=
= − △ + ⃗ ⃗
Here R( )cΘ is aHeaviside function that is unity for r Rc> and 0 elsewhere.
This formulation can be easily extended to theN electron problem in a coupled channels setup. In the
present setup, wemostly take a set of ionic bound states for the ionic basis. These states have afinite extent.We
may chooseRc such that the electrons described by the ionic basis vanish byRcwhichmeans all the exchange
terms in theHamiltonian vanish afterRc. The remaining direct potential can be smoothly turned off just as the
Coulombpotential. This implies that thewavefunction beyondRc evolves by theHamiltonian:
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H r R H A t( ) 1̂ 1̂
1
2
i ( ) · (31)c ion ion
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥> = ⊗ + ⊗ − △ + ⃗ ⃗
that allows for a complete set of solutions of the form:
r r t r r t r t( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , ) , (32)c k n c n k n, 1 1 1
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ξ κ χ⃗ … ⃗ = ⃗ … ⃗ ⊗ ⃗−
whereHion is the single ionicHamiltonian and t( )cκ are time dependent ionic channel functions solving the
TDSE
t
t
H ti
( ) ˆ ( ) (33)c cion
κ
κ
∂
∂
=
within the ansatz in terms offield-free ionic states
t I d t( ) ( ). (34)c
I
cI∑κ =
With the help of the c k,ξ , channel resolved photoelectron spectra can be computed as
r r T R r r T( , , , ) ( ) ( , , , ) (35)c k c k n c n, , 1 1
2
σ ξ Θ Ψ= ⃗ … ⃗ ⃗ … ⃗
and the asymptotic decomposition ofΨ in terms of c k,ξ is obtained as
r r T R r r T
t r r t r t A t R r r t
t r t A t R r t
( , , , ) ( ) ( , , , )
i d ( , , , ) ( , )
1
2
i ( ) · , ( ) ( , , , )
i d ( , )
1
2
i ( ) · , ( ) ( , ) ,
(36)
c k n c n
T
c n k n n n n c n
T
k n n n n c c n
, 1 1
0
1 1 1
0
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
∫
∫
ξ Θ Ψ
κ χ Θ Ψ
χ Θ ζ
⃗ … ⃗ ⃗ … ⃗
= ⃗ … ⃗ ⊗ ⃗ − △ + ⃗ ⃗ ⃗ … ⃗
= ⃗ − △ + ⃗ ⃗ ⃗
− 


wherewe introduced the time-dependentDyson orbitals
r t r r t r r t( , ) : ( , , , ) ( , , , ) . (37)c n c n n1 1 1ζ κ Ψ⃗ = ⃗ … ⃗ ⃗ … ⃗−
The commutator of the derivatives with theHeaviside functionΘ gives δ-like terms involving values and
derivatives ofΨ at the surface r Rc∣ ⃗ ∣ = . Aswe chooseRc such that theHartree–Fock orbitals vanish by then, we
do not need to consider the exchange terms in computing cζ . Alongwith time propagating theN electron
problem, one needs to also time propagate the ionic problem (33).
A detailed discussion of performance and intrinsic limitations of the tSURFFmethod is contained in
[19, 20].We here summarize themain points of this discussion. The strength of tSURFF lies (a) in a dramatic
reduction of the required numerical box sizes to compute accurate spectra and (b) in the fact that no scattering
states are needed for spectral analysis. As the asymptotic scattering information is generated during time-
propagation rather than by solving an independent stationary problem, propagation timesmust be long enough
for all relevant processes to terminate and for all electrons to pass through the surface. This favors the application
of themethod for fast processes. For slowprocesses like emission at near zero electron energy or the decay of
long-lived resonances purely stationarymethods ormethods that combine solutions of the TDSE during pulse
with a stationary analysis after the end of the pulsemay become advantageous. Also, if small boxes are used, the
capability for representing very extended objects like Rydberg states is limited by the box size.Wewill illustrate
these points belowwhen discussing photo-emission from the helium atomat short wave length.
2.8. Spin symmetry
Aswe solve the non-relativistic TDSE, the total spin of the system is conserved during the time evolution.We can
therefore remove the spin degree of freedom through suitable linear combinations of the anti-symmetrized
products in the basis (5) to enforce a particular spin symmetry. This reduces the size of our basis.We consider
only singlet spin symmetric systems in this work. As an example, we showhow singlet spin symmetry can be
enforced. Let ↑ and ↓ indicate the spin states 1
2
± associatedwith a spatial function. Choosing linear
combinations of the kind:
I i
I i I i
[ ]
2
(38)
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
≔
−↑ ↓ ↓ ↑  
enforces singlet symmetry. This can be extended to creating linear combinations that enforce an arbitrary spin
symmetry.
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3. Two-electron benchmark calculations
Weuse two-electron full dimensional calculations (full-2e) as benchmark for our haCC computations.We solve
the two-electronTDSEusing an independent particle basis of the form:
( ) ( )r r t c t f r f r Y Y( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) , , , (39)
k k l l m
k k l l m k k l m l m1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
∑Ψ θ ϕ θ ϕ⃗ ⃗ = −
where c t( )k k l l m1 2 1 2 are the time dependent coefficients, f r f r( ), ( )k k1 21 2 are functions from afinite element
discretization of the same type as for our active electron basis andYlm are spherical harmonics.We use the same
type of single center expansion for all the benchmark computations. A complete description of thismethodwill
be presented elsewhere [24]. Solving the TDSEwith the expansion (39) needsmuch larger computational
resources compared to the haCC approach.
The purpose of the two-electron calculations is to demonstrate towhich extent these fully correlated
calculations are reproduced by the haCC approach. For that we use the same tSURFF propagation times and
identical box sizes when comparing the two types of calculations. Full convergence of the two-electron
calculation in propagation time and box size is not discussed in the present paper.
4. Single photoelectron spectra
In this section, we present photoelectron spectra fromhelium and beryllium atoms and from the hydrogen
molecule with linearly polarized laserfields computedwith the above described coupled channels formalism.
We also present the single photon ionization cross-sections for the beryllium atomand thewavelength
dependence of the ionization yield for the hydrogenmolecule to comparewith other existing calculations.We
use cos2 envelope pulses for all the calculations and the exact pulse shape is given as
A t A
t
cT
t
T
( ) cos
2
sin
2
(40)z 0 2⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
π π β= +
E t
A t
t
( )
d ( )
d
, (41)z
z= −
whereT is the single cycle duration, A E T (2 )0 0 π= for a peak field strength E0, c is the number of laser cycles
and β is the carrier envelope phase.We compare our results for helium and the hydrogenmolecule with full-2e
calculations [24] and for berylliumwith effective two electronmodel calculations.
The convergence of the full-2e benchmark calculations and the haCC calculations were done systematically
and independently. All the spectra presented herewere computedwith simulation box sizes on the scale of
R 30c ∼ −50 a.u. The radialfinite element basis consisted of high order polynomials with typical orders 10–14
and the total number of radial basis functionswas such that therewere 2–3 functions per atomic unit. The
angularmomenta requirement strongly depends on thewavelength. The longer wavelengths needed larger
number of angularmomenta for convergence. For the examples considered below, the angularmomenta range
from L 5max = at 21 nm to L 30max = at 400 nm.All the calculations presented are convergedwith respect to the
single electron basis parameters like the order and the box size, well below the differences caused by inclusion of
ionic states. Hence, we only present various observables as a function of the number of ionic states.
The storage requirements with the algorithms that we use are dictated by the two particle reduced density
matrices. For the largest problem considered here, with 11 ionic states (nI) and about 50molecular orbitals (nhf),
the number of doubles that had to be stored is given by the formula:
n n n n( 1)
2
( 1)
4
I I hf hf
2 2+ +
, which yields a
storage requirement of 1.7GB. This is not a large requirement in the context of the currently available
computational resources. In order to avoid replication, these objects were stored in sharedmemory. The
computation times varywidely depending on thewavelength and the number of ionic states in the basis. They
scale with the square of the number of ionic states. For the cases presented here, the required times range from
0.25–30 h on an eight coremachine. These times also have a strong dependence on the exact time propagators
used and a discussion on the suitable time propagators is out of the scope of this work.
4.1.Helium
Helium is the largest atom that can be numerically treated in full dimensionality.With linearly polarized laser
fields, the symmetry of the system can be used to reduce the problem tofive-dimensions. The energies of the
helium ionic states are n2 2− for principal quantumnumber n. Thefirst two ionic states are separated by 1.5 a.u.
in energy, which is large, for example, compared to a photon energy of 0.456 a.u. at 100 nm. This has been a
motivation to treat helium as an effective single electron systemwith XUV and longer wavelengths in some
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earlier works, for example in [26].We examine below the validity of treating helium as an effective single
electron system, by comparing haCC calculations with full dimensional calculations at different wavelengths.
Figure 1 shows photoelectron spectra fromheliumwith a 21 nm (ω = 2.174 a.u.), three cycle laser pulse with
a peak intensity of 10 W cm15 2− . The one and two photon ionization peaks of 1s and 2pz channel spectra are
shown. The relative errors of haCC calculations are computedwith respect to the full dimensional calculation.
The single photon peak of the 1s channel is computed to a few percent accuracy, except for a feature around 1.3
a.u., with a single ionic state. The resonant feature can be identifiedwith the 2s2p doubly excited state [27],
which is reproduced to few percent accuracywith the addition of 2nd shell ionic states.While the position of the
resonance is reproduced accurately in the calculations presented here, the propagation timewaswell below the
life-time of this resonance which is reflected in thewidth of the feature that is well above the natural line width.
The two photon peak of the 1s channel and the 2pz channel spectra (figure 1) needmore than a single ionic
state and they could be computed only up to 15%accuracy even after inclusion of 9 ionic states (n 3⩽ ).
A broadband (few cycle) XUVpulse tends to excite the initial state into a band offinal states whichmay
includemany correlated intermediate states. Here, the intrinsic limitations of any coupled channels approach
that is based on ionic bound states only are exposed. Firstly, a correlated intermediate state with a bound
character needs large number of ionic states to be correctly represented. Secondly, the ionic bound states based
onGaussian basis sets do not have the exact asymptotic behavior. This can lead to an inaccuracy in length gauge
dipolematrix elements. Finally, the absence of ionic continuum states in our approach is another possible source
of inaccuracy. Due to these limitations, we do not expect the shake-up channel spectra to bemore accurate
than 10–15%.
For obtaining long-lived resonance structures by a time-dependentmethod onemust, as a general feature of
suchmethods, propagate for times at least on the scale of the life time of the resonance. The only alternative is to
independently solve the stationary resonant scattering problem and decompose the time-dependent solution
after the end of the pulse into the corresponding scattering continuum. Solving the scattering problem, however,
is a computationally very demanding task by itself. For obtaining the resonances with tSURFF, one can simply
propagate until the resonance has decayed completely and allflux has passed through the surface where the flux
is collected. At this point it should be remarked that the relevant information about resonancesmay be generated
more efficiently by stationarymethods like time-independent complex scaling [27, 28]. As the comparison in
figure 1 is with the two-electron codewhere long propagation times become rather costly, we compare the
spectra at timeT=60 laser cycles, where the resonances have not emerged yet.
With haCC, due to its very compact representation, we can easily propagatedmuch longer to obtain the
resonances to any desired accuracy. Figure 2 shows how the n 3⩽ resonances emergewith increasing
propagation times in the 1s and 2pz channels. For example, at the 2s2p decaywidth of 1.37 10 3Γ = × − , one
expects 76.5% of the Auger electrons to have passed through the surface r 45∣ ⃗ ∣ = at timeT= 400,which
increases to 95.2% atT=800. The ratio of 1.24 between these numbers closelymatches the increase ofmass in
the 2s2p peak by 1.23 infigure 2. The positions of the resonances are accurate on the level of 10−3 a.u. in energy
[27], showing that the correlated states are well represented by themethod.Herewe had chosen a box size of 45
a.u. which is sufficient to represent doubly excited states from2s2p to 2s6p states. Hence, only these states are
Figure 1.Photoelectron spectra fromheliumwith three-cycle, 21 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of 10 W cm15 2− . Left figure:
ground state channel (1s) , Right figure: a first excited state channel (2pz). The upper panels show spectra obtainedwith a full-2e and
haCC calculations with different number of ionic states included as indicated in the legend.Here, n is the principal quantumnumber.
The lower panels show relative errors of haCC calculations with respect to full-2e calculations. The inset shows the 2s2p resonance
(seemain text).
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seen in the spectra. One can obtain the higher excited states by increasing the box size, at the penalty of a larger
discretization and somewhat longer propagation times, see discussion in section 2.7. Similar as long lived
resonances, threshold behavior of the spectrumnear energy zero only emerges with propagation time, figure 2.
Further distortions near threshold are due to the effective truncation of theCoulomb tail in the absorbing
region. In the present example, these effects produce an artefact at energies 0.02≲ a.u. in the right panel of
figure 2. Accuracies at the lowest energies can be pushed by increasing both, simulation box size and propagation
times.
Figure 3 shows total photoelectron spectra fromhelium at 200 and 400 nmwavelengths. The exact laser
parameters are indicated in the figure captions. At 200 nm (ω = 0.228 a.u.), the ionization threshold is four
photons. A single ionic state calculation produces spectra that are 10% accurate with respect to a full
dimensional calculation. Addition of second and third shell ionic states improves the accuracy of the spectra to
few percent level in the important regions of the spectrum. At 400 nm (ω = 0.114 a.u.), the ionization threshold
is eight photons. Also here, a single ionic state computation produces spectra that are 10% accurate with respect
to a full dimensional calculation. Addition ofmore ionic states, does not improve the accuracy further. This is
possibly due to themissing continuumof the second electron that is needed to fully describe the polarization of
the ionic core.
At longer wavelengths, wefind that single ionic state computations are sufficient to produce spectra accurate
on the level of 10%. This is consistent with the knowledge that at longer wavelengths, it is the ionization
Figure 2.Photoelectron spectra (in selected energy range) fromhelium for the case n 3⩽ infigure 1with different total time
propagation.T is the time propagation in the units of laser cycles. Left panel: 1s ionic channel, right panel: 2pz ionic channel.T=60 is
from figure 1.
Figure 3.Total photoelectron spectra fromheliumwith Left figure: three-cycle, 200 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of
10 W cm14 2− , Right figure: three-cycle, 400 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of 3 10 W cm14 2× − . The upper panels show spectra
obtainedwith a full-2e and haCC calculationswith different number of ionic states included as indicated in the legend.Here, n is the
principal quantumnumber. The lower panels show relative errors of haCC calculationswith respect to full-2e calculation.
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thresholds that play amore important role in determining the ionization yields compared to the exact electronic
structure. Ourfindings show that helium at longwavelengths can be approximated as a single channel system.
4.2. Beryllium
Beryllium is a four electron system that is often treated as a two electron systemdue to the strong binding of its
inner two electrons. The third ionization potential of beryllium is 153.8961 eV [29].With photon energies below
this third ionization potential, it can be safely treated as an effective two electron system. This allows us to have a
benchmark for our spectra by adapting the simple Coulombpotential to an effective potential in our two
electron code.We use the effective potential given in [6] for our benchmark calculations.We refer to these as
‘effective-2e’ calculations.
Table 1 lists the energies of the first 8 ionic states of beryllium relative to the ground ionic state. As the ionic
excitation energies aremuch smaller than inHeliumonewould expect inter-channel couplings to play a
greater role.
Figure 4 shows photoelectron spectra fromberylliumwith 21 and 200 nmwavelength laser pulses. The exact
parameters are indicated in the figure caption. The relative errors of spectra from the haCC calculations are
computedwith respect to the effective-2e calculations.
At 21 nm, the one and twophoton ionization peaks of ground state channel spectra are shown.Here, the
single photon ionization process itself needsmore than the ground ionic state to produce accurate
photoelectron spectra. Addingmore ionic states improves the accuracy to a few percent level.Wefind that the
close energetic spacing of beryllium ionic states leads to a greater possibility of inter-channel coupling, which
requiresmore than the ground ionic state to bewell represented.
Also, at 200 nmweneedmore than the ground ionic state to compute realistic spectra.With1s 2s2 , 1s 2p2
ionic states included, the spectra produced have 20%accuracywith respect to the benchmark calculation.With
the addition of 1s 3s2 and1s 3p2 states, a structure similar to the one predicted by the benchmark calculation
develops around 10 eV. This structuremay be identifiedwith the lowest resonance 1s 2p3s2 at 10.71 eV [6]. The
coupled channels calculations with the number of ionic states considered here, however do not reproduce the
structure on the second peak exactly. This points to a feature of a coupled channels basis that the correct
representation of a strongly correlated state that has bound character requires a large number of ionic states. As
Table 1.Energies of the used single ionic states of beryllium relative
to the ground state ion. TheCOLUMBUS [21] ionic states are com-
puted atMR-CISD level with aug-cc-pvtz basis.
Ionic state NIST database (eV) Columbus energies (eV)
1s 2s2 0.0 0.0
1s 2p2 3.9586 3.9767
1s 3s2 10.9393 10.9851
1s 3p2 11.9638 12.1407
Figure 4.Photoelectron spectra from the beryllium atom. Left figure: ground state channel spectra with three-cycle, 21 nm laser pulse
with a peak intensity of 10 W cm15 2− . Right figure: total spectrawith three-cycle, 200 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of
10 W cm14 2− . The upper panels show spectra obtainedwith effective-2e and haCC calculations with different number of ionic states
included as indicated in the legend. The lower panels show relative errors of haCC calculationswith respect to the effective-2e
calculations.
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an alternative strategy, one can explicitly include the correlated state of importance into the basis, if it can be pre-
computed, on the same footing as the correlated ground state.
It has been shown through examples in section 4.1 that helium can bemodeled as single channel system at
longer wavelengths. Lithium, the smallest alkalimetal, also has been successfullymodeled as a single electron
system in an effective potential, for example in [30].Wefind that berylliumneeds at least two ionic states,1s 2s2
and1s 2p2 , for a realisticmodeling. It serves as a first simple examplewhere single electronmodels break down
andmultiple channels need to be considered.
Infigure 5, we present the single photon ionization cross-sections as a function of photon energy fromour
haCCmethod and compare themwith the cross-sections calculatedwith TD-RASCImethod [11] andR-matrix
method [31] andwith experimental results from [32]. The cross-sections in our time dependent approach are
computed using the equation (51) given in [18]withwhich theN photon ionization cross-section, N( )σ in units
cm sN N2 1− can be computed as:
I
a t(8 )
3.5 10
, (42)N N
N
N N N( )
16
0
2
0
1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟σ πα ω Γ=
× −
where I is the intensity in W cm 2− ,ω is the laser frequency in a.u., α is thefine structure constant and a0, t0 are
atomic units of length and time respectively.Γ is the total ionization ratewhich is computed in a time dependent
approach bymonitoring the rate at which the normof thewavefunction in a certain inner region drops. Aswe
are computing the rate, the exact size of the inner region does not play a role. The normdrop reaches a steady
state irrespective of the inner region size.We used for our computations presented here a 40-cycle continuous
wave laser pulse with a three cycle cos2 rampup and rampdown andwith an intensity of10 W cm12 2− .We
checked convergencewith respect to the pulse duration and the inner region size, and the computations are
convergedwell below the differences seen by addition of ionic states in the basis.
All the theoreticalmethods agree with each other qualitatively, though there are differences on the level of
5–10%quantitatively. The experimental results from [32] have error bars on the level≲10% (0.1Mb)which are
not shownhere. All the theoretical results lie in this range except at low energies. In the higher photon energy
range, 30–60 eV, the haCC results and theR-matrix results are in good agreement compared to the TD-RASCI.
In the haCC calculations, includingmore than 4 ionic states does not change the cross-sections. In the photon
energy range 20–30 eV, the haCC computationswith 5 and 8 ionic states are in good agreement with TD-RASCI
results compared to theR-matrix results. In this energy range, the cross-sections fromhaCC calculations show a
dependence on the number of ionic states included. Thismodulationmay be attributed to the presence of auto-
ionizing states in this region. Table 3 in [6] presents a list of resonances that appear in beryllium electronic
structure. Thefirst ionization potential is 9.3 eV.With photon energies around 20 eV, the resulting
photoelectron reaches continuum regionwhere a number of resonances are present. As correlated resonances
needmany ionic states to bewell represented in a coupled channels basis, thismay explain the dependence of the
cross-section on the number of ionic states in 20–30 eVphoton range.
4.3.Hydrogenmolecule
The hydrogenmolecule in linearly polarized laser fields parallel to themolecular axis, with fixed nuclei has the
same symmetry as helium in linearly polarized laser fields. The off-centered nuclear potential, however,
Figure 5. Single photoionization cross-sections for beryllium in the photon range of 20–60 eV. Presented are results fromhaCC
calculations with 4, 5, 8 ionic states. Thefigure shows a comparisonwith earlier calculations using TD-RASCImethod [11],R-matrix
method [31] andwith experimental results from [32].
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increases the angularmomenta requirementwhen treatedwith a single center expansion.While the number of
basis functions can be reduced through a choice of amore natural coordinate system like prolate spheroidal
coordinates for diatomics [33], the challenge of computing two electron integrals remains. In the case of
hydrogenmolecule at equilibrium internuclear distance (R0 = 1.4 a.u.), a calculationwith single center
expansion easily converges, as the proton charges do not significantly distort the spherical symmetry of the
electron cloud. As a benchmark for spectra, we use results from a full dimensional calculation, that expands the
wavefunction in a single center basis.
Figure 6 shows photoelectron spectra fromH2 at 21 nmwavelength. The exact laser parameters are given in
thefigure caption. The ground state (1 gσ ) andfirst excited state (1 uσ ) channel spectra are shown.Wefind that, at
this wavelength, a single ionic state is not sufficient to produce accurate photoelectron spectra.With the addition
ofmore ionic states, there is a systematic improvement in the accuracy of the calculations.With 11 lowest σ and
π ionic states included, we obtain an accuracy of about 10% for the 1 gσ channel. The single photon ionization to
the shake-up channel 1 uσ is also computed to a few percent accuracywith 11 ionic states.Wefind that the single
ionization continuumofH2 ismore complex than helium and it needsmore than a single ionic state.
With 4 and 6 ionic states, wefind artefacts on the two photon peaks. This is a result of a part of the
COLUMBUSneutral ground state ∣ 〉 appearing in the eigenvalue spectrumof theHamiltonian as a spurious
doubly excited state s∣ 〉. Let CΠ be the projector onto the subspace spanned by the coupled-channels basis
i I[∣ 〉∣ 〉 . Then parts of the correlation contained in ∣ 〉 cannot be presented in that basis such that a non-zero
correlated state
s ( 1 ) 0 (43)CΠ= − ≠
appears at elevated energies. This spurious correlated statemoves to higher energywith addition of ionic states.
A straight forward solution to this problem is to compute this state and project it out from the basis. But this
would require locating the spurious state in the eigenvalue spectrum,which is very demanding for large
Hamiltonians. Fortunately, by their dependence on the number of ionic states, artefacts of this kind are easily
detected and can bemoved out of the region of interest by using sufficientlymany ionic states. Such artefacts are
a natural consequence of any ansatz of the kind (5) and need to bemonitored.
Figure 7 shows total photoelectron spectra at 200 and 400 nmwavelengths. At 200 nm, spectra are accurate
up to 10%with 2 ionic states. Addition ofmore ionic states helps reproduce additional resonant features in the
spectrum. Also at 400 nm, 2 ionic states are sufficient to compute spectra that are accurate on 10% level, except
for the resonant features. Inclusion of up to 6 ionic states reproduces the feature around 0.62 a.u. in the 400 nm
spectrum,whichmay be attributed to second or third u
1Σ + doubly excited state [34].Wefind that withH2 at
longer wavelengths, ground ionic state is sufficient to compute realistic spectra and only for resonant features a
large number ionic states is required.
Figure 8 shows total ionization yield as a function of photon energy in the range 0.17–0.5 a.u. Results from
haCC are comparedwith data available fromother theoreticalmethods—time-dependent CImethod from [35]
and FNA-TDSE (fixed nuclei approximation)method from [7]. In addition, several points fromour tSURFF-
Figure 6.Photoelectron spectra fromH2with a three-cycle 21 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of 10 W cm15 2− . Left figure: ground
state channel (1 gσ ) Right figure: first excited state channel (1 uσ ). The upper panels show spectra obtainedwith full-2e and haCC
calculations with different number of ionic states (I) included (as indicated in the legend). The lower panels show relative errors of
haCC calculations with respect to the full-2e calculation.With I=4, 6, there are visible artefacts on the two photon peaks around 3 a.u.
which are explained in the text.
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based full-2emethod are included. The haCC calculations shownwere performed using two ionic states,
convergence was verified by performing four-state calculations at selected points. The vertical lines in the figure
separate differentmulti-photon ionization regimes. The haCC,CI and full-2e are in fair agreement, while FNA-
TDSE reproduces the threshold behavior, but severely, by up to an order ofmagnitude, deviates from the other
calculations. Themost conspicuous discrepancies between haCC andCI appear in the range 0.3 0.4∼ a.u.
where CI exceeds haCCby about 20%. The discrepanciesmay be a result of the intrinsic limitations or the
convergence of either calculation. For example, there areminor discrepancies in the ionization potential: the
accurate value atH2 equilibrium inter-nuclear distance (R 1.40 = a.u.) is 0.6045 a.u.(table 1 in [36]),the
ionization potential in [35] is 0.590 36 a.u., whereas in our calculations we obtain 0.6034 a.u. Also note that the
results in [35]were shifted by 0.0092 a.u. in energy tomatch the resonance at 0.46 a.u. Although these
differences areminiscule for energies theymay indicate for somewhat larger deviations in thewave functions
and the values of ionization potentials give ameasure for the accuracy of the computations. Our full-2e
computations that, in principle, could help to resolve the discrepancy are expensive and have not been pushed to
an accuracy level whichwould allow to decide between the two results. However, we believe that the present level
of agreement between haCC andCI is quite satisfactory and supports the validity of both approaches.
Figure 7.Total photoelectron spectra fromH2with—left figure: three-cycle 200 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of 10 W cm14 2− .
Right figure: three-cycle 400 nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of 10 W cm14 2− . The upper panels show spectra obtainedwith full-2e
and haCC calculations with different number of ionic states (I) included as indicated in the legend. The lower panels show relative
errors of haCC calculationswith respect to the full-2e calculation.
Figure 8. Ionization yield fromH2 at equilibrium internuclear distance (R 1.40 = a.u.) as a function of photon energy. Laser
parameters: 10 W cm12 2− peak intensity, cos2 envelope pulses and 10 fs pulse duration (In equation (40) cT2 = 10 fs). A comparison
of haCC calculations with 2 ionic states withCI results from [35] and FNA-TDSE results from [7] and full-2e results. The dashed
vertical lines separate differentmulti-photon ionization regimes.
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5. Conclusions
The hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channelsmethod introduced here opens the route to the reliable ab initio
calculation of fully differential single photo-emission spectra from atoms and smallmolecules for a broad range
of photon energies. It unites advanced techniques for the solution of the TDSE for one- and two-electron
systems in strong fields with state of the art quantum chemistrymethods for the accurate description of
electronic structure and field-induced bound state dynamics. For the specific implementationwe have relied on
afinite element description of the strongfield dynamics andGaussian-basedCI package of COLUMBUS.
Key ingredients for the successful implementation are good performance of tSURFF for the computation of
spectra from comparatively small spatial domains on the one hand and access to thewell established technology
of quantum chemistry on the other hand.We could obtain the quantum chemical structure in the formof the
complete expansion into determinants fromCOLUMBUS. In future implementations, itmay be sufficient to
output from a given package the generalized one, two, and three-electron densitymatrices together with
generalizedDyson orbitals, both defined in the present paper. It turned out to be instrumental for accurate
results that haCC allows for the inclusion of neutral states in a natural fashion and at very low
computational cost.
Several new techniqueswere introduced and implemented for the establishment of themethod.Most
notably, themixed gauge approach [22] turned out to be crucial for being able to take advantage of the field-free
electronic structure in presence of a strong fieldwithout abandoning the superior numerical properties of a
velocity-gauge like calculation. Thefinite elementmethod used for single-electron strong-field dynamics is
convenient, but certainly not the only possible choice. Similar results should be achievable with higher order
B-splinemethods or any other discretization suitable for solutions of the single electron strong field Schrödinger
equation. Low-rank updates are used in several places for the efficient computation of the inverses of the large
overlapmatrix and to control the linear dependency problems arising from anti-symmetrizing the essentially
completefinite elements basis against theHartree–Fock orbitals.
We havemade an effort to explore the potential range of applicability of themethod by performing
computations in awide range of parameters on a few representative systems, where results can be checked
against essentially completemethods. Spectra for theHe atomwere independently obtained from fully
correlated two-electron calculations.We could demonstrate that haCC gives spectra on the accuracy level 10%
with very low effort. An interesting observation is that in the longwavelength regime indeed a single ionization
channel produces correct results, justifying ex postwide spreadmodel approaches of the strong field community.
As a note of caution, we recall that this is only possible as the fully correlated initial state is routinely included in
the haCC scheme. At short wavelength, the ionic excited state dynamics plays a larger role and reliable results
require inclusion of up to 9 ionic channels.With this we could correctly resolve also the peak due toHe’s doubly
excited state.
The second atomic system, Be, was chosen to expose the role of electronic dynamics in the ionic states.While
the 1s core electrons are energetically well-separated and no effect of their dynamics was discernable in a
comparisonwith a frozen coremodel, the narrow spaced ionic states preclude single channelmodels.
Depending on the observable and on desired accuracies, aminimumof two ionic channels had to be used.
For the comparison ofH2 photoionization and photoelectron spectra, we could refer to literature and
supplemented the data with full two-electron calculations. At 400 nm,H2 can be treated as a single channel
system. At intermediate wavelengths, wefind the need for at least two ionic channels, andwe could obtain a fair
agreementwith comparison data.Here one has to take into consideration that all alternativemethods operate
near the limits of their applicability.
With this set of results we demonstrated the correctness of themethod and its essential features. In our
calculations, also the fundamental limitations of the approachwere exposed. Clearly, the field-induced
dynamics of the ionic partmust be describable by a few states with bound character. haCC shares this limitation
with any expansion that is limited to a few ionic states. Note that the problem is partlymitigated by the possibility
to include fully correlated ground as well as singly- and doubly-excited states with bound-state character that are
known to appear in the dynamics.
Themethod in its present implementation can be applied tomany electron atoms [37] and smallmolecules
such asN2 andCO2, whichwill be reported in a forthcoming publication.The ionic states in thesemolecules are
closely spaced as in beryllium and hence theywould also need several ionic states in the basis for convergence.
We have no reliable heuristics to a priori estimate the number of states needed for a given accuracy. From the
present experience, we expect that at longwavelengths, for example at 800 nm, inclusion of ionic states in the
range of 5–6 eVbelow thefirst ionization thresholdmay be sufficient for convergence. This translates to about
5–6 ionic states in the basis for these systemswhich is a feasible problem.
At themoment, the computation of the two-electron integrals poses amild technical limitation for such
calculations, and an improvement of the presently rather straight-forward algorithm is needed for going to
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larger systems.Treatingmolecular systemswith lower symmetry leads to a furtherfill in of theHamiltonian
matrix due to the large number of allowed transitions. Such calculations appear quite feasible aswell, however at
comparatively higher resource consumption than the fewhours on a eight-coremachine needed for themajority
of the results presented here. Another limitation arises when themolecule becomes too large for computing even
strongfield single-electron dynamics over its complete extension. At present, tSURFF allows us to limit
computation boxes to the scale of 40∼ a.u. Also, for the single electron part, we use at present single-center
expansions, which performnotoriously poorly if scattering centers are distributed overmore than a few atomic
units. This limitationmaywell be overcome by amore versatile single-electron discretization, though at
significant implementation effort.
Other potential extensions are to double-emission. The tSURFFmethodwas formulated for this situation.
Combining such already sizable calculations with a dication described by quantum chemistry in the same spirit
as heremay be feasible. The formula presented can be readily extended to include that case. However, the scaling
is poor such that onemay only hope for the simple one- or two-channel situation to be feasible in practice. A cut-
down version of such an approach can be used to include non-bound dynamics by describing a second electron’s
dynamics in amoreflexible basis, however, without admitting its emission.
These lines of development will be pursued in forthcomingwork.
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Appendix. Finite element basis
Let r r r{ , , , }n0 1 … be points that define n intervals on the radial axis. In afinite element approach, the basis
functions f r( )i
n are chosen such that
f r
r r r
( )
0 if [ , ],
0 otherwise.
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The individual basis functions can be chosen from any complete set, for example, in our case we use scaled
Legendre polynomials of typical orders 10–14.Here, wewrite thefinite element index and the function index
separately to emphasize thatwe have two convergence parameters: the order and the number offinite elements.
The calculations converge quickly with increasing order compared towith increasing number of elements [38].
The basis functions should also be tailored to satisfy the continuity conditions. Thismay be accomplished
through a transformation on each interval such that the functions satisfy the following conditions:
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Even thoughwe are solving a second order differential equation, it is sufficient to impose just the continuity
condition to solve the differential equation. It can be shown through a simple computation, for example as
shown in [38], that thematrix elements corresponding to the Laplacian operator can be computed even if the
functions are not two times differentiable at the finite element boundaries. This is because the δ-like terms
arising due the second derivative are integrated overwith continuous functions. Thematrices corresponding to
various operators in afinite element basis have a banded structure, that can be used to perform various linear
algebra operations efficiently.
In a three-dimensional situationwith spherical symmetry, these radialfinite element functions can be
multiplied by a complete set of angular basis functions such as the spherical harmonics to construct a three
dimensional basis of the form f r Y( ) ( , )i
n
lm θ ϕ .
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Abstract
We show that the description of laser–matter interaction in length gauge at short distances and in
velocity gauge at longer distances allows for compact physical modeling in terms of field free
states, rapidly convergent numerical approximation, and efficient absorption of outgoing flux.
The mathematical and numerical framework for using mixed gauge in practice is introduced. We
calculate photoelectron spectra generated by a laser field at wavelengths of 400 ∼ 800 nm from
single-electron systems and from the helium atom and hydrogen molecule. We assess the
accuracy of coupled channels calculations by comparison to full two-electron solutions of the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation and find substantial advantages of mixed over velocity and
length gauges.
Keywords: laser-matter interaction, gauge, TDSE
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1. Introduction
The choice of gauge in the interaction of strong, long wave-
length fields with atoms and molecules affects the physical
modeling [1], perturbative expansions as the S-matrix series
[2, 3], as well as the efficiency of numerical solutions [4]. For
systems where field quantization can be neglected and the
field appears only as a time- and space-dependent external
parameter, the wavefunctions in all gauges are unitarily
related by time- and space-dependent multiplicative phases.
An extensive discussion of gauge transformations in the
context of strong field phenomena can be found in [5]. When
approximations are made, the unitary equivalence of the
wavefunctions and the corresponding time-dependent Schrö-
dinger equation (TDSE) can easily be lost. An important
example is the strong field approximation (SFA), where the
system is assumed to either remain in the field-free initial state
or move exclusively under the influence of the laser field: the
function representing the field-free initial state depends on
gauge. A similar situation arises, when a series expansion is
truncated to a finite number of terms, as in an S-matrix
expansion: the physical meaning of any finite number of
terms is different in different gauges. Also the discretization
errors in a numerical calculation are gauge dependent. In
particular, multiplication by a space-dependent phase changes
the smoothness of the solution. As a result, numerical accu-
racy and convergence depend on gauge.
Mathematical and numerical aspects of using general
gauges were addressed in [6–8] in the context of Floquet
theory and the time dependent Schrödinger equation, where
various options for mixing different gauges were discussed.
In [6, 7], mixing length and velocity gauge in the R-matrix
Floquet method was achieved by calculating the R-matrix in
length gauge and then transforming it to the velocity gauge to
connect to the numerical velocity gauge calculation in the
outer region. In [8], it was pointed out that alternatively the
transition between regions can be taken to be differentiably
smooth, which also allows application to the TDSE.
Here we will show that physical modeling on the one
hand and efficient numerical solution on the other hand
impose conflicting requirements on the choice between the
standard length and velocity gauges. We introduce the
mathematical and numerical techniques for resolving this
conflict by using general gauges. We restrict our discussion to
gauge transformations in the strict sense, i.e. local phase
multiplications, which does not include the acceleration
‘gauge’, as it involves a time-dependent coordinate transfor-
mation. Numerical performance of the various gauges is
compared on a one-dimensional (1D) model system. We
show that, also with discontinuous transition between gauges,
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there is no need for the explicit inclusion of operators con-
taining δ-function-like singularities. We demonstrate validity
and accuracy of calculations that mix length and velocity
gauges in three dimensions by comparing to accurate velocity
gauge results for the hydrogen atom at 800 nm wavelength.
Finally, we combine local length gauge with asymptotic
velocity gauge to compute photoelectron spectra of He and H2
at a laser wavelength of 400 nm. Efficiency and accuracy of
the approach are shown by comparing to complete numerical
solutions of the two-electron (2e) problem. We find that
mixed gauge allows low-dimensional approximations, while
in velocity gauge we achieve convergence only when we
allow essentially complete 2e dynamics. We will conclude
that few-body dynamics in the realm of bound states is more
efficiently represented in length gauge, while the long-range
representation of the solution prefers the velocity gauge.
2. Length, velocity, and general gauges
In the interaction of small systems of sizes ≲0.1 nm with light
at wavelengths down to the extreme ultraviolet λ ≳ 10 nm
one employs the dipole approximation, i.e. one neglects the
variation of the field across the extension of the system
 ⃗ ⃗ ≈ ⃗r t t( , ) ( ). In length gauge, the interaction of a charge q
with the dipole field is
= ⃗ ⃗I t q t r( ) ( ) · , (1)L
while in velocity gauge it is
∫ τ τ
= − ⃗ ⃗ + ⃗
⃗ = ⃗
−∞
I t A t p A t
A t q
( ) ( ) ·
1
2
( ) ,
( ): ( )d . (2)
V
t
2
Here and below we use atomic units with = 1, electron
mass me = 1, and electron charge = −e 1, unless indicated
otherwise. In these two gauges the dependence of the dipole
interaction operators on ⃗r is particularly simple and wave-
functions are unitarily related by
Ψ Ψ⃗ = ⃗⃗ ⃗( ) ( )r t r t, e , . (3)V A t r Li ( )·
The transformation from length to velocity gauge is a special
case of the general gauge transformation, namely multi-
plication by a space- and time-dependent phase
Ψ Ψ= = ⃗U U, : e . (4)( )g g g g r ti ,
As Ug is unitary, it leaves the systemʼs dynamics unaffected,
if operators and the time-derivative are transformed as
→ =
→ + = −
O O U OU
U U g
,
˙ i ˙. (5)
g g g
t t g g t
*
d
d
d
d
* d
d
The above relations are valid for general ⃗g r t( , ) that are
differentiable w.r.t. t. If g is twice differentiable in space, the
gauge transforms of momentum operator and Laplacian are
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Δ Δ
⃗ = − ⃗ → ⃗ = − ⃗ − ⃗
→ = − ⃗ − ⃗ ⃗ = ⃗
 
 
p p B
B B g
i i ,
i , : . (6)
g
g
2
We see, in particular, that a gauge transform introduces a
time- and space-dependent momentum boost ⃗ ⃗B r t( , ).
A standard TDSE transforms as
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤⎦


Ψ Ψ
Ψ
Ψ
= ⃗ + + ⃗ ⃗
→ =
⃗ − ⃗ ⃗ − ⃗
+ + ⃗ ⃗ −
( ) ( )
p
V q t r
p B p B
V q t r g
i
2
( ) ·
i
·
2
( ) · ˙ . (7)
t
t g
g
d
d
2
d
d
By explicitly writing the dot-product in the kinetic energy we
emphasize that ⃗p does not commute with space-dependent
⃗ ⃗B r t( , ) and space derivatives of ⃗B appear in the Hamiltonian.
The velocity gauge interaction, equation (2), requires spatially
uniform ⃗ ⃗ ≡ ⃗B r t A t( , ) ( ). More generally, any time-depen-
dence of the potential energy ⃗V r t( , ) can be transformed into
a time- and space-dependent momentum by defining
∫⃗ = ⃗ ′ ′( ) ( )g r t V r t t, , d . (8)V
t
The local phase multiplication need not be continuously
differentiable or even continuous in space. One only must
make sure that the gauge transformed differential operators ⃗g
are defined on functions χ from a suitable domain  ⃗( )g .
With discontinuous g, formally, δ-function-like singularities
appear in equation (7).  ⃗( )g must be adjusted to compen-
sate for those terms. The very simple, mathematically correct
solution is to choose  ⃗ = ⃗ U( ) ( )g g , i.e. functions of the
form
χ φ⃗ = ⃗ ⃗( ) ( ) ( )r t U r t r, , , (9)g
where the φ ∈ ⃗( ) are differentiable.
2.1. Gauge in the SFA
When we describe a physical process in terms of a few
quantum mechanical states it is implied that the system does
not essentially evolve beyond those states. The SFA is a
simple model of this kind, which plays a prominent role in
strong field physics. One assumes that an electron either
resides in its initial state or, after ionization, moves as a free
particle in a field whose effect largely exceeds the atomic
binding forces.
The SFA must be reformulated appropriately depending
on the gauge one chooses. Let Φ ⃗r( )0 be the initial state in
absence of the field. The physical picture above implies that
the velocity distribution of the initial state remains essentially
unchanged also in presence of the field. However, using the
same function Φ0 for all gauges, effectively leads to a set of
different models with different, time-dependent velocity
2
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distributions for different gauges. In length gauge the operator
− ⃗
m
i
e
has the meaning of velocity of the electron and the
velocity distribution is independent of the field:
Φ⃗ ≡ ⃗ = ⃗( ) ( ) ( )n p t n p p, ˜ . (10)L 0 0 2
In contrast, in velocity gauge, the velocity distribution varies
with time as
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦Φ⃗ = ⃗ + ⃗( )n p t m p A t,
1 ˜ ( ) . (11)V
e
0
2
The difference becomes noticeable when the variation of ⃗A t( )
is not negligible compared to the width of the momentum
distribution. This is typically the case in strong field phe-
nomena. Findings that SFA in length gauge better approx-
imates the exact solution in cases where the picture remains
suitable at all [9, 10] are consistent with this reasoning.
2.2. Single active electron (SAE) approximation
The gauge-dependent meaning of eigenstates has important
consequences for the numerical approximation of few-elec-
tron systems. The functions corresponding to few-electron
bound states have their intended physical meaning only in
length gauge. In velocity gauge, the same functions corre-
spond to time-varying velocity distributions. The problem
affects the SAE approximation, where one lets one ‘active’
electron freely react to the laser field, but freezes all other
electrons in their field-free states. Below we will demonstrate
that this ansatz generates artefacts in velocity gauge.
As the simplest possible example, we demonstrate that
even two non-interacting electrons show gauge-dependent
artefacts if modeled in a restricted basis. Let us consider the
2e Hamiltonian = +H x y h x h y( , ) ( ) ( ). The ansatz for the
solution Φ φ χ χ φ= −x y t x t y t x t y t( , , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) is
exact, if the functions φ and χ are unrestricted. Matrix ele-
ments of the Hamiltonian are
Φ Φ φ φ χ χ φ φ χ χ= +H h h
φ χ χ φ φ χ χ φ− −h h . (12)
In an exact calculation, the exchange terms in the second line
vanish, if φ χ〈 〉 =| 0 initially, as the unitary time evolution
maintains orthogonality. However, if we restrict the time
evolution of one of the functions, say φ, orthogonality is
violated and unphysical exchange terms appear in the
Hamiltonian matrix as the system evolves. Their size depends
on the extent to which orthogonality is lost. If e.g. φ remains
very close to its field-free state (e.g. if it is closely bound),
then in length gauge the time evolution is well approximated
as φ φ≈t( ) (0). However, depending on the size of ⃗A t( ), in
velocity gauge this does not hold and the exchange terms
become sizable.
If one attempts to suppress the artefacts due to lack of
orthogonality by enforcing orthogonality of χ〉| to the static
φ〉| , corresponding errors appear directly in χ〉| , rather than
being mediated by the artefacts in the matrix elements.
With interacting electrons, the direct term (Hartree
potential) of electron–electron interactions is unaffected, as it
only depends on the gauge-invariant electron density. In the
exchange terms, however, the frozen orbitals with their length
gauge meaning are inconsistently combined with the velocity
gauge functions of the active electron.
The same gauge dependence appears also when the non-
active electrons are not frozen in their initial states, but
restricted in their freedom to evolve. We will demonstrate the
superiority of length gauge for He and H2 with limited free-
dom for the non-active electron in section 3.3.
2.3. Gauge in numerical solutions
While length gauge lends itself to intuitive interpretation and
modeling, velocity gauge performs better in numerical cal-
culations [4]. Fewer discretization coefficients can be used
and the stiffness of the equations is reduced. This is due to the
dynamics of free electrons in the field. From equation (7) one
sees that for a free electron ( =V 00 ) the velocity gauge
canonical momentum ⃗ = − ⃗p i is conserved. In contrast, in
length gauge, momenta are boosted by ⃗A t( ), reflecting the
actual acceleration of the electron in the field. As large
momenta correspond to short range modulations of the
solution, length gauge requires finer spatial resolution than
velocity gauge. This modulation affects numerical efficiency,
when the variation of ⃗A t( ) is comparable or exceeds the
momenta occurring in the field-free system. We will illustrate
this below with one- and three-dimensional examples.
A second important reason for velocity gauge in
numerical simulations is the use of infinite range exterior
complex scaling (irECS) [11] for absorption at the box
boundaries. This method is highly efficient and free of arte-
facts, but it cannot be applied for systems with length gauge
asymptotics, as clearly observed in simulations [12]. An
intuitive explanation of this fact can be found in [13] and the
wider mathematical background is laid out in [14].
2.4. Mixed gauge
The conflicting requirements on gauge can be resolved by
observing that bound states are, by definition, confined to
moderate distances, whereas the effect of phase modulation is
important for free electrons, usually far from the bound states.
Using length gauge within the reach of bound states and
velocity gauge otherwise largely unites the advantages of both
gauges: locally, the system can be modeled intuitively, while
at the same time maintaining efficient numerical spatial dis-
cretization and asymptotics suitable for absorption by irECS.
3. Implementations and examples
3.1. TDSE in 1D
We use a basic model for discussing the various options for
implementing mixed gauges. We solve the TDSE with the
3
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length gauge Hamiltonian
= − ∂ −
+
−H t
x
x t( )
1
2
1
2
( ). (13)L x
2
2
In absence of the field, the ground state energy is
exactly −0.5.
Spatial discretization is by a high order finite element
basis, which is described in detail in [12]. Apart from being
numerically robust, the basis is flexible, which allows, in
particular, easy implementation of the discontinuity
equation (9).
In general, basis functions 〉j| used for spatially dis-
cretizing the TDSE do not need to be twice differentiable.
Rather, it is sufficient that they are differentiable once, and,
implied by this, go to zero at the end of the computational
domain. However, they can have discontinuous first deriva-
tives. On such functions, the second derivative produces δ-
function like singularities at the points where the derivative is
discontinuous. However, integrals over the singularities are
well defined. A brief calculation shows that the symmetric
matrix elements obtained by formal partial integration
−∂ = ∂ ∂k j k j: (14)x x x2
exactly take these δ-singularities into account (see, e.g., [15]).
This relaxed condition on the differentiability is explicitly
used with finite element bases, where usually first derivatives
are discontinuous at the boundaries between elements. A
detailed description of how the 〉j| are constructed is given in
the technical appendix of [12].
The ansatz
∑Ψ ≈
=
t j c t( ) ( ) (15)
j
N
j
1
leads to the system of ordinary differential equations for the
expansion coefficients ⃗c , ⃗ =c c( ) j j
⃗ = ⃗ 
t
S c t H t c ti
d
d
( ) ( ) ( ) (16)
with the matrices
= =H t k H t j S k j( ) ( ) , . (17)kj kj
For time-integration, we use the classical 4th order explicit
Runge–Kutta solver. As an explicit method it is easy to apply,
but it is also susceptible to the stiffness of the system of
equations (16). This is a realistic setting, as in many practical
implementations explicit time-integrators are used. For the
present purpose, it clearly exposes the numerical properties of
the different gauges. In the 1D case we use a simulation box
large enough such that reflections at the boundary remain well
below the desired error level.
3.1.1. Three forms of mixed gauge (1D). Matrix elements of
the kinetic energy are always computed in the explicitly
hermitian form
− ∂ − = ∂ ∂ − ∂
+ ∂ +
[ ]k B j k j k Bj
Bk j k B j
i i
i , (18)
x x x x
x
2
2
which also avoids the calculation of spatial derivatives of
B x t( , ). Also, for non-differentiable B, no δ-function-like
singularities appear.
Differentiable functions B x t( , ) are associated with a
smooth gauge transform US. The smoothly gauge-transformed
Laplacian is defined on the same functions as the standard
Laplacian  Δ Δ=( ) ( )S and no adjustments need to be
made for the basis functions. To avoid loss of numerical
approximation order, one must make sure that B x t( , ) is
smooth to the same derivative order as the numerical
approximation.
With an abrupt change of gauge
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
=
<
>
U
x R
x R
1 for
e for
(19)A
g
A t x
g
i ( )
the Hamiltonian is
⎪
⎧⎨
⎩=
<
>H t
H t x R
H t x R
( )
( ) for
( ) for ,
(20)A
L g
V g
where we denote the standard velocity gauge Hamiltonian as
HV(t). There appear time-dependent discontinuities at the
‘gauge radius’ Rg
Ψ ϵ Ψ ϵ± + = ± −( ) ( )R Re . (21)A g A t R A gi ( ) g
One can avoid discontinuities at Rg by defining a continuous
gauge transform
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
=
<
≷ ±∓( )
U
x R
x R
1 for
e for
(22)C
g
A t x R
g
i ( ) g
with the Hamiltonian
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩ =
<
± ≷ ±
H t
H t x R
H t q t R x R
( )
( ) for ,
( ) ( ) for .
(23)C
L g
V g g
Note that UC is continuous, but not differentiable at Rg, which
leads to discontinuous first derivatives in the solution.
3.1.2. Smooth versus non-differentiable switching. While
mathematically all gauges are completely equivalent, the
various gauges have each their own specific numerics. If
smooth switching is chosen, clearly, the particular form of the
transition and the corresponding modulations of the
wavefunction do not bear any physical meaning. Still, the
transition from one region to the other must be accurately
modeled to correctly connect the length to the velocity gauge
part of the solution. In the transition region one needs to
densely sample the solution, which increases the number of
expansion coefficients. In many cases, this will also increase
the stiffness of the time propagation equations and further
raise the penalty for a smooth transition.
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In contrast, when g or any of its derivatives is
discontinuous, the discretization in the vicinity of the
discontinuity must be adjusted appropriately. Because of the
lack of differentiability, any higher order finite difference
scheme or approximations by analytic basis functions will fail
to improve the approximation or may even lead to artefacts.
The general solution for this problem is to explicitly build the
known non-analytic behavior of the solution into the
discretization. With the finite element basis set used here,
this is particularly simple, as well-defined discontinuities can
be imposed easily.
3.1.3. Continuous versus abrupt switching. The UA and UC
formulations are nearly equivalent in their numerical
behavior, as
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
=
=
<
≷ ±∓
U U U
U
x R
x R
,
1 for ,
e for .
(24)
C A
g
A t R
g
0
0 i ( ) g
The respective solutions differ only by the phases ∓e A t Ri ( ) g:
Ψ Ψ= U . (25)C A0
Depending on R0, the time-dependence of this phase is slow
compared to phase-oscillations caused by high energy content
of the solution and does not change stiffness for numerical
integration.
However, equation (21) shows that abrupt switching
implies a time-dependent discontinuity of the solution ΨA.
Again, this must be accurately numerically represented. One
way of implementing this is to use, in the region containing
Rg, basis functions with a time-dependent discontinuity.
Technically, this is feasible in a finite element basis, but it
invariably leads to time-dependent overlap matrices S t( ), see
equation (16). With continuous switching, the solution
remains continuous and a standard finite element basis can
be used. The fact that the derivatives will be discontinuous is
admitted in a finite element basis, where there are no
constraints on the derivative across element boundaries. One
only needs to make sure that Rg falls onto an element
boundary. The same applies to B-splines, if one of the
collocation points is made to coincide with Rg. For general
analytic basis sets, also with continuous switching the time-
dependence needs to be built into the basis. We have not
investigated, whether this can be achieved in a computation-
ally efficient way.
3.1.4. Numerical comparison of the gauges. We compare
electron densities n(x) at the end of the laser pulse. The size of
the spatial discretization and the number of time-steps are
adjusted to reach the same local error ϵ x( ) in all gauges
relative to a fully converged density n x( )0 . For suppressing
spurious spikes at near-zeros of the density, we include some
averaging into the definition of the error:
∫ϵ Δ= − ′ ′
Δ
Δ
−
x x n x n x x n x( ) 2 ( ) ( ) d ( ) (26)
x
x
0 0
with Δ =x 1.
We use a single cycle 800 nm pulse with cos2-shape
and peak intensity × −2 10 W cm14 2, which leads to about
25% ionization of this 1D system. The x-axis is confined to
−[ 1000, 1000] with Dirichlet boundary conditions, dis-
cretized by finite elements of polynomial order 20. Figure 1
shows results in the different gauges. Velocity gauge
requires ≈N 3000 linear coefficients (150 elements) and
about ≈T 71 000 time steps for accuracy ϵ ≲ −x( ) 10 4.
Length gauge has the largest discretization with ≈N 4000
and ≈T 88 000, amounting to an overall increase in
computation time of almost a factor 2. The larger number
of time-steps arises because the explicit propagation
scheme is sensitive to the stiffness of the equations, which
can grow ∝ N2. The actual increase of time steps does not
exactly reflect this behavior, as a finer discretization is
used in the inner region to obtain comparably accurate
initial states in all calculations. Stiffness from this part of
the discretization is always present in the calculations. For
the mixed gauge, we use continuous switching,
equation (23), with Rg = 5. With this small length gauge
section, the same discretization as in the velocity gauge
can be used with ≈N 3000 and ≈T 71 000.
Figure 1. Electron density of the one-dimensional model system at
the end of a single-cycle pulse (see text for exact pulse definition).
Upper panel: fully converged velocity gauge calculation with
simulation box size −[ 1000, 1000], finite element order 20,
≈N 5500 discretization coefficients, = ×T 12 104 time steps.
Lower panel: relative errors, equation (27), in various gauges.
Velocity gauge, ≈N 3000, T = ×7.1 104 (red line), length gauge,
≈N 4000,T = ×8.8 104 (green), mixed gauge, Rg = 5, ≈N 3000,
T = ×7.1 104 (blue). Errors of velocity and mixed gauge nearly
coincide.
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We also investigated the effect of a smooth transition
between the gauges over an interval of size S, using
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩
⎪⎪
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦=
<
∈ +
> +
g x t
x R
xs x A t x R R S
xA t x R S
( , )
0 for
( ) ( ) for ,
( ) for ,
(27)
g
g g
g
where s(x) is a 3rd order polynomial smoothly connecting the
length with the velocity gauge region.
For a smoothing interval S = 5, we need a rather dense
discretization by 18th order polynomials on the small interval
to maintain the spatial discretization error of ≈ −10 4. While
this leads only to a minor increase in the total number of
discretization coefficients, it significantly increases the
stiffness of the equations requiring = ×T 1.4 105 time steps.
With smoothing S = 10, stiffness is reduced and T ≈ 105,
which still exceeds by 50% the number of time steps with
continuous, but non-differentiable transition.
The dependence on S is not surprising: the correction
terms to the kinetic energy involve derivatives of s(x), which
grow inversely proportional to the size of the transition
region, leading to large matrix elements. Thinking in terms of
the solution, we need to follow a rather strong change in
temporal and spatial behavior of the solution, which
necessitates the dense grid. With the sudden transition, this
change is reduced to a single discontinuity, whose behavior
we know analytically. It can either be built explictly into the
solution, when using the discontinuous Hamiltonian HA(t),
equation (20), or be left to be adjusted numerically with the
continuous Hamiltonian HC(t), equation (23). We conclude
that, wherever technically possible, a sudden transition is to
be preferred.
3.2. Mixed gauge for the hydrogen atom
The length gauge Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom in a
laser field is
Δ= − − − ⃗ ⃗H t
r
t r( )
1
2
1
( ) · . (28)L
The velocity gauge Hamiltonian is
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= − ⃗ − ⃗ −H t A t r( )
1
2
i ( )
1
. (29)V
2
Equation (29) results when applying the gauge transform with
⃗ = ⃗ ⃗g r t A t r( , ) ( ) · , as indicated in equation (3). Often, in
practice the ⃗A t( )2 term in this expression is omitted. This
amounts to yet another, in this case space-independent gauge
transformation with ∫ τ τ⃗ = ⃗g r t A( , ) d ( )t 2. Both differ only
by a global, time-dependent phase. Physically, this amounts
to a time-dependent energy offset. As a global phase, it has
hardly any influence on the numerical behavior of the
solution.
In three dimensions, problem size grows rapidly and
truncation of the simulation volume is advisable. As the error
free absorbing boundary method irECS [12] is incompatible
with length gauge calculations, in this section we only com-
pare velocity to mixed gauge calculations. Following the
findings of the 1D calculations, we use continuous gauge
switching for its numerical efficiency and moderate pro-
gramming effort. In three dimensions, it can be defined as
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
=
<
⃗ − >( )U
r R
A t r r R r R
1 for ,
exp i ( ) · ˆ for ,
(30)C
g
g g
denoting = ⃗r r rˆ : . The corresponding Hamiltonian is
⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ 
=
<
− ⃗ − ⃗ ⃗ − − ⃗ > ( )
H t
H t r R
B r t
r
t rR r R
( )
( ) for ,
i ,
1
( ) · ˆ for .
(31)
C
L g
g g
2
The gradient of the angle-dependent phase introduces an extra
quadrupole type coupling:
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⃗ ⃗ = ⃗ ⃗ −
= ⃗ − + ⃗
 ( )( )B r t A t r r R
A t
R
r
A t r
rR
r
, ( ) · ˆ
( ) 1
1
2
( ) · ˆ
ˆ
. (32)
g
g g
HC(t) asymptotically coincides with standard velocity gauge
as ⃗r| | tends to ∞. In an expansion into spherical harmonics,
the quadrupole terms introduce additional non-zeros into the
Hamiltonian matrix, which increase the operations count for
applying the Hamiltonian by ∼60%.
3.2.1. Comparisons. For the numerical solution we use polar
coordinates with a finite element basis on the radial
coordinate and spherical harmonics for the angular
dependence. Specifics about this three-dimensional basis
can be found in [11]. We want to emphasize that this basis
is strictly numerical and does not make any reference to
bound or continuum states. Rydberg states, which may
become populated in the processes, may require large box
sizes but are otherwise properly represented in either gauge.
We assume linear polarization and fix the magnetic
quantum number at ≡m 0. We use a cos2-shaped pulse with
three optical cycles FWHM at central wavelength
λ = 800 nm and peak intensity × −2 10 W cm14 2, which
leads to about 16% ionization.
We compare the errors of the different gauges in the
angle-integrated electron density n(r) at the end of the pulse
and in the photoelectron spectra. The spectra are computed by
the tSURFF method described in [11, 16]. Errors are again
defined relative to a fully converged velocity gauge
calculation.
On the radial coordinate we use five finite elements of
order 16 up to radius =R 250 in all gauges. Beyond that, the
solution is absorbed by irECS. The stronger phase oscillations
of the length gauge solution require more angular momenta
compared to velocity gauge [4].
Figure 2 shows the relative errors in n(r) of a velocity
gauge calculation with =L 21max angular momenta and
mixed gauge calculations at two different gauge radii
= =R L5, 30g max , and = =R L20, 35g max . As expected,
the mixed gauge calculation needs higher Lmax as Rg increases
for achieving comparable accuracies.
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The same general error behavior of the different gauges is
also found in the photoelectron spectra, figure 3. Here, the
Rg = 20 requires even more angular momenta =L 40max .
This may be due to the particular sensitivity of photoelectron
spectra to the wavefunction at the radius where the surface
flux is picked up and integrated, in the present case at r = 25.
To emphasize that with larger effort photo-electron spectra
can be computed to very high precision also in mixed gauge,
we include a mixed gauge computation with Lmax = 60 in
figure 3.
3.3. Helium atom and H2 molecule
The length gauge Hamiltonian for a 2e problem interacting
with a dipole laser field is
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥
∑ Δ= − −
⃗ − ⃗
−
⃗ + ⃗
− ⃗ ⃗ +
⃗ − ⃗
=
H t
r R
r R
t r
r r
( )
1
2
1
2
1
2
( ) ·
1
. (33)
L
k
k
k
k
k
1,2
1 2
This includes the H2 molecule with the nuclei fixed at equi-
librium distance ⃗ =R (0, 0, 1.4) and the helium atom ⃗ =R| | 0.
We assume linear polarization in z-direction.
We compare total photoelectron spectra. As a reference,
we solved the 2e TDSE fully numerically in velocity gauge
using a single-center expansion. Details of this calculation
will be reported elsewhere [17]. Photoelectron spectra for the
various ionic channels were computed using the 2e form of
tSURFF (see [16]). As 2e calculations are very challenging at
long wavelength, we use a 3-cycle pulse at somewhat shorter
wavelength of λ = 400 nm and an intensity of only
× −1 10 W cm14 2. To facilitate the extraction of photoelectron
momenta, all potentials were smoothly turned off beyond
distances ⃗ >r| | 25 aui , as described in [16].
The 2e calculation is compared with a coupled channels
computation using the expansion
∑Ψ = +t c t I j c t( ) 0 ( ) [ ] ( ), (34)
I j
Ij0
,
which includes the field-free neutral ground state 〉|0 and the
ionic states 〉I| multiplied by the same single-electron basis
functions 〉j| as for the hydrogen atom. Anti-symmetrization is
indicated by  …[ ]. The neutral ground state 〉|0 as well as the
ionic states 〉I| were obtained from the COLUMBUS quantum
chemistry package [18]. Calculations were performed in
velocity and mixed gauge (continuous switching), as descri-
bed for the hydrogen atom. Details of the coupled channels
method will be reported elsewhere [19]. A similar method
was published recently, where no anti-symmetrization  was
imposed during time propagation [20]. It remains to be
investigated whether in that case gauge questions play the
same prominent role as in our fully anti-symmetrized
approach.
By the arguments above, in the coupled channels basis
we expect the mixed-gauge calculation to converge better
than the velocity gauge calculation: the COLUMBUS wave-
functions 〉|0 and 〉I| have their intended physical meaning
only in length gauge. Figures 4 and 5 confirm this
expectation.
For helium, figure 4, the velocity gauge 2e calculation
agrees well with the mixed gauge coupled channels calcula-
tion using the neutral and only the 1s ionic state. With the five
Figure 2. Velocity versus mixed gauge for the hydrogen atom in
three dimensions. Upper panel: electron-density up to the absorption
radius =R 250 , fully converged calculation. Lower panel: relative
errors, equation (26), compared to the fully converged calculation.
Red: velocity gauge =L 21max , green: mixed gauge,
= =R L5, 30g max , blue: mixed gauge at = =R L20, 35g max .
Radial discretization by N = 80 functions.
Figure 3. Photoelectron spectrum of the hydrogen atom. Upper
panel: highly accurate reference spectrum, obtained in velocity
gauge. For pulse parameters see text. Lower panel: comparison of
the reference spectrum with spectra obtained in different gauges. The
number of angular momenta was adjusted to obtain comparable
errors. Red: velocity gauge =L 21max , green: mixed gauge,
= =R L5, 30g max , blue: mixed gauge at = =R L20, 40g max .
Radial discretization as in figure 2. The magenta line gives the error
of a more accurate mixed gauge calculation with
= =R L20, 60g max .
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ionic states with principal quantum numbers ⩽n 2 the error is
∼2% for a large part of the spectrum up to 1 au. In contrast,
the single-ion velocity gauge calculation is far off. It does
somewhat approach the 2e result when the number of ionic
states is increased to include the states up to n = 3. In velocity
gauge, convergence could not be achieved for two reasons.
One reason is a technical limitation of the coupled channels
code, which uses Gaussian basis functions that do not prop-
erly represent the higher ionic states. The second reason is
more fundamental: in velocity gauge the ionic core transiently
contains significant continuum contributions, which are not
included in our ionic basis by construction.
The error pattern is similar in H2, but the accuracy of all
calculations is poorer, figure 5: 2e and coupled channel mixed
gauge calculations qualitatively agree already when only the σg
ionic ground state is included. With the lowest six ionic π and σ
states the two spectra differ by ≲20%. Remarkably, the height
of a small resonant peak at ∼0.62 au is faithfully reproduced in
mixed gauge with six ionic states. The resonance can be ten-
tatively assigned to the near degenerate second and third Σ +u1
doubly excited states of H2 at the internuclear equilibrium
distance of 1.4 au (see [21]). As a note of caution, the single
center expansion used in the 2e code converges only slowly for
H2 and cannot be taken as an absolute reference. The coupled
channels velocity gauge calculation is off by almost an order of
magnitude when only a single ionic state is included. With six
ionic states it compares to the full 2e on a similar level as the
mixed gauge. However, in velocity gauge the resonance is not
reproduced correctly.
For both systems, analogous results were found at shorter
wavelengths down to λ = 200 nm. At even shorter wave-
length and realistic laser intensities, gauge questions are less
important as the magnitude of λ⃗ ∝A t| ( ) | .
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that a transition between gauges
within the same calculation bears substantial advantages and
requires only moderate implementation effort. For low-
dimensional problems, the advantage can be technical, such
as reducing the size of the spatial discretization and the
equations’ stiffness. We have shown that with a suitably
chosen basis a sudden, non-differentiable transition from
length to velocity gauge is preferable over a differentiably
smooth transition in terms of both, simplicity of imple-
mentation and numerical efficiency.
Mixed gauge opens the route to a highly efficient coupled
channels type description of laser–matter interaction. As the
meaning of the individual channel functions is gauge-
dependent, a finite set of channels leads to gauge-dependent
results. We argued that only in length gauge the field free
ionic eigenfunctions retain their intended physical meaning in
presence of a strong pulse. In contrast, in velocity gauge the
same functions represent a momentum-boosted system with
unphysical dynamics. Therefore typical physical models
suggest the use of length gauge. This was clearly demon-
strated by mixed gauge calculations of two electron sytems.
When the length gauge region was chosen to cover the ionic
channel functions, the calculations converged with very few
channels. Most dramatically, the single-ionization spectrum
of helium was calculated to ≲10% error using only the ionic
Figure 4. Photoelectron spectrum of helium at 400 nm. Upper panel,
thick black line: full 2e calculation in velocity gauge. Upper panel,
thin lines: coupled channels, equation (34), in velocity gauge. Red:
include n = 1 ionic state, magenta: ⩽n 2 ionic states, cyan: ⩽n 3 s
and p ionic states. The mixed gauge coupled channels calculations
nearly coincide with the 2e calculation and fall into the thick black
line. Lower panel: relative difference between mixed gauge coupled
channels calculation and the 2e calculation. Blue line: include only
ionic ground n = 1 state, green line: include all ⩽n 2 states.
Agreement between the 2e velocity gauge calculation and mixed
gauge coupled-channels type calculation is within the estimated
accuracy of the 2e calculation.
Figure 5. Photoelectron spectrum of H2 at 400 nm. Upper panel,
thick line: full 2e calculation in velocity gauge. Thin lines: velocity
gauge coupled channels calculation, equation (34). Thin red line:
include lowest σg ionic state, thin green line: include the six lowest σ
and π ionic states. Lower panel: relative difference between mixed
gauge coupled channels calculation and the 2e calculation. Blue line:
include only σg ionic ground state, magenta line: include the six
lowest σ and π ionic states. The dashed line marks the position of the
resonance discussed in the text.
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ground state channel. In contrast, in velocity gauge the single
channel result is by nearly two orders of magnitude off and
convergence could not be achieved with up to nine channels.
In pure length gauge a computation is out of reach because of
the required discretization size.
Convergence with only the field-free neutral and very
few ionic states can justify a posteriori wide-spread modeling
of laser–atom interactions in terms of such states. It also
supports the view that length gauge is the natural choice for
this type of models. The convergence behavior of mixed
gauge calculations—possibly contrasted with pure velocity
gauge calculations—may help to judge the validity of these
important models in more complex few-electron systems.
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Abstract: We present here an application of the recently developed hybrid coupled
channels approach to study photo-ionization of noble gas atoms: Neon and Argon. We first
compute multi-photon ionization rates and cross-sections for these inert gas atoms with
our approach and compare them with reliable data available from R-matrix Floquet theory.
The good agreement between coupled channels and R-matrix Floquet theory show that
our method treats multi-electron systems on par with the well established R-matrix theory.
We then apply the time dependent surface flux (tSURFF) method with our approach to
compute total and angle resolved photo-electron spectra from Argon with linearly and
circularly polarized 12 nm wavelength laser fields, a typical wavelength available from Free
Electron Lasers (FELs).
Keywords: photo-ionization; coupled channels approach
1. Introduction
Photo-ionization has been a useful tool in understanding electronic structure of materials for several
decades. The availability of highly tunable, high photon flux sources like FELs and synchrotron
has deepened our dependence on photo-ionization experiments by providing very accurate structural
information [1]. Noble gas atoms are chemically inert due to their closed shell electronic configuration.
This makes them attractive systems for experimental studies. In the field of strong field physics, they
have been extensively used to study ionization properties and core-hole dynamics, and they were used in
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proof of principle experiments to demonstrate time resolved electron spectroscopy. Krypton atoms were
used in [2] to demonstrate that attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy can be used to observe real
time motion of valence electrons. The presence of cooper minimum in high harmonic spectra from Argon
is considered as a proof that high harmonic generation carries the electronic structural information in it
and has attracted many photo-ionization studies, for example [3,4]. Inert gas atoms like helium and neon
have also been widely used to investigate double ionization [1], a process that can be used to understand
electron correlation in photo-emission. Using attosecond streaking, time delays in photo-emission from
Neon were measured in [5]. It was experimentally found that the 2s and 2p electrons are emitted with a
relative time delay of 20 as. This remains an unexplained result to date. The closest theoretical estimate
so far has been from the R-matrix theory that predicts around 10 as [6] for the time delay. The difficulty
in producing accurate theoretical estimates stems from the difficulties in numerical treatment of many
body problem.
In the theoretical domain, the major road block in understanding these photo-ionization processes
is the multi-dimensionality of the wavefunction which leads to a very unfavorable scaling of numerical
solvers for the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). In the weak field regime, it may be possible
to use perturbation theory to compute the ionization properties. In [7], multi-photon perturbation theory
was used to compute two, three and four photon ionization cross-sections of helium. However, in [8] it
has been shown that even in the “perturbative” regime, resonances in helium can lead to non-perturbative
effects in photo-ionization, pointing to the limits of applicability of multi-photon perturbation theory.
Multi-photon perturbation theory is also limited in its application to multi-electron systems as computing
the multi-electron scattering states and the whole set of intermediate states involved in a multi-photon
ionization process can be an impractical task. Therefore, one resorts to numerical solutions of the TDSE
even in the perturbative regime.
As a full dimensional numerical solution for multi-electron TDSE is not feasible, several methods
have been developed in the past decade that only use a part of the Hilbert space that is seemingly
important for the ionization process. Some of them include multi-configuration time dependent
hartree-fock method [9], time dependent Configuration Interaction method [10], time dependent
restricted-active-space configuration-interaction method [11], time dependent R-matrix method [12] and
coupled channels method [13]. However, in terms of multi-photon ionization of atoms, R-matrix theory
is the main source of available theoretical data. There have been many studies on multi-photon ionization
of noble gas atoms performed using R-matrix theory, for example [12,14,15].
We recently developed a hybrid coupled channels method [16] to study photo-ionization of
multi-electron systems. The method combines multi-electron bound states from quantum chemistry and
one-electron numerical basis sets to construct N-electron wavefunctions that are used as basis functions
to solve the TDSE. This method in conjunction with the time dependent surface flux method [17,18] can
compute accurate single photo-electron spectra. We present here an application of our method to study
photo-ionization from noble gas atoms-Neon and Argon. We compute multi-photon ionization rates
and cross-sections and compare them with reliable data available from the R-matrix Floquet approach.
We find that our results are in good agreement with the R-matrix Floquet (RMF) calculations. This shows
that our method treats ionization of multi-electron systems on par with the well established R-matrix
theory. We then compute photo-electron spectra from Argon with linearly and circularly polarized
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12 nm wavelength laser fields. The results presented here are the first steps to computing photo-electron
spectra at long wavelengths that are currently inaccessible from any theoretical approach that considers
multi-electron effects.
2. Hybrid Coupled Channels Method
We solve the N-electron TDSE:
i
∂Ψ
∂t
= ĤΨ (1)
in dipole approximation using a hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channels (haCC) basis composed of
multi-electron states from quantum chemistry and a numerical one-electron basis. We refer the reader
to [16] for an elaborate description of the approach and present here the salient features of the method.
We discretize the N-electron wavefunction as:
|Ψ(t)〉 ≈
∑
I
|I〉CI(t) + |G〉CG(t) (2)
where
|I〉 = A[|i〉|I〉] (3)
Here, A indicates anti-symmetrization, CG and CI are the time dependent coefficients, |i〉 represents
a numerical one-electron basis and |I〉 are (N-1) electron wavefunctions which are chosen to be the
eigen states of the single ionic hamiltonian obtained from the Multi-Reference Configuration Interaction
Singles Doubles (MR-CISD) [19] level of quantum chemistry. |G〉 is chosen as the ground state of the
N-electron system, also obtained from MR-CISD level of quantum chemistry. As correlated states need
many ionic states to be correctly represented, we include the ground state explicitly in the basis for the
sake of efficiency. We use COLUMBUS [19] quantum chemistry code to compute these states. The basis
is suitable to study single ionization problems, and it can represent an active electron in a polarizable
core. By active electron we mean, the basis set representing this electron is flexible enough to represent
bound as well as continuum states. The active electron is represented using a high order finite element
basis, |fi(r)〉, for the radial coordinate and spherical harmonics, Ylimi , for the angular coordinates.
|i(~r)〉 = |fi(r)〉|Ylimi(Ω)〉 (4)
Using basis Equation (2) with TDSE Equation (1) leads to a set of coupled ordinary differential
equations for the time dependent coefficients:
i
[
〈G|G〉dCG
dt
+ 〈G|I〉dCI
dt
]
= 〈G|Ĥ|G〉CG + 〈G|Ĥ|I〉CI (5)
i
[
〈I|G〉dCG
dt
+ 〈I|I〉dCI
dt
]
= 〈I|Ĥ|G〉CG + 〈I|Ĥ|I〉CI . (6)
We solve them with an explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta solver with an automatic step size controller. A
mixed gauge representation of the dipole operator is used for the reasons discussed in [20]. To absorb the
wavefunction at the box boundaries we use infinite range Exterior Complex scaling (irECS) [21]. Finally,
we employ the time dependent surface flux (tSURFF) method [17,18] to compute photo-electron spectra.
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One of the main advantages of a coupled channels ansatz is that the time propagation scales
quadratically with the number of ionic channels included and is independent of the number of electrons.
In our haCC scheme, the ionic states are directly read from the output of a quantum chemistry
calculation. This gives us the flexibility to treat ionic states at different levels of quantum chemistry.
Any coupled channels scheme based only on ionic bound state channels also suffers from several
limitations. The description of polarization of the ionic core is incomplete without the ionic continuum.
The quantum chemistry ionic states based on gaussian orbitals will not have the exact asymptotic
behavior. These limitations can lead to certain inaccuracies in our calculations. However, the high
dimensionality of the multi-electron wavefunction limits us to go beyond these kind of approximations
and all multi-electron TDSE solvers suffer from these kind of limitations.
3. Results
3.1. One- and Two-Photon Cross-Sections of Neon
In this section, we compute the one- and the two-photon ionization cross-sections of Neon and
compare them with the results from experiments and the R-matrix theory. We use in our Neon basis
four ionic states-the three fold degenerate 1s22s22p5 state and the 1s22s2p6 state. This implies that we
have four possible ionization channels:
1s22s22p6 → 1s22s22p5 + e−
→ 1s22s2p6 + e−
(7)
The configurations used to represent the states are only symbolic and as we compute them using
Configuration Interaction theory [19], each multi-electron state is composed of several configurations.
In our time dependent approach we compute cross-sections using Equation (51) in [12]:
σ(n) = (8πα)n
(
3.5× 1016
I
)n
ωnΓa2n0 t
n−1
0 (8)
where σ(n) is the n photon ionization cross-section in units cm2n/sn−1, I is the intensity in W/cm2, ω is
the laser frequency in a.u, α is the fine structure constant and a0, t0 are atomic units of length and time
respectively in cms. Γ is the total ionization rate in a.u. which is computed in a time dependent approach
by monitoring the rate at which the norm of the wavefunction in a certain inner region drops. We use for
our computations a 150-cycle continuous wave laser pulse with a 3-cycle cos2 ramp up and ramp down
and with an intensity of 1012W/cm2. Calculations were performed with a simulation volume radius of
up to 100 a.u. and an angular momentum expansion of upto Lmax = 6 for the active electron basis.
Figure 1 shows one-photon ionization cross-sections from Neon in the photon energy range
50–125 eV with haCC and from experimental results published in [22]. We find a very good agreement
between the experimental results and our calculations.
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Figure 1. One-photon ionization cross-sections of Neon as a function of photon energy from
haCC and from experiments [22]. haCC(4): Ionic basis consists of both 1s22s22p5 states and
1s22s2p6 state.
Figure 2 shows two-photon cross-sections from Neon with haCC, RMF and time dependent R-matrix
(TDRM) methods. haCC(3) indicates computations with only the 1s22s22p5 ionic states and haCC(4)
indicates computations including both the 1s22s22p5 states and the 1s22s2p6 state. Firstly, we find that
haCC(3) and haCC(4) calculations give identical results. This is consistent with the knowledge that the
1s22s2p6 ionization channel is strongly closed [14]. Hence, there is no influence of this state on the
two-photon cross-sections.
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Figure 2. Two photon ionization cross-sections of Neon as a function of photon energy. The
RMF and the TDRM results are from [12]. haCC(3): Ionic basis consists of only 1s22s22p5
states. haCC(4): Ionic basis consists of both 1s22s22p5 states and 1s22s2p6 state. The results
from haCC(3) and haCC(4) are superposed.
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The R-matrix calculations [12] and haCC calculations have an overall good agreement. The resonance
structure at 16.83 eV photon energy corresponds to the 1s22s22p53s state [12]. The peak heights of the
resonant structure in all the computations agree very well. The peak is broader in the haCC and TDRM
results compared to the RMF results. A contribution to this width is from the finite bandwidth of the laser
pulse. In principle, the RMF results are exactly comparable to a result from a time dependent method
only in the continuous wave limit. There is also an additional oscillation in the haCC cross-sections
which is not present in the R-matrix results. This oscillation is stable with respect to the variation
of the active electron discretization parameters. By construction haCC does not include any double
continuum, which, if in turn included in R-matrix, could be one possible source of the differences.
Other possible sources may be in the description of the atomic structure. The TDRM calculations in [12]
were performed with a 20 a.u. inner region, Lmax = 5 angular momentum expansion and 60 continuum
functions per each angular momentum of the continuum electron. In general, a numerical discretization
of the continuum as used in haCC yields more accurate results compared to the spectral descritization of
the continuum used in [12]. A more exact definition of the discretization used for the calculations in [12]
would be needed for an analysis of these differences. Apart from these minor differences, it should be
emphasized that this agreement is achieved without any adjustment of parameters, which provides for a
quantitative confirmation of all the results.
3.2. Five-Photon Ionization Rates from Argon
In this section, we compute the five-photon ionization rates from Argon and compare them with
RMF calculations at laser intensity 1013W/cm2. We use in our Argon basis four ionic states-the
three fold degenerate [Ne]3s23p5 state and the [Ne]3s3p6 state. This implies we have four possible
ionization channels:
[Ne] 3s23p6 → [Ne]3s23p5 + e−
→ [Ne]3s3p6 + e−
(9)
Again here, the configurations used to represent the states are only symbolic and in practice we use
configuration interaction theory to treat them.
Figure 3 shows the five-photon ionization rates from haCC computations and RMF theory [14].
We use a simulation volume radius of 40 a.u. and an angular momentum expansion up to Lmax = 9
for the active electron basis. The ionization rates are computed by monitoring the rate at which the norm
of the wavefunction in the simulation box drops. We use continuous wave laser pulses with ramp up and
ramp down for our calculations. Hence, the rate at which the norm of the wavefunction drops reaches
a steady state for any given simulation box size. We find that our haCC computations are in very good
agreement with the RMF results. Both the approaches produce the two resonances 3p54p 1S at 364 nm
and 3p54p 1D at 370 nm. The resonant structures are broader with the haCC method due to the finite
bandwidth of the laser pulse.
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Figure 3. Five-photon ionization rates as a function of wavelength. The peak intensity of
the laser fields used is 1013W/cm2. The RMF results are from [14].
3.3. Photo-Electron Spectra from Argon with 12 nm Wavelength Laser Fields
As photo-electron spectra is a typical quantity measured in photo-ionization experiments such as
with FELs, we present as a demonstration, photo-electron spectra from Argon at a typical wavelength
produced at FELs, 12 nm (h̄ω ≈ 105 eV). This wavelength has been of experimental interest and also
attracted theoretical attention recently [23].
Figure 4 shows total photo-electron spectra from Argon with linearly and circularly polarized 12 nm
wavelength laser pulses. The exact pulse parameters are in the figure caption. The pulse shape used is
Az/x(t) = A0z/x cos
2(
πt
2cT
) sin(
2πt
T
+ β) (10)
where A0z/x is the peak vector potential of the z component or the x component, T is the single cycle
duration, c is the number of laser cycles and β is the carrier envelope phase. Here, the xz plane is the
polarization plane for the circularly polarized laser pulses.
Figure 4 shows the one- and two-photon ionization peaks. The two peak structure in the spectrum
is a result of ionization to two different channels. Single photon ionization to [Ne]3s23p5 is the
dominant ionization process with these pulse parameters. Single photon ionization is a linear process
and ionization with circular polarization can be understood as a simple sum of ionization from two
perpendicular linear polarized laser fields. The single photon peaks with circular polarization are twice
as large as the single photon peaks with linear polarization, supporting this fact.
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Figure 4. Total photo-electron spectra from Argon with linearly and circulary polarized 15
cycle, 12 nm wavelength, cos2 envelope laser pulses with a peak intensity of 9×1013W/cm2.
The figure shows the one- and two-photon ionization peaks.
Figure 5 shows the partial wave decomposition and angle resolved spectra corresponding to the single
photon ionization peaks with linear polarization. The partial wave decomposition shows the typical
dipole selection rules. The spectra corresponding to the [Ne]3s3p6 ionization channel, which is the inner
structure in the angle resolved spectra, has a node in the plane perpendicular to the laser polarization.
In order to ionize into this channel, the s electron is ionized to a l = 1 continuum, resulting in the
node. The outer structure, corresponding to ionization to [Ne]3s23p5 channels, is a superposition of s
and d waves.
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Figure 5. Resolving photo-electron spectra from Argon with linearly polarized
12 nm wavelength laser fields. Left figure: dominant partial waves in the ionic
channels 1: [Ne]3s23p2x3py3p
2
z, 2: [Ne]3s
23p2x3p
2
y3pz, 3: [Ne]3s3p
6. The channel 2 is
dominated by the s-d superposition. Right figure: Angle resolved spectra corresponding
to the one-photon ionization double peak in Figure 4. The angle is defined with respect to
the laser polarization direction.
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With circular polarization, the photo-emission is nearly uniform in all the directions in the plane of
laser polarization and its a sum of dipole emissions into all the directions.
4. Conclusions
The hybrid coupled channels technique has been shown to be a promising tool in studying
single ionization dynamics of multi-electron systems in [16]. The applications of this method
presented here strengthens this observation. The applications considered here are computation of
multi-photon cross-sections, ionization rates and fully differential photo-electron spectra of inert gas
atoms. We computed one- and two-photon cross-sections from Neon and five-photon ionization rates
from Argon. The good agreement between the haCC results and RMF results shows that haCC can treat
multi-electron systems on par with the well established multi-electron theories. However, the haCC
approach promises to reach a step ahead of the other multi-electron theories in terms of flexibility
that it possesses due to a direct interface to state of the art quantum chemistry and its compatibility
with the efficient tSURFF spectra method. haCC can be used to compute photo-electron spectra from
multi-electron systems at long wavelengths which has not been accessible from any multi-electron
methods so far. As a first step in this direction, we presented total and angle resolved photo-electron
spectra from Argon at an XUV wavelength.
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1. Introduction
When an atom or a molecule interacts with a low frequency laser field whose field
strength is comparable to the Coulomb potential, the atom or the molecule ionizes by
tunneling through the potential barrier formed by the superposition of the Coulomb
potential and the external field. If the field is strong enough to suppress the net
potential barrier below the ground state of the system, one speaks of above barrier
ionization (ABI). Several experiments like high harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) of
molecules [1] and laser induced electron diffraction (LIED) [2] are based on these strong
field ionization processes. The interpretation of the experiments is typically based on
the Lewenstein model [3] or the quantitative re-scattering model (QRS) [4] which
depend on the accurate understanding of the three independent steps: ionization,
propagation of the continuum wavepacket, and re-scattering of this wavepacket by the
ion.
In the low frequency limit, a quasistatic approximation of ionization is known to
work well, which implies that the ground state depletion in the three-step like models
can be modeled using static field ionization rates. This has resulted in the popularity
of analytical formulae that give ionization rates obtained using various semi-classical
approximations like the WKB approximation and the saddle point approximation.
Some of the widely used analytical formulae are the Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK)
formula [5, 6, 7], its modification for molecules: the MO-ADK [8] formula and their
empirical corrections, e.g. [9]. These formulae are also based on the effective single
electron approximation.
While the ADK type formulae are easy to use they suffer from several
shortcomings: at the level of single electron theory, they do not properly account
for the transition region where the Coulomb and the external field compete in their
influence on the dynamics. From comparison with numerical studies [10, 11] it has
long been known that ADK overestimates rates even in the Helium atom which can be
treated as a single electron system. In such situations one can resort to exact solutions
of single-electron models to obtain correct rates [12, 13]. One also finds examples
in literature where a theoretical treatment beyond single electron approximation is
needed to study static field ionization. Neglect of exchange effects is responsible
for the failure of MO-ADK and other single electron models in describing the angle
dependent ionization of the CO2 molecule [14, 15]. Multi-electron effects may be
responsible for the failure of ADK in describing ionization of correlated transition
metal atoms [16]. In spite of these known failures, the current interpretations of HHS
and LIED experiments rely on ionization rates from single electron models due to the
lack of more accurate data.
A full dimensional numerical treatment of the Schrödinger equation is only feasible
for one- and two-electron systems [17, 10, 11, 18]. Hence, development of simpler
techniques that include all the necessary ingredients to describe strong field ionization,
based on the findings in one- and two-electron systems is necessary. This is a topic
of ongoing research with some of the most recent contributions being from single
electron models based on effective core potentials [19, 12, 13] and from the weak field
asymptotic theory (WFAT) [20]. In [10], a comparison was made between the full
dimensional calculations and some of the widely used models like the frozen core and
Hartree-Fock models. It was found that, in the case of the helium atom, correlation
plays a role only through the initial state and a practical way to compute accurate
ionization rates for multi-electron systems could be to use a frozen core ansatz with
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the addition of the fully correlated ground state wavefunction.
In the spirit of these findings, we pursue here a numerical approach based on
our recently developed hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channels basis (haCC ) [21]
with the exterior complex scaling method. In this approach, the wavefunction is
discretized using a multi-electron basis that consists of several single ionic states fully
anti-symmetrized with a numerical one-electron basis. In addition, the fully correlated
neutral ground state is included. The basis allows for complete description of exchange
interaction, inter-channel coupling, it contains initial state correlation and describes
ionic core polarization in terms of the ionic bound states. Unlike simpler empirical
models, the haCC scheme allows for systematic convergence studies in terms of the
ionic channels included in the basis.
Within this framework we can separate effects of exchange from proper multi-
electron effects: the single channel limit corresponds to a single active electron
approximation where exchange with the ionic core is fully taken into account. The
signature of proper multi-electron effects is that the ionization rates change as more
ionic channels are included in the calculation.
We present rates for a few typical model systems in strong field physics: the inert
gas atoms He, Ne, Ar and the molecules H2, N2 and CO. The benchmarking studies for
two electron systems performed by comparing the haCC results with full dimensional
calculations show that the haCC method can produce rates accurate on the level of
5-10%. Inert gas atoms behave as effective single electron systems while N2 and CO
molecules exhibit multi-electron effects in the form of core polarization. This is due
to the closer spacing of the ionic bound states and is seen through the need for several
ionic bound states in the basis for convergence. The reassuring finding however is that
these polarization effects at moderate intensities can be modeled using a few (5∼6)
channel ansatz.
For the CO molecule one expects ionization to be stronger towards the
electronegative side, i.e. to the side of the C atom. However, some controversy
about this fact arose among different calculations [22, 23, 24, 25]. The sign of the
linear Stark shift for the CO molecule depends on the field orientation with respect to
the molecule. The interplay between the electron density distribution in the highest
occupied molecular orbital and the changes in the effective ionization potentials due
to Stark shifts must be captured correctly [24]. We will show that core polarization
is essential for accurate Stark shifts and for a correct prediction of the direction of
maximal ionization. Our converged results are consistent with the measurements
[22, 23].
The article is organized as follows. The computational scheme is outlined in
section 2. In sections 3,4 and 5, benchmarking studies for two electron systems, rates
for inert gas atoms and molecules are presented, respectively. We also compare our
rates with the ADK theory and discuss the applicability of ADK. Finally, an appendix
with angle dependent ionization rates for the molecules N2 and CO is provided.
2. Computational method
In this section, we describe briefly the multi-electron basis that we use for solving
the Schrödinger equation and the exterior complex scaling method for computing the
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ionization rates. The multi-electron wavefunction is discretized as:
|Ψ(~r1, · · · , ~rN )〉 =
∑
i,I
A[ |I(~r1, · · · , ~rN−1)〉 |i(~rN )〉 ] Ci,I + |G(~r1, · · · , ~rN )〉 CG . (1)
Here, Ci,I ,CG are the linear expansion coefficients; A indicates anti-symmetrization; |i〉
is a single electron numerical basis; and |I〉, |G〉 are Configuration Interaction (CI) ionic
and neutral wavefunctions, respectively. The CI functions are based on atom centered
Gaussian basis functions obtained from the COLUMBUS quantum chemistry code
[26]. The single electron basis is composed of finite element radial basis functions
and single center real spherical harmonics for the angular coordinates. A detailed
description of the basis can be found in [21]. The large angular momenta expansions
that occur when treating molecules is mitigated in this basis, through the inclusion
of the ground state neutral, |G〉, in which all the electrons are described using atom-
centered basis functions. A basis set of this type can help to examine the influence
of several multi-electron effects like inter-channel coupling, ionic core polarization and
exchange interaction in static field ionization. The labeling of the basis is done as
follows: a basis named haCC(n) indicates that the ionic basis consists of the lowest n
ionic states. Degenerate states are counted separately and the ground state neutral is
always included.
It was realized in [27] that describing the asymptotic behavior of the ionizing
orbital accurately is essential to obtain reliable rates. In our context, treating the
ionizing electron with a finite element basis allows us to describe the asymptotic
behavior accurately.
An efficient way to find the decay rates of eigenstates of a Hamiltonian is to
transform it into a non-hermitian Hamiltonian via complex scaling. In complex scaling,
real coordinates are transformed into complex coordinates through the transformation
rθ =
{
r for r ≤ R0
eiθ(r −R0) +R0. for r > R0,
(2)
with the complex scaling radius R0 and the complex scaling angle θ.
The electronic Hamiltonian for a multi-electron system with fixed nuclei is given
by
H =
N∑
n=1
[
Tn + Vn + ~rn · ~E
]
+ ve−e (3)
where Tn is the single particle kinetic energy operator, Vn is the nuclear potential on
the nth coordinate, ve−e is the electron-electron repulsion term, and ~E is the static
electric field vector. The exact form of matrix elements with the haCC discretization
is detailed in Ref [21].
Here, we are only interested in single ionization rates. Therefore we choose
the complex scaling radius R0 large enough such that all the molecular orbitals
that compose the CI functions used in the haCC basis are negligible beyond R0.
Consequently, in this region the exchange terms are negligible. In addition, we
smoothly turn off nuclear and the Hartree potentials over an interval of length a
immediately before R0. The dependence of our results on these parameters is routinely
verified. The typical values used in the present work range from 25-40 a.u for R0 and
5-10 a.u for a.
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With these approximations complex scaling of the Hamiltonian reduces to N
single-electron problems. We partition configuration space into the unscaled region
|~rm| ≤ R0,m = 1, . . . N and the singly scaled regions Sn : |~rn| > R0, |~rm| ≤ R0,m 6= n.
The remaining multiply scaled regions are excluded from our present ansatz functions.
In the inner region, the Hamiltonian remains unchanged. As we neglect all interactions
for ~rn > R0, the complex scaled Hamiltonian in Sn takes the simple form
Hn = H
(n̆)
ion + e
−2iθTn +
[
R0 + e
iθ(rn −R0)
]
r̂n · ~E (4)
where H
(n̆)
ion indicates the Hamiltonian of the ionic system obtained by removal of the
nth electron. Further details on the implementation can be found in [28].
With such a transformation, the eigenvalues corresponding to the field-free ground
state in presence of a static electric field are of the form Ef = rf − i~Γf2 , where Γf is
the ionization rate. We refer the readers to earlier articles [29, 30] and the references
therein for more details on the complex scaling method and its deeper mathematical
background. In order to compute the required eigenvalues Ef , we first compute the
ground state of the field-free Hamiltonian and then adiabatically follow the root with
respect to the field strength using the Arnoldi solver of the arpack code [31].
Limitations
At moderate field strengths the complex scaled eigenstate retains a quasi-bound
character and its complex eigen energy remains well isolated except for occasional
avoided crossings. In this regime one can easily trace the solution as the field strength
is increased. At very high field strength, especially in the above barrier regime, the
state looses this quasi-bound character and root tracing becomes increasingly difficult
or may even fail. Such field strengths are rarely of practical interest as the system
ionizes instantaneously.
In its present form, haCC has an intrinsic limitation at very high field strengths
where the ionic core is strongly polarized. While polarization of the active electron
orbital is fully described by the finite element basis, core ionic polarization is restricted
to ionic bound states only. Even if, hypothetically, all ionic bound states were
included, all continuum contributions to polarization are still missing. The relative
importance of continuum compared to bound state contributions depends on the
system’s electronic structure.
While the hybrid nature of the basis helps in keeping the basis compact, the
problem with the lower symmetry of a molecule persists. A lower symmetry group
implies matrices with larger number of non-zero elements and this increases the com-
putational cost, despite having the same number of basis functions.
The current implementation of the method can handle linear molecules. The
calculations presented here were done on standard 8 core machines with computation
times ranging from a few hours to about 2 days. Extensions to non-linear molecules
would need implementation of a larger scale parallelization and will be a topic of future
study.
3. Benchmarking for two-electron systems
Two electron systems are the largest systems where a full dimensional numerical
treatment of the Schrödinger equation is possible and hence these are the typical
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benchmark systems for new methods.
Table 1 presents a comparison of the ionization rates of Helium from the haCC
method with the full dimensional calculations presented in references [17, 11, 32].
Results from haCC(1) and haCC(5) schemes are presented. haCC(1) scheme refers to
the basis with only the 1s ionic channel and haCC(5) refers to the basis with the
first and the second shell ionic channels. Inclusion of second shell ionic channels in
general improves the results. For field strengths, F < 0.1 a.u, we obtain agreement
with literature values on the level of 10%. Above 0.1 a.u, the agreement improves
and the largest difference is on the level of 5%. Notably, above 0.1 a.u field strength,
the haCC(5) rates differ from rates in Ref [17] by less than 1%. The ADK theory
overestimates the rates in general.
F (a.u) haCC(1) haCC(5) Ref [11] Ref [17] Ref [32] ADK theory
0.06 < 10−10 < 10−10 7.8936×10−11 1.23×10−10
0.07 3.673×10−9 3.755×10−9 3.6360×10−9 3.6×10−9 5.42 ×10−9
0.08 5.967×10−8 6.097×10−8 6.2093×10−8 4.63×10−8 5.57×10−8 9.15 ×10−8
0.09 5.131×10−7 5.243×10−7 5.3387×10−7 5.09×10−7 5.23×10−7 8.20 ×10−7
0.10 2.824×10−6 2.888×10−6 2.9391×10−6 2.88×10−6 2.92×10−6 4.71 ×10−6
0.11 1.128×10−5 1.156×10−5 1.1755×10−5 1.15×10−5 1.17×10−5 1.96 ×10−5
0.12 3.533×10−5 3.613×10−5 3.6829×10−5 3.62×10−5 3.66×10−5 6.42 ×10−5
0.13 9.193×10−5 9.436×10−5 9.5748×10−5 9.43×10−5 9.50×10−5 1.74 ×10−4
0.14 2.051×10−4 2.106×10−4 2.1495×10−4 2.12×10−4 2.13×10−4 4.09 ×10−4
0.15 4.115×10−4 4.209×10−4 4.2913×10−4 4.23×10−4 4.25×10−4 8.56 ×10−4
0.16 7.507×10−4 7.695×10−4 7.7875×10−4 7.68×10−4 7.70×10−4 1.63 ×10−3
0.18 1.966×10−3 2.035×10−3 2.0578×10−3 2.03×10−3 2.03×10−3 4.73 ×10−3
0.20 4.144×10−3 4.308×10−3 4.3347×10−3 4.31×10−3 4.30×10−3 1.07 ×10−2
Table 1. Static field ionization rates (a.u) at fields, F (a.u), for Helium atom
with haCC(1) and haCC(5) schemes compared to literature values and the ADK
theory.
F (a.u) haCC(1) haCC(2) haCC(4) haCC(5) Ref [18]
0.06 3.22×10−5 3.34×10−5 3.34×10−5 3.36×10−5 3.36×10−5
0.08 7.59×10−4 8.02×10−4 8.03×10−4 8.04×10−4 8.29×10−4
0.10 4.31×10−3 4.59×10−3 4.59×10−3 4.60×10−3 4.71×10−3
0.12 1.24×10−2 1.33×10−2 1.33×10−2 1.33×10−2 1.29×10−2
Table 2. Static field ionization rates (a.u) at fields, F (a.u), for Hydrogen
molecule from haCC(1) to haCC(5) schemes compared to literature for the case
where the field is parallel to the molecular axis.
Tables 2 and 3 present a comparison of rates for the hydrogen molecule at the
equilibrium inter-nuclear distance, 1.4 a.u, from the haCC method with data available
from full dimensional calculations.
Full dimensional benchmark data is only available in literature for the case where
the field is parallel to the molecular axis [18]. In this case, the single ionic state
calculations, haCC(1), yield rates that differ from the benchmark calculations by about
10%. The inclusion of excited ionic states, that have dipole coupling with the 1σg ionic
state, allow for ionic core polarization and improve the rates systematically. The rates
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F (a.u) haCC(1) haCC(2) haCC(4) haCC(5)
0.06 2.45×10−5 2.45×10−5 2.52×10−5 2.55×10−5
0.08 6.02×10−4 6.02×10−4 6.22×10−4 6.25×10−4
0.10 3.54×10−3 3.54×10−3 3.67×10−3 3.68×10−3
0.12 1.044×10−2 1.045×10−2 1.09×10−2 1.10×10−2
Table 3. Static field ionization rates (a.u) at fields, F (a.u), for Hydrogen
molecule from haCC(1) to haCC(5) schemes for the case where the field is
perpendicular to the molecular axis.
from the haCC(5) scheme are accurate below 4% with respect to the full dimensional
calculations.
For the case where the field is perpendicular to the molecular axis, the rates
converge systematically to less than a few percent within the haCC schemes.
The two electron systems considered here have small polarizabilities and hence
single ionic channel computations, with the inclusion of the fully correlated ground
state, already provide a good estimate for ionization rates. However, inclusion of a few
excited ionic channels does improve the rates systematically to a few percent accuracy
demonstrating consistency of the method. In all these cases (Tables 1,2 and 3) the
inclusion of the excited ionic channels increased the rates. The inclusion of excited
states has two effects: to improve the accuracy of the Stark shifted energies and to
improve the quality of the ionizing wavefunction. For He and H2, the Stark shifts lead
to an increase in the effective ionization potential which would reduce ionization rates.
On the other hand, improvement of the asymptotic behavior of the wavefunction can
be critical for tunneling and lead to an increase or a decrease of the rates depending
on the specific case. Here, the effect of the Stark shifts turned out to be secondary
and the improvement of the wavefunction has led to an increase in the rate in the
correct direction towards the benchmark calculations.
These results demonstrate that the haCC method can be used to achieve
accuracies on the level of 5-10% at moderate field strengths and where few channels
are sufficient to describe the ionization process, as is the case of He and H2.
4. Inert gas atoms: Ne, Ar
Inert gases have been widely used in strong field experiments and they are known to
behave as effective single electron systems [9] due to the deep binding potentials for
their excited ionic channels. In reference [33], we had shown that the haCC method
delivers multi-photon ionization cross-sections and rates for inert gas atoms that are
accurate and on par with other established atomic methods like the R-matrix method.
Here, we present static field ionization rates for these atoms.
In figure 1, we compare the rates for Neon and Argon from the haCC approach
with several complete single electron calculations [12, 13], the ADK and an empirically
corrected ADK theory [9], that we refer to as E-ADK. The haCC rates were computed
with two different basis schemes. The haCC(3) scheme includes the three fold
degenerate ionic ground state channels of the respective atom, and the haCC(4)
scheme includes the first excited ionic state channel in addition. The results from
the two schemes differ by less than 2% and are indistinguishable in a plot. The
comparison with the standard ADK theory shows that it over-estimates the rates
in general, which is consistent with the observations in two electron systems. The
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Figure 1. Static field ionization rates of Neon (left) and Argon (right) computed
by different methods: haCC(4) (black solid lines), ADK (red dashed lines), E-ADK
[9] (red solid), single electron model calculations from Ref. [12] up to field 0.1 a.u.
(SAE 1, green dashed) and [13] at fields & 0.08 a.u. (SAE 2, blue solid and SAE 3,
blue dashed). E-ADK and SAE 3 overlap within the resolution of the graph. All
single electron values include multiplication by a factor 2 for the double occupancy
of the ionizing orbital. SAE data were digitized from the respective figures of
Refs.[12, 13]. SAE 1 data at fields > 0.1 a.u. could not be digitized because of
insufficient resolution in the original graph.
E-ADK formula proposed in [9], which multiplies the ADK formula by a factor of
the form exp(−cF/Ip), for the ionization potential Ip improves the rates at higher
field strengths but still over-estimates by at least a factor 2. The full single electron
calculations labeled SAE 1 [12], SAE 2 and SAE 3 [13] employ different effective
potentials. The comparison among them shows that the rates are slightly sensitive
to the choice of the effective potential. Agreement of haCC is better with the SAE
calculations than with ADK. This indicates that inert gas atoms Ne and Ar can be
treated as single electron systems. The remaining differences between haCC and SAE
may be attributed to details of the effective single-electron potentials as well as to
minor impact of exchange and proper multi-electron effects included in haCC .
5. Molecules
Molecules are known to show multi-electron effects in strong field ionization based
studies [1, 24, 34]. The ionic states in molecular systems are closely spaced compared
to inert gas atoms and this leads to a greater influence of inter-channel coupling and
polarization. In the following sub-sections, we present orientation dependent rates
for two important molecules in strong field physics: N2 and CO. We demonstrate
the importance of polarization in these molecules, which is seen through the need for
several ionic excited state channels in the basis for convergence.
5.1. N2 molecule
For the N2 calculations, we use haCC(1) to haCC(7) bases schemes. Table 4 lists the
energies of the ionic states used for constructing the haCC basis relative to the neutral
ground state, |G〉, at equilibrium geometry. The ionic and the neutral states were
computed using the multi-reference CI singles level of the quantum chemical theory.
A comparison with experimental data is also given. The first ionization potential, that
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is crucial for total ionization rates varies on the level of 10−3 a.u within different haCC
schemes and the experimental value. According to the MO-ADK theory, in the field
strength range of 0.04-0.15 a.u such a difference in ionization potential changes the
rates by 5-1%. As the absence of the ionic continuum that is needed for the complete
description of polarization does not allow for rates of very high accuracy (≤ 5%), we
limit our accuracy requirement to . 10%, and hence the small discrepancies caused
due to the differences in the ionization potential are acceptable.
State m-aug-cc-pvtz m-aug-cc-pvqz Svensson et al. [35]
X2Σ+g 15.5 15.60 15.58
A2Πu 17.18 - 17.0
B2Σ+u 18.93 - 18.8
C2Σ+u 26.0 - 25.0
D2Πg 25.45 - 24.5
Table 4. Vertical energies (in eV) of ionic states used here, with respect to
the neutral. The primitive Gaussian basis sets used are minimally augmented
correlation consistent triple and quadruple zeta basis sets labeled as m-aug-cc-
pvtz and m-aug-cc-pvqz respectively.
As N2 is the first molecule in our examples that does not have benchmark data
from alternate more accurate models, we present a systematic convergence study.
Figure 2 presents a convergence study for the rates with respect to the single
electron basis parameters - scaling radius (R0) , angular momenta, lmax (which is also
equal to mmax here) and the primitive Gaussian basis within the haCC(1) scheme. The
reference computation has the following parameters: R0 = 25 a.u, lmax = 9 which
leads to an angular momentum expansion of 100 functions and a minimally augmented
correlation consistent triple zeta Gaussian basis (m-aug-cc-pvtz). Increasing the
scaling radius or the angular momenta shows that the rates are converged to≤ 2% with
respect to these parameters. Changing the gaussian basis to a quadruple zeta basis
however changes the rates by about 10% at low field strengths (F < 0.5 a.u), but only
by less than 5% at higher field strengths. Again, since we are only looking for rates
accurate on the level of 10 % due to the before mentioned limitations of the method,
we simply use the reference single electron parameters, to study the dependence of
rates on the number of ionic channels.
In figure 3, the dependence of rates on the number of ionic channels in the haCC
basis is presented for parallel orientation of the molecule and the field. The figure
shows ionization rates and the shift of the ground state energy in presence of the
field with respect to the field-free energy. The influence of ionic excited channels
is to reduce the ionization rates. The presence of excited ionic states improves the
description of the core electron polarizability and this leads to larger Stark shifts in
the neutral energy. The ionic states are however less affected. The effective increase of
the first ionization potential reduces the ionization rates. Tunnel ionization depends
exponentially on the ionization potential. As a result, the stronger bound excited
ionic channels become increasingly irrelevant. Addition of only the A2Πu and B
2Σ+u
channels leads to relevant changes in the rates and energy shifts.
A comparison of rates from MO-ADK is also provided in figure 3. As in the
case of atoms, the ADK theory over-estimates the rates at high field strengths. Also,
since MO-ADK is a single electron theory, it cannot describe the multi-electron effects
included in the haCC approach.
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Figure 3. Ionization rates and the neutral energy shifts as a function of
field strength (F in a.u) for N2 molecule. The energy shift is defined as
Eneut(F )−Eneut(0). Color codes - Blue: haCC(1). Green: haCC(3). Red: haCC(4).
Black: haCC(5). Magenta: haCC(7) The results from haCC(4), haCC(5) and haCC(7)
nearly overlap. The yellow curve in the right panel gives ionization rates from the
MO-ADK theory.
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Figure 4. Angle dependent ionization rates of N2 with different number of ionic
channels included at various field strengths (F) in atomic units. The angle is
defined with respect to the molecular axis. Blue: haCC(1). Green: haCC(3). Red:
haCC(4). Black: haCC(5).
Finally, figure 4 presents angle dependent ionization rates obtained from haCC(1)
to haCC(5) schemes at selected field strengths. The influence of adding the D2Πg
channel was also verified at selected points and it changes the rates by less than 2%
with respect to the haCC(5) scheme. We find that the dependence of rates on the
number of ionic channels at all orientations follows a similar pattern as for parallel
orientation.
At low field strengths, the qualitative emission profile obtained from different
haCC schemes is the same. At high field strengths, the qualitative behavior also
changes: possibly due to contributions from ionization of inner lying orbitals. When
ionization from inner orbitals that have different spatial profiles becomes significant,
the overall ionization profile changes. This fact can only be established by calculating
partial ionization rates corresponding to each channel. Such a channel analysis is not
trivial in the current setup due to non-orthogonality and will be a topic of future time
dependent studies, where an asymptotic channels analysis is possible.
A table of the angle dependent rates from the haCC(5) scheme is given in the
appendix.
5.2. CO molecule
We use haCC(1) to haCC(7) schemes for our CO calculations. Table 5 lists the vertical
binding energies of various ionic states used for our haCC calculations and compare
them with literature values. Again here, the first ionization potential from different
haCC schemes vary on the level of 10−3 a.u. Following the same lines of reasoning as
for N2, these discrepancies are acceptable.
Figure 5 shows angle dependent ionization rates from different haCC schemes.
The angle is defined as 0◦ when the field points from the O atom to the C atom. The
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State m-aug-cc-pvtz Baltzer et al. [36] Svensson et al. [35]
X2Σ+ 13.97 14.0 14.01
A2Π 17.35 17.0 17.0
B2Σ+ 19.9 19.8 19.7
D2Πu 24.79 - 22.7
32Σ+ 25.25 24.2 23.7
Table 5. Vertical energies (in eV) of ionic states used here, with respect to
the neutral. The primitive basis sets used are minimally augmented correlation
consistent triple zeta basis. A comparison with earlier works is given.
single electron parameters used are converged to below 10 %. We find that the first
four bound states are sufficient for convergence within the haCC scheme. The addition
of excited ionic states reduces the ionization rates in general due to an improved
description of molecular polarizability. The influence of adding the 32Σ+ channel was
also studied at selected points and it changes the rates by less than 2% with respect
to the haCC(6) scheme. A table of static field ionization rates from haCC(6) scheme is
given in the appendix.
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Figure 5. Angle dependent ionization rates of CO with different number of ionic
channels included at various field strengths (F) in atomic units. The angle is
defined with respect to the molecular axis. Blue: haCC(1). Green: haCC(3). Red:
haCC(4). Black: haCC(6). The angle is 0◦ when the field points from O atom to C
atom.
A plot giving the asymmetry parameter for ionization rates defined as (Γ0◦ −
Γ180◦)/(Γ0◦ + Γ180◦), where Γθ is the rate at angle θ, is shown in figure 6. The
asymmetry parameter has a near linear dependence on the intensity. At all the field
strengths considered, maximum emission occurs when the field point from C to O
which means the preferred emission end is toward the C atom. This is consistent with
the experimental findings [22, 23].
The results from haCC(1) however show that there is a transition at around
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Figure 6. Asymmetry parameter as a function of intensity (I ∝ F 2) for CO
obtained with different haCC schemes. Role of polarization in CO: the haCC(1)
scheme even predicts an incorrect maximum emission direction below an intensity
of 1014W/cm2.
1.0 × 1014W/cm2 intensity where the maximum emission direction swaps, but the
converged haCC(6) results show that the preferred direction of emission is always
the C end in the considered range of field strengths. This shows that accurate
description of the strong field ionization of CO needs to include the response of inner
electrons, introduced here through a multi-channel approach. This re-emphasizes the
earlier finding from a time dependent Hartree-Fock approach [24] which revealed the
importance of polarization in strong field ionization of CO. The current approach
provides an alternate perspective. The qualitative failure of the single channel ansatz
which is equivalent to a single electron model shows that simple single electron pictures
can lead to artifacts in the case of CO and indicates the reason for different predictions
from different simple models [25].
The rates computed so far can be used to compute ionization yields for a given
time varying field under quasistatic approximation as:
Y = 1− exp
(
−
∫
dt Γ(F (t))
)
(5)
where Y is the yield and F (t) is the time varying field. Using cos2 envelope pulses,
we compute the asymmetry parameter for yields defined as ((Y0 − Y180)/(Y0 − Y180))
at the experimental parameters in [22]. We obtain a value of -0.25±0.02 for the
asymmetry parameter from our haCC(6) method which is in close agreement with the
experimentally obtained value of -0.30 [22]. The 0.02 uncertainty corresponds to the
10 fs uncertainty in the pulse duration in the experiment.
5.3. Implications for other molecules
Apart from the accurate static field ionization rates, the key result from the above
sub-sections is that the polarization in the prototype systems N2 and CO can be
described using a few channel ansatz. We find that only those channels whose
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ionization potentials lie in the range [Ip, Ip + 5eV ] have a relevant impact on the
tunnel ionization. Here, Ip indicates the first ionization potential.
Several small molecules of experimental interest like CO2 [37], NO [38],
hydrocarbons [39] - C2H2 and C2H4 exhibit similar ionic spectrum, that is, they
too have about 5∼6 ionic channels in the range [Ip, Ip + 5eV ]. Using the empirical
evidence from the systems studied here, it is possible to conclude that a similar few
channel ansatz can be used to accurately model static field ionization of other small
molecules. As an extension, it should be also possible to study strong field ionization
in time varying fields with similar number of ionic channels.
These conclusions, however, cannot be trivially extended to large molecules
where additional parameters become important: for example, the complex spatial
dependence of the potential and localization of electronic states on a few atomic sites
placing the wavefunction far-away or in the vicinity of the tunnel barrier, thereby
suppressing or enhancing tunneling probability.
6. Conclusions
We presented here static field ionization rates for experimentally relevant multi-
electron systems computed for the first time using a multi-channel approach and
demonstrated the capabilities of our recently developed hybrid anti-symmetrized
coupled channels approach. The main advantage of the current method is the
possibility to perform a systematic convergence study in terms of ionic bound state
channels.
The benchmarking results for two electron systems showed that the haCC scheme
is capable of providing rates accurate on the level of 5-10%. Typical molecular systems
have closely spaced ionic states and this leads to a greater ionic polarizability. Hence
strong field ionization of these systems cannot be described by simple single electron
or single channel approaches. This is demonstrated through the examples of N2 and
CO molecules where several excited ionic channels were required for convergence of
ionization rates. The results for CO molecule are also consistent with the experimental
measurements, a system for which several single electron approaches even qualitatively
fail. ADK theory is known to over-estimate rates at high field strengths. We re-
confirmed this fact by comparing the ADK results with our numerical results. Finally,
we also provide in the appendix, tables of angle dependent ionization rates for N2
and CO molecules that can be used for future benchmarking studies or experimental
analysis of strong field ionization based experiments.
The haCC method, in its current implementation is capable of handling linear
molecules beyond diatomics. Extensions to non-linear molecules would need
implementation of a larger scale parallelization which will be a topic of future work.
Benchmarking future simpler models/schemes against haCC for small molecules would
help in finding suitable approximations to treat even larger systems that are not
accessible to the current method.
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Appendix A. Tables of static field ionization rates for N2 and CO.
Field Strength Angle between the molecular axis and the field vector
(a.u) 0◦ 15◦ 30◦ 45◦ 60◦ 75◦ 90◦
0.02 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12
0.03 7.80×10−10 7.13×10−10 5.51×10−10 3.71×10−10 2.34×10−10 1.57×10−10 1.34×10−10
0.04 4.35×10−7 3.99×10−7 3.11×10−7 2.13×10−7 1.38×10−7 9.52×10−8 8.20×10−8
0.05 1.61×10−5 1.48×10−5 1.17×10−5 8.17×10−6 5.46×10−6 3.92×10−6 3.44×10−6
0.06 1.54×10−4 1.42×10−4 1.14×10−4 8.24×10−5 5.76×10−5 4.34×10−5 3.89×10−5
0.07 6.84×10−4 6.37×10−4 5.23×10−4 3.93×10−4 2.89×10−4 2.29×10−4 2.10×10−4
0.08 1.92×10−3 1.81×10−3 1.52×10−3 1.19×10−3 9.25×10−4 7.69×10−4 7.19×10−4
0.09 4.06×10−3 3.84×10−3 3.31×10−3 2.69×10−3 2.20×10−3 1.90×10−3 1.81×10−3
0.1 7.10×10−3 6.77×10−3 5.97×10−3 5.04×10−3 4.29×10−3 3.83×10−3 3.68×10−3
0.11 1.10×10−2 1.06×10−2 9.49×10−3 8.27×10−3 7.27×10−3 6.65×10−3 6.44×10−3
0.12 1.56×10−2 1.51×10−2 1.38×10−2 1.24×10−2 1.12×10−2 1.04×10−2 1.01×10−2
0.13 2.07×10−2 2.01×10−2 1.88×10−2 1.72×10−2 1.60×10−2 1.52×10−2 1.49×10−2
0.14 2.66×10−2 2.60×10−2 2.46×10−2 2.29×10−2 2.15×10−2 2.05×10−2 2.01×10−2
Table A1. Angle dependent static field ionization rates for N2 at equilibrium
inter-nuclear distance with haCC(5) scheme.
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Field Strength Angle between the molecular axis and the field vector
(a.u) 0◦ 15◦ 30◦ 45◦ 60◦ 75◦ 90◦
0.020 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12
0.025 3.16×10−10 2.81×10−10 2.05×10−10 1.38×10−10 1.00×10−10 8.71×10−11 8.88×10−11
0.030 2.28×10−8 2.06×10−8 1.57×10−8 1.14×10−8 9.39×10−9 9.74×10−9 1.21×10−8
0.035 4.63×10−7 4.19×10−7 3.21×10−7 2.33×10−7 1.91×10−7 1.98×10−7 2.44×10−7
0.040 4.14×10−6 3.75×10−6 2.91×10−6 2.15×10−6 1.79×10−6 1.88×10−6 2.32×10−6
0.045 2.15×10−5 1.96×10−5 1.53×10−5 1.14×10−5 9.59×10−6 1.02×10−5 1.28×10−5
0.050 7.67×10−5 7.00×10−5 5.49×10−5 4.14×10−5 3.55×10−5 3.82×10−5 4.81×10−5
0.055 2.07×10−4 1.89×10−4 1.50×10−4 1.14×10−4 1.00×10−4 1.09×10−4 1.38×10−4
0.060 4.55×10−4 4.18×10−4 3.34×10−4 2.59×10−4 2.30×10−4 2.55×10−4 3.24×10−4
0.065 8.57×10−4 7.90×10−4 6.37×10−4 5.03×10−4 4.56×10−4 5.12×10−4 6.53×10−4
0.070 1.43×10−3 1.32×10−3 1.08×10−3 8.64×10−4 8.01×10−4 9.14×10−4 1.17×10−3
0.075 2.17×10−3 2.01×10−3 1.66×10−3 1.36×10−3 1.29×10−3 1.49×10−3 1.90×10−3
0.080 3.08×10−3 2.87×10−3 2.39×10−3 1.99×10−3 1.93×10−3 2.26×10−3 2.89×10−3
0.085 4.09×10−3 3.83×10−3 3.24×10−3 2.77×10−3 2.74×10−3 3.22×10−3 4.13×10−3
0.090 5.26×10−3 4.94×10−3 4.25×10−3 3.67×10−3 3.70×10−3 4.42×10−3 5.64×10−3
105◦ 120◦ 135◦ 150◦ 165◦ 180◦
0.020 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12 < 10−12
0.025 9.71×10−11 1.06×10−10 1.13×10−10 1.17×10−10 1.19×10−10 1.19×10−10
0.030 1.59×10−8 2.03×10−8 2.41×10−8 2.68×10−8 2.82×10−8 2.86×10−8
0.035 3.20×10−7 4.10×10−7 4.99×10−7 5.72×10−7 6.20×10−7 6.37×10−7
0.040 3.02×10−6 3.81×10−6 4.57×10−6 5.18×10−6 5.57×10−6 5.70×10−6
0.045 1.67×10−5 2.11×10−5 2.53×10−5 2.86×10−5 3.06×10−5 3.13×10−5
0.050 6.26×10−5 7.89×10−5 9.42×10−5 1.06×10−4 1.14×10−4 1.17×10−4
0.055 1.80×10−4 2.25×10−4 2.67×10−4 3.00×10−4 3.20×10−4 3.27×10−4
0.060 4.21×10−4 5.26×10−4 6.19×10−4 6.91×10−4 7.36×10−4 7.51×10−4
0.065 8.44×10−4 1.05×10−3 1.23×10−3 1.37×10−3 1.45×10−3 1.48×10−3
0.070 1.50×10−3 1.85×10−3 2.15×10−3 2.38×10−3 2.53×10−3 2.58×10−3
0.075 2.44×10−3 2.98×10−3 3.44×10−3 3.79×10−3 4.01×10−3 4.09×10−3
0.080 3.67×10−3 4.46×10−3 5.13×10−3 5.62×10−3 5.92×10−3 6.02×10−3
0.085 5.23×10−3 6.29×10−3 7.18×10−3 7.87×10−3 8.29×10−3 8.43×10−3
0.090 7.08×10−3 8.49×10−3 9.65×10−3 1.05×10−2 1.10×10−2 1.12×10−2
Table A2. Angle dependent static field ionization rates for CO at equilibrium
inter-nuclear distance with haCC(6) scheme.
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We show that dynamic exchange is a dominant effect in strong field ionization of molecules. In CO2 it
fixes the peak ionization yield at the experimentally observed angle of 45° between polarization direction
and the molecular axis. For O2 it changes the angle of peak emission and for N2 the alignment dependence
of yields is modified by up to a factor of 2. The effect appears on the Hartree-Fock level as well as in full
ab initio solutions of the Schrödinger equation.
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Experimental techniques like molecular orbital tomog-
raphy [1,2], laser-driven electron diffraction [3,4], and high
harmonic imaging [5] are based on the control of ionization
by the strong field of a laser. They share the concept that an
electron is emitted by a strong laser field and redirected by
the same field to its parent system, where it produces a
snapshot of the system’s time evolution in the angle-
resolved electron momentum or harmonic spectra. The
analysis of these experiments relies on the idea that the
steps of initial electron emission, propagation, and scatter-
ing of the returning electron can be considered as largely
independent. Adequate understanding of each of these
three steps is a prerequisite for proper use of the techniques.
In this Letter we deal with the ionization step. With
atoms, there are several models that deliver correct ioniza-
tion yields at infrared (IR) wavelength. In contrast, for
molecules a disquieting discrepancy between theoretical
predictions and experiment appeared: two independent
experiments at two different intensities [6,7] reported
maximal ionization of CO2 when the molecular axis was
aligned at 45° to the polarization direction of a linearly
polarized pulse. In contrast, most theoretical calculations
found angles in the range 30°–40°.
It is usually assumed that ionization at IR wavelength is a
tunneling process and yields can be obtained as the integral
over the tunneling rates computed at the instantaneous field
strengths. As the field ionization rates drop exponentially
with the ionization potential, one expects that the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in a molecule deter-
mines ionization. In particular, the angle dependence of the
ionization rate should reflect the electron density distribu-
tion of the HOMO. Combining this idea with the
Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) [8] formula for tunnel-
ing from effective single-electron systems, the molecular
ADK (MO-ADK) approach was formulated [9]. In more
complicated molecular systems with energetically closely
spaced ionic states this approach may become invalid
[5,10]: at the nodal directions of the HOMO, where
MO-ADK would show nearly no ionization, the energeti-
cally next lower orbital HOMO-1 could contribute. On this
level of theory, the discrepancy with experiments [6,7]
could not be removed.
A large number of models and computations have been
tried to clarify the point. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations indicated that energetically lower molecular
orbitals cannot account for the experimental observation
[11]. A time-dependent DFT calculation [12] predicts peak
yield at 40°. A single electron model with a frozen core
potential produced the experimental value of 45° [13]. A
coupled channels calculation partially including multielec-
tron effects [14] showed that a single channel picture leads
to peak angles ∼30° and it was conjectured that inter-
channel couplings could explain the experimental obser-
vation. A recent time-dependent configuration-interaction
(TDCI) calculation using a Gaussian basis expansion [15]
in turn reports a peak angle of 50°. Other efforts using the
semiclassical WKB approximation [16] and the strong field
eikonal Volkov approximation [5] also fail to yield accurate
predictions. Recently, it was shown that field distortion of
the orbitals plays a role, but the predicted angles of 36° to
39° [17] fall short of the experimental values. In spite of all
efforts, the discrepancy remained unresolved.
In the discussion so far, little attention has been paid to
exchange symmetry. Ideally, in DFT such effects would be
fully included, but in practice this is hardly ever achieved
due to limitations of the exchange-correlation potentials.
The value of 45° obtained in Ref. [13] using a single
electron potential supplemented with a DFT-based
exchange correction was attributed to excited state dynam-
ics rather than exchange. The fact that the result is not
reproduced by pure DFT using different exchange corre-
lation functionals [11,12] suggests that the agreement may
be coincidental. The TDCI of Ref. [15] naturally includes
exchange, but in turn the Gaussian expansion is known to
have shortcomings in the description of strong-field effects.
In this Letter, we show that dynamic exchange occupies
a central place in strong field ionization (SFI). Specifically,
in CO2 exchange forces lead to peak ionization at an
alignment of 45°. Effects on the alignment dependence of
O2 and N2 ionization are sizable but less conspicuous. By
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dynamic exchange we designate effects beyond the anti-
symmetry of initial and final states. Exchange had been
considered for the initial states. In stationary first order
perturbative transitions final state antisymmetry can be
disregarded for symmetric transition operators. However,
omitting antisymmetrization of the virtual states appearing
during ionization turns out to constitute, somewhat
counterintuitively, an important dynamical restriction.
Qualitatively, this will be shown already on the Hartree-
Fock level.
We compute SFI rates and solutions of the time-depen-
dent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) by the ab initio hybrid
antisymmetrized coupled channels (haCC) approach [18].
haCC uses a multielectron wave function in terms of
several ionic states jIi that are fully antisymmetrized with
a numerical single electron basis, jii. In addition, the
neutral ground and excited states jN i can be included,
resulting in the wave function
jΨAi ¼
X
i;I
A½jiijIiCi;I þ
X
N
jN iCN ; ð1Þ
which we will refer to as ansatz A in the following. The
Ci;I; CN are the respective expansion coefficients and A
indicates antisymmetrization. The jIi and jN i states were
obtained from the COLUMBUS quantum chemistry package
[19]. For jii we use a high-order finite element radial basis
combined with single center spherical harmonics. A com-
plete description of the method can be found in Ref. [18].
The ansatz accurately describes the single-electron asymp-
totic behavior, whose importance is discussed in Ref. [20].
Neutral and ionic states can be included to examine
multielectron effects like field-free correlation, interchannel
coupling and ionic core polarization.
Tunneling ionization rates are computed using exterior
complex scaling [21–23]: the Hamiltonian is analytically
continued by transforming the electron coordinates into
the complex plane. For radii r > R0 one uses rθ ¼ eiθðr −
R0Þ þ R0 with the complex scaling angle θ > 0. The
resulting Hamiltonian is non-Hermitian with a complex
ground state eigenvalue W ¼ E0 þ Es − ði=2ÞΓ, where E0
is the field-free ground state energy, Es is its dc-Stark shift
and Γ=ℏ is the static field ionization rate. Apart from errors
due to finite computational approximation, W is indepen-
dent of θ > 0 and R0 ≥ 0.
We treat the CO2 molecule with nuclear positions fixed
at the equilibrium C-O bond length of 116.3 pm. The
multielectron states of neutral and ion are computed using
COLUMBUS with the minimally augmented cc-pvtz basis at
the multireference configuration interaction singles level.
We used up to 6 ionic channels which include the doubly
degenerate X2Πg, A2Πu, and the singly degenerate
B2Σþu , C2Σþg states. Single electron functions with up to
84 linear coefficients with finite element orders 12 on a
radial box of 30 a.u. and up to 269 spherical harmonics
(Lmax ¼ 12;Mmax ¼ 12) were used for the stationary prob-
lem. For solutions of the TDSE the number of spherical
harmonics was increased up to 324. This numerical basis is
complemented by the atom-centered Gaussians that con-
stitute the neutral and ionic functions. For complex scaling,
we chose R0 values well outside the range of neutral and
ionic orbitals, such that only the coordinate of the single-
electron basis is continued to complex values. Basis and the
scaling parameters R0 and θ were varied to ensure that
results are converged to better than 2%. The main approxi-
mation is introduced by the limited number of ionic
channels. With 6 ionic channels, we obtain a first ionization
potential of Ip ¼ 13.85 eV (experimental value: 13.78 eV
[24]), which decreases by about 0.14 eV with fewer ionic
channels.
The central results are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 6. In
Fig. 1, one sees that the static field ionization rates peak at
an alignment angle of 45°. Minima appear at 0° and 90°
corresponding to the nodal planes of the CO2 HOMO.
These findings agree with experiments [6,7]. Multielectron
effects reduce the ionization rates as the number of ionic
channels grows: quadratic dc-Stark shifts increase as the
basis becomes more flexible. This affects the neutral more
strongly than the tightly bound ion and raises the effective
ionization potential.
Figure 2 shows the angle of the peak rate as a function of
intensity: except for the highest intensities, the angle varies
by ≲2°, depending on the number of ionic channels
included. We cannot confirm any intensity dependence
as was predicted in Ref. [16] based on analytic arguments.
Dependence on the number of channels is strongest at the
higher intensities I ≳ 2.5 × 1014 W=cm2. There, the tun-
neling picture ceases to be applicable: according to a simple
estimate [23] at intensities Ib ≈ I2p=4 ¼ 1.5 × 1014 W=cm2
the molecular binding barrier of CO2 is suppressed to
FIG. 1 (color online). Alignment angle dependent CO2 ioniza-
tion rates at selected intensities I (in W=cm2). The convergence
with the number of ionic channels indicates the role of multi-
electron effects. Blue: including only the neutral ground state and
ionic X2Πg ground states, green: as blue with the ionic A2Πu
channel added. Red: as green with B2Σþu channel. Black: as red
with C2Σþg channel. Computations were performed for static
fields of strengths F ¼ 0.05, 0.07, and 0.09 a.u. corresponding to
intensities I ¼ F2=2 that label the plots. Γmax indicates maximal
decay width in atomic units at the inclosing circle. A total of 6
ionic channels are used in the calculations.
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below the field free ground state energy. In this regime,
virtual continuum states for polarization of the ionic core
may become important, which is not modeled by the haCC
ansatz as used here and therefore no dependable statement
about the accuracy of our results can be made.
The alignment dependence of ionization obtained in
quasistatic approximation (QSA) by integrating the tunnel
ionization rate is confirmed by solutions of the complete
TDSE. In Fig. 3, normalized angle dependent yields
obtained from TDSE and QSA within the single channel
model are compared with experiments performed at near
infrared (λ ≈ 800 nm) wavelength. The angle dependence
in TDSE is well approximated in QSA, with better agree-
ment for higher intensities, where the QSA is more
appropriate [23]. This agreement is gratifying, considering
that in the intensity range 3 × 1013 − 1.1 × 1014 W=cm2
with Keldysh parameters γ ¼ 2 ∼ 1, one can hardly expect
ionization to be of pure tunneling type. A failure of the
tunneling picture is exposed in the magnitudes of the
yields, where the TDSE results exceed the QSA by a factor
2 at 1.1 × 1014 W=cm2 and by nearly 2 orders of magni-
tude at 3 × 1013 W=cm2. The fact that angle dependence
largely agrees between time-dependent and quasistatic
(λ → ∞) results shows that wavelength effects are secon-
dary compared to exchange. The peak angle is consistent
with the experiments, but yields found in one of the
experiments [6] are more narrowly confined around
the maximum angle. It was noted in Ref. [20] that the
experimental result may be artificially narrowed due to the
deconvolution procedure.
The failure of earlier theory in reproducing the peak
angle of 45° is due to the absence or insufficient inclusion
of dynamical exchange. This is clearly seen by omitting
from the haCC ansatz A the antisymmetrization of the
single-electron basis against the multielectron states in an
otherwise identical wave function, ansatz B:
jΨBi ¼
X
i;I
jiijIiCi;I þ
X
N
jN iCN ; ð2Þ
In Fig. 4 one sees that with ansatz B one obtains the peak
rate at an angle around 30° at low intensities that then dips
off as the intensity is increased; see also Fig. 2.
Our results without antisymmetrization for the dynamics
are consistent with Ref. [14], where it was proposed that the
remaining discrepancy to the experimental value was
caused by neglecting coupling between X2Πg and A2Πu
ionic channels in the calculation. In contrast, in Ref. [13],
the angle near 45° was attributed to dynamics of excited
neutral states, mostly the first excited neutral state.
However, neither excited state dynamics nor coupling of
ionic channels, in the absence of dynamical exchange,
result in correct angles.
Figure 4 shows that the first excited state of the neutral
has hardly any discernable role in determining the emission
profile and does not influence the angle of peak emission.
Coupling of channels as proposed in Ref. [14] does move
the angle closer to experiment, but still does not yield the
correct result. The improvement can be understood as, in
the limit of a complete set of channels, ansatz A and B are
FIG. 2 (color online). Peak ionization angles as a function of
intensity. Solid lines: results with the antisymmetrized ansatz A,
Eq. (1). Dashed lines: results without antisymmetrization, ansatz
B, Eq. (2). Colors correspond to different numbers of neutral
states and ionic channels, see Fig. 1 (solid lines) and Fig. 4
(dashed lines).
FIG. 4 (color online). The role of exchange in CO2 ionization:
alignment angle dependence of normalized static SFI rates in
different single-channel models. Blue: antisymmetrized ansatz A
with the neutral ground state and ionic X2Πg ground state
channels. Green: ansatz B with the same states as blue, red: as
green, with the addition of the ionic A2Πu state. Cyan: as green
with the addition of the first excited neutral state. The green and
cyan lines coincide at the two higher intensities.
FIG. 3. Normalized angle dependent yields from TDSE
(lines), QSA (dash-dotted lines) in the single channel picture,
and experiments [6,7] (dashed lines). The laser parameters
are 800 nm central wavelength, 40 fs duration with peak
intensities of 3 × 1013 W=cm2 (Upper panel) and
1.1 × 1014 W=cm2 (lower panel).
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equivalent. However, the primary role of the seemingly
complicated multi-electron dynamics is to mimic dynami-
cal exchange. In contrast, with dynamical exchange prop-
erly considered, a simple essentially single-electron picture
of field ionization reemerges.
We demonstrate this by reducing the problem to the
simplest possible case. We use the Hartree-Fock neutral
state of CO2 and the ion ground state in Koopman’s
approximation. Denoting by fϕ1;…;ϕNg the occupied
Hartree-Fock orbitals of the neutral and by ψðtÞ the active
electron, ansatz A and B are reduced to
jΨAi ¼ detðjψðtÞijϕ2i…jϕNiÞC11 þ jN iCN ð3Þ
jΨBi ¼ jψðtÞi detðjϕ2i…jϕNiÞC11 þ jN iCN ; ð4Þ
where det indicates the Slater determinant. The effective
Hamiltonians governing the time evolution of ψðtÞ for the
two cases differ only by the exchange term
ðVxψÞð~rÞ ¼
XN
k¼2
ϕkð~rÞ
Z
d3r0
ϕkð~r0Þψð~r0Þ
j~r − ~r0j : ð5Þ
In Ref. [20] it was pointed out that the long-range
interactions also affect emission. To exclude those, we
smoothly truncate the Coulomb tail of the potential at
10 a.u. Figure 5 shows that also here exchange shifts the
peak angle by ∼7°.
Apart from the exchange term, ansatz A effectively
enforces orthogonality of the active electron orbital against
the ionic HF orbitals hψ jϕki ¼ 0; k ≥ 2. If this were the
dominant effect of antisymmetrization, one would expect
that in the absence of the constraint (ansatz B) the ground
state energy would be lowered. On the other hand, anti-
symmetrization effectively enlarges the ansatz space: it
operates in the N-fold larger space containing all permu-
tations of ψ through the ϕ2…ϕN , but including explicitly
only the dynamically accessible subspace of antisymme-
trized linear combinations. Conversely, omitting antisym-
metrization amounts to a restriction of the accessible space.
By this reasoning, Stark-shift (polarization) should be
larger in ansatz A. Indeed, we find the latter in our
calculations. We also directly verified that an orthogonality
constraint on ψðtÞ against the ϕk in ansatz B causes only≲1% of the overall difference between the results of A and
B. This finally establishes that indeed the dynamical effects
of exchange play the decisive role in ionization.
Dynamical exchange is most conspicuous in CO2, but
the mechanism as such is universal and must be included
for obtaining correct ionization rates from any system. As
further examples, we studied the effect on N2 and O2,
which are standard model systems for strong field physics.
Figure 6 shows normalized ionization rates at the respective
equilibrium nuclear positions with a single channel in
ansatz A and B. In N2, dynamical exchange leads to a
broadening of the ionization profile, where the ratio
between the rates at 0° and 90° changes by up to a factor
∼2. For O2, dynamic exchange shifts the peak angle by 5°
to 45° in agreement with the experimental value [6].
Without exchange, our result agrees with the MO-ADK
findings and DFT [6,11]. This small discrepancy had not
drawn much attention earlier.
In conclusion, we have established that dynamical
exchange takes a central place in the ionization of mole-
cules. The effects on CO2 are striking, but also for O2 the
peak emission angle is affected and for N2 results can
change by up to a factor 2 merely due to exchange. This
indicates that dynamical exchange must be considered in
any attempt to understand strong field ionization also of
more complex multielectron systems. Depending on the
system’s structure, effects can range from a minor correc-
tion to dramatic qualitative changes. Apart from the
ionization yields discussed here, the angular distribution
of electron emission at fixed alignment may be affected. A
critical assessment of the importance of these distributions
for rescattering-based attosecond experiments appears in
place. On the other hand, simple antisymmetrization may
enhance single-electron and single-channel models that
have been applied so far, even without the comparatively
heavy numerical apparatus used to establish the fact in the
present Letter.
FIG. 5. Rate as a function of alignment, computed with the
Hartree-Fock neutral ground state, ionic ground state in Koop-
man’s approximation, and Coulomb potential truncated at 10 a.u.
Solid line, with exchange, ansatz A, and dashed line, without
dynamical exchange, ansatz B. Field strength ¼ 0.06 a.u.
FIG. 6. Normalized ionization rates of O2 (left panel) and N2
(center and right) as a function of alignment angle, using only
neutral and ionic ground states. Solid: with dynamic exchange,
ansatz A, and dashed, without exchange, ansatz B.
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Conclusions and outlook
Conclusions
In this work, a new ab-initio method called the hybrid anti-symmetrized coupled channels
method was developed and applied to study strong field single ionization of multi-electron
atoms and molecules. The calculations helped resolve several discrepancies between theory
and experiments.
Discretizing a multi-electron wavefunction using a coupled channels basis has several
advantages: (i) The size of the discretization is independent of the number of electrons.
(ii) It is engineer-able. Any pre-existing knowledge can be used to keep the basis compact.
For example, correlated states that are known to play a role in the process can be included
as neutral states in the basis. (iii) It can be used to systematically turn-on or off the
multi-electron effects. For example, core polarization can be systematically improved by
including excited ionic channels.
The important realization of the work is the new multi-electron Schrödinger equation
solver itself that has many potential applications in the context of studying photo-ionization
of multi-electron systems. Prior to this work, there existed a number of numerical ap-
proaches to study strong field ionization of one- and two-electron systems on the one hand
and a number of elaborate quantum chemical techniques to obtain field-free electronic
structure of atoms and molecules on the other. This works brings together a set of tech-
niques in both the fields, thereby significantly advancing the theoretical capabilities that
exist in the field of strong field physics. The overall method is composed of several key
techniques: configuration interaction theory, finite element methods, infinite range exterior
complex scaling technique, mixed gauge representations and the time dependent surface
flux method.
The implementation of the method includes an interface to COLUMBUS quantum chem-
istry code that provides a great flexibility to the method in terms of choosing ionic and
neutral states computed from various levels of quantum chemical theory. Notable issues
that had to be tackled in the development of the method are linear dependency issues
and computation of electron-electron integrals. The linear dependencies in the basis are
handled by using a modified Woodbury formula for the inversion of the overlap matrix and
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the two-electron integrals are computed using a multi-pole expansion.
An important off-shoot from the development of the haCC method is the development of
the mixed gauge approach for solving the TDSE. The popular gauges - velocity and length
gauges were found to be incompatible with the overall haCC scheme. Therefore, a mixed
gauge that uses length gauge in the region encompassing the ionic states and a velocity
gauge thereafter was developed. This proved to be a numerically very efficient solution.
The general idea of mixed gauges can be used in other restricted basis set methods as well.
It essentially involves identifying that particular representation of the wavefunction which
can be most efficiently described by the basis of choice.
The important application of the haCC method studied here is the angle dependent
strong field ionization of small molecules. For the first time, static field ionization rates for
molecules were computed from a multi-electron method where a systematic convergence
study is possible. The calculations revealed the importance of polarization and the impor-
tance of imposing the correct exchange symmetry during strong field ionization dynamics.
They resolve the long standing discrepancies between theory and experiment in the angle
dependent strong field ionization of molecules O2, CO2 and CO, thereby removing a hurdle
in the long term goal of strong field ionization based ultrafast imaging of molecules.
Outlook
Figure 4.1: Angle resolved photo-electron spectra for CO2 with ground state channel
ansatz. The colorbar is scaled logarithmically. Pulse parameters: 3-cycle, cos2 envelope
800nm laser pulse with a peak intensity of 1014 W cm−2.
Future applications: The haCC method, being a general TDSE solver, has many poten-
tial applications. Recently, the method was applied to study Fano resonances in Helium
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atom, where it was shown that in the presence of external fields Fano resonances acquire a
complex q parameter [88]. Other potential applications of the method include computation
of fully differential photo-electron spectra and high harmonic spectra for small molecules.
Figure 4.1 shows angle resolved photo-electron spectra from CO2 with a 3 cycle, 800nm
laser pulse with a peak intensity of 1014 W cm−2. This preliminary computation was done
with the ground state channel ansatz. The spectra show that the nodal structure of the
highest occupied molecular orbital is translated into the photo-electron spectra.
These spectra can be used to analyze re-collision imaging experiments or for several
other topical problems in attosecond physics like time delays in photo-emission [18].
Possible structural extensions: A number of structural improvements to the method
are possible. Two of the possible extensions are: (i) Using symmetry adapted spherical
harmonics in the one-electron basis to increase the blocking of the Hamiltonian matrix for
molecules with lower symmetry. (ii) The hybrid nature in the current basis comes from
atom centered Gaussian orbitals and the single center expansion. This choice however
is not sufficient when hard re-collisions during ionization become important. The spatial
structure of the molecule imposed on the re-colliding continuum wavepacket cannot be
easily described with Gaussians. For these problems, an addition of a small atom-centered
numerical finite-element basis could be useful.
At present, the haCC method can be only applied to atoms and linear molecules and
the computations presented here were run on standard 8 core machines. Implementation
of the above features along with a large scale parallelization of the code would allow us to
apply the current method to larger molecules and molecules with lesser symmetry.
Other possible extensions could be to include effects of nuclear motion in molecules
which however is not a simple extension of the current formalism.
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5
Technical appendices
5.1 Derivation of matrix elements
The haCC basis with the neutral bound states (|N 〉) and the single ionic channel functions
(A[|I〉|α〉]) is expressed as:
|Ψ〉 = 1√
N
∑
I,α
A[|I, α〉]CIα +
∑
N
|N 〉CN (5.1)
To avoid confusion, the single electron basis is represented using Greek letters: |α〉 and
|β〉 and the normalization factor is explicitly written. For the sake of simplicity, the ionic
and neutral configuration interaction functions composed of Hartree Fock orbitals, |φk〉 are
denoted as:
|I〉 = 1√
(N − 1)!
∑
i1i2···iN−1
|φi1φi2 · · ·φiN−1〉ai1··· ,iN−1 :=
1√
(N − 1)!
∑
i1···iN−1
|i1 · · · iN−1〉ai1··· ,iN−1
(5.2)
|N 〉 = 1√
N !
∑
n1···nN
|φn1φn2 · · ·φnN 〉dn1···nN :=
1√
N !
∑
n1···nN
|n1 · · ·nN〉dn1···nN (5.3)
with the coefficients ai1···iN−1 and di1···iN satisfying the required anti-symmetry property.
The ionic channels functions
A|I, α〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
A|i1 · · · iN−1α〉ai1···iN−1 (5.4)
can be explicitly expanded as:
A|i1 · · · iN−1α〉 = |i1 · · · iN−1α〉+ · · ·+ (−1)N−k|i1 · · · ik−1αik · · · iN−1〉+ · · · (5.5)
Introducing a convenient notation:
Ak =
∑
i1···iN−1
(−1)N−k|i1 · · · ik−1αik · · · iN−1〉ai1···iN−1 (5.6)
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the channel function can be written as:
A|I, α〉 =
N∑
k=1
Ak (5.7)
where Ak denotes the term with α at the kth position.
The ionic and neutral states are orthonormal to each other, that is 〈I|J〉 = δIJ and
〈N |N ′〉 = δNN ′ . The Hartree-Fock orbitals are also orthonormal 〈φi|φj〉 = δij. The anti-
symmetrization satisfies the property AA = NA.
Finally, the generalized reduced density matrices between two N-particle wavefunctions
are defined as:
ρIJi1···ikj1···jk =
N !
(N − k) !
∑
ik+1···iN
∑
jk+1···jN
a∗i1···ikik+1···iN bj1···jkjk+1···jN (5.8)
and the non-standard generalized reduced density matrices between an N-particle function
and an N-1 particle function as:
ηNJiN−k···iN jN−k···jN−1 =
√
N(N − 1) !
(N − k) !
∑
i1···iN−k···iN
∑
j1···jN−k···jN−1
d∗i1···iN bj1···jN−1 (5.9)
5.1.1 Overlap
Between neutrals
The overlap matrix between neutral states satisfy the orthonormality condition:
〈N |N ′〉 = δNN ′ (5.10)
Between neutral and channel function
The overlap between neutral and a channel functions can be evaluated as:
1√
N
〈N |A|Jβ〉 =
√
N · 〈N |Jβ〉 [N is anti-symmetric]
=
√
N ·
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1···jN−1
〈n1n2 · · ·nN |j1 · · · jN−1β〉d∗n1···nN bj1···jN−1
=
√
N ·
∑
n1···nN
〈nN |β〉d∗n1···nN bn1···nN−1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
i
〈i|β〉ηNJi
1√
N
〈N |A|Jβ〉 = 〈i|β〉ηNJi
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Between channel functions
The overlap matrices between channel functions can be computed as:
1
N
〈Iα|AA|Jβ〉 = 〈Iα|A|Jβ〉 =
N∑
k=1
〈AN |Bk〉
= 〈AN |BN〉+
N−1∑
k=1
〈AN |Bk〉
[Identical N-1 terms] = 〈AN |BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |B1〉
The equivalence of the terms in each of the summations can be proved through a simple
interchange and renaming of indices.
〈AN |BN〉 = 〈I|J〉〈α|β〉
〈AN |B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1|β〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bi2···iN−1jN−1
[Reordering indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
−〈i1|β〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i2···iN−1i1bi2···iN−1jN−1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
i2···iN−1ij
−〈i|β〉〈α|j〉a∗i2···iN−1ibi2···iN−1j
(N − 1)〈AN |B1〉 =
∑
ij
−〈α|j〉ρIJij 〈i|β〉
Hence,
1
N
〈Iα|AA|Jβ〉 = 〈I|J〉〈α|β〉 − 〈α|j〉ρIJij 〈i|β〉
5.1.2 Single particle operators
The single particle operator for an N-particle system is defined as:
Ŝ =
N∑
l=1
sl (5.11)
where sl is the single particle operator that acts on the l
th coordinate. Note, in the following
treatment the subscript is dropped when not essential. As the operators are symmetric
with respect to coordinate exchange 1
N
AŜA = ŜA
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Between neutrals
The single particle matrix elements between two neutral states can be computed as:
〈N |Ŝ|N ′〉 = 〈i|s|j〉ρNN ′ij (5.12)
Between neutral and channel function
The single particle matrix elements between a neutral and an ionic channel functions are
evaluated as:
1√
N
〈N |ŜA|Jβ〉 =
√
N · 〈N |Ŝ|Jβ〉 =
√
N ·
N∑
l=1
〈N |sl|BN〉
=
√
N · 〈N |sN |BN〉+
√
N ·
N−1∑
l=1
〈N |sl|BN〉
=
√
N · 〈N |sN |BN〉+
√
N · (N − 1)〈N |s1|BN〉.
Evaluating term-wise:
Term 1:
〈N |sN |BN〉 =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1···jN−1
〈n1 · · ·nN |sN |j1 · · · jN−1β〉d∗n1···nN bj1···jN−1
=
∑
n1···nN
〈nN |sN |β〉d∗n1···nN bn1···nN−1
=
∑
i
〈i|sN |β〉ηNJi /
√
N
Term 2:
〈N |s1|BN〉 =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1···jN−1
〈n1 · · ·nN |s1|j1 · · · jN−1β〉d∗n1···nN bj1···jN−1
=
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1
〈n1|s1|j1〉〈nN |β〉d∗n1···nN bj1n2···nN−1
[Reordering indices] =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1
〈n1|s1|j1〉〈nN |β〉d∗n2···nN−1n1nN bn2···nN−1j1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
n1n2j1
〈n1|s1|j1〉〈n2|β〉ηNJn1n2j1/
[√
N(N − 1)
]
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The total single particle operator between the neutral and the ionic channel functions
is:
1√
N
〈N |ŜA|Jβ〉 = 〈i|s|β〉ηNJi + 〈n1|s|j1〉〈n2|β〉ηN In1n2j1 (5.13)
Between channel functions
The single particle matrix elements between two ionic channel functions are evaluated as:
1
N
〈Iα|AŜA|Jβ〉 = 〈Iα|ŜA|Jβ〉
=
N∑
k=1
N∑
l=1
〈AN |sl|Bk〉
= 〈AN |sN |BN〉+
N−1∑
l=1
〈AN |sl|BN〉+
N−1∑
k=1
〈AN |sN |Bk〉
+
N−1∑
k=1
〈AN |sk|Bk〉+
N−1∑
k=1
N−1∑
l=1,l 6=k
〈AN |sl|Bk〉
[Equivalent terms] = 〈AN |sN |BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |s1|BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |sN |B1〉
+(N − 1)〈AN |s1|B1〉+ (N − 1)(N − 2)〈AN |s2|B1〉
Evaluating term-wise:
Term 1:
〈AN |sN |BN〉 = 〈Iα|sN |Jβ〉 = 〈I|J〉〈α|sN |β〉
Term 2:
〈AN |s1|BN〉 = 〈Iα|s1|Jβ〉
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
〈i1 · · · iN−1α|s1|j1 · · · jN−1β〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1j1
〈i1|s1|j1〉ρIJi1j1〈α|β〉/(N − 1)
Term 3:
〈AN |sN |B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|sN |βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
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=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1|β〉〈α|sN |jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bi2···iN−2jN−1
[Reordering indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
−〈i1|β〉〈α|sN |jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bjN−1i2···iN−2
=
∑
ij
−〈i|β〉〈α|sN |j〉ρIJij /(N − 1)
Term 4:
〈AN |s1|B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|s1|βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1|s1|β〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bi2···iN−1jN−1
[Reordering indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
−〈i1|s1|β〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···jN−1bjN−1i2···iN−1
=
∑
ij
−〈i|s1|β〉〈α|j〉ρIJij /(N − 1)
Term 5:
〈AN |s2|B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|s2|βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j2jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1|β〉〈i2|s2|j1〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1i3···iN−1jN−1
[Reordering indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j2jN−1
−〈i1|β〉〈i2|s2|j1〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1i2i3···iN−1bjN−1j1i3···iN−1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
i3···iN−1
∑
i1i2j1j2
−〈i1|β〉〈i2|s2|j2〉〈α|j1〉a∗i1i2i3···iN−1bj1j2i3···iN−1
=
∑
i1i2j1j2
−〈i1|β〉〈i2|s2|j2〉〈α|j1〉ρIJi1i2j1j2/ [(N − 1)(N − 2)]
Hence, the overall one particle operator between the ionic channel functions takes the
form:
1
N
〈Iα|AŜA|Jβ〉 = 〈I|J〉〈α|s|β〉+ 〈α|β〉〈i|s|j〉ρIJij
− 〈α|s|j〉ρIJij 〈i|β〉 − 〈α|j〉ρIJij 〈j|s|β〉
− 〈α|j1〉〈i1|β〉〈i2|s|j2〉ρIJi1i2j1j2
(5.14)
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5.1.3 Two particle operators
A general two particle operator can be written as
T̂ =
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=m+1
tmn (5.15)
where tmn acts on the m,n coordinates. Note, that the subscripts are dropped in the
following treatment when not essential. Again, as the operators are symmetric with respect
to coordinate exchange 1
N
AT̂A = T̂A
Between neutrals
The two particle operators between two neutrals can be evaluated as:
〈N |T̂ |N ′〉 = 1
2
〈n1n2|t|n′1n′2〉ρNN
′
n1n2n′1n
′
2
(5.16)
Between neutral and channel function
The two particle operator between a neutral and a channel function can be computed as:
1√
N
〈N |T̂A|Jβ〉 =
√
N〈N |T̂ |Jβ〉
=
√
N ·
N∑
p=1
N∑
q=p+1
〈N |tpq|BN〉
=
√
N ·
[
N−1∑
p=1
〈N |tpN |BN〉+
N−1∑
p=1
N−1∑
q=p+1
〈N |tpq|BN〉
]
=
√
N(N − 1)〈N |t1N |BN〉+
√
N(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
〈N |t12|BN〉
Evaluating term-wise:
Term 1:
〈N |t1N |Bn〉 =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1···jN−1
〈n1 · · ·nN |t1N |j1 · · · jN−1β〉d∗n1···nN bj1···jN−1
=
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1
〈n1nN |t12|j1β〉d∗n1···nN bj1n2···nN−1
[Reordering indices] =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1
〈n1n2|t12|j1β〉d∗n2···nN−1n1nN bn2···nN−1j1
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[Renaming indices] =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1
〈n2n1|t12|j1β〉d∗n3···nNn1n2bn3···nN j1
=
∑
n1n2j1
〈n1n2|t|j1β〉ηNJn1n2j1/
[√
N(N − 1)
]
Term 2:
〈N |t12|BN〉 =
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1···jN−1
〈n1 · · ·nN |t12|j1 · · · jN−1β〉d∗n1···nN bj1···jN−1
=
∑
n1···nN
∑
j1j2
〈nN |β〉〈n1n2|t12|j1j2〉d∗n1···nN bj1···jN−1
=
∑
n1n2n3j1j2
〈n1n2|t|j1j2〉〈n3|β〉ηNJn1n2n3j1j2/
[√
N(N − 1)(N − 2)
]
The overall matrix element looks as:
1√
N
〈N |T̂A|Jβ〉 = 〈n1n2|t|j1β〉ηNJn1n2j1 +
1
2
〈n1n2|t|j1j2〉〈n3|β〉ηNJn1n2n3j1j2 (5.17)
Between channel functions
The two particle matrix elements between two ionic channel functions can be evaluated as:
1
N
〈Iα|AT̂A|Jβ〉 = 〈Iα|T̂A|Jβ〉
=
N∑
k=1
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|Bk〉
=
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|BN〉+
N−1∑
k=1
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|Bk〉
=
N−1∑
m=1
N−1∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|BN〉+
N−1∑
m=1
〈AN |tmN |BN〉+
N−1∑
k=1
N−1∑
m=1
〈AN |tmN |Bk〉+
N−1∑
k=1
N−1∑
m=1
N−1∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|Bk〉
=
N−1∑
m=1
N−1∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|BN〉+
N−1∑
m=1
〈AN |tmN |BN〉+
N−1∑
k=1
〈AN |tkN |Bk〉+
N−1∑
k=1
N−1∑
m=1,m 6=k
〈AN |tmN |Bk〉
+
N−1∑
m=1
N−1∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|Bn〉+
N−1∑
m=1
N−1∑
n=m+1
〈AN |tmn|Bm〉+
N−1∑
m=1
N−1∑
n=m+1
N−1∑
k=1,k 6=m,n
〈AN |tmn|Bk〉
=
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
〈AN |t12|BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |t1N |BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |t1N |B1〉
+(N − 1)(N − 2)〈AN |t2N |B1〉+
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
〈AN |t12|B2〉
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+
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
〈AN |t12|B1〉+
(N − 1)(N − 2)(N − 3)
2
〈AN |t23|B1〉
=
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
〈AN |t12|BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |t1N |BN〉+ (N − 1)〈AN |t1N |B1〉
+(N − 1)(N − 2)〈AN |t2N |B1〉+ (N − 1)(N − 2)〈AN |t12|B1〉
+
(N − 1)(N − 2)(N − 3)
2
〈AN |t23|B1〉
There are 6 terms in the above expression which can be evaluated as:
Term 1:
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
〈AN |t12|BN〉 =
1
2
〈i1i2|t|j1j2〉ρIJi1i2j1j2〈α|β〉
Term 2:
〈AN |t1N |BN〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
〈i1 · · · iN−1α|t1N |j1 · · · jN−1β〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1
〈i1α|t1N |j1β〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1i2···iN−1
=
∑
ij
〈iα|t|jβ〉ρIJij /(N − 1)
Term 3:
〈AN |t1N |B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|t1N |βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1α|t1N |βjN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bi2···iN−1jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
jN−1
−〈i1α|t1N |βjN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bjN−1i2···iN−1
=
∑
ij
−〈iα|t|βj〉ρIJij /(N − 1)
Term 4:
〈AN |t2N |B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|t2N |βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1|β〉〈i2α|t2N |j1jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1i3···iN−1jN−1
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=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1jN−1
−〈i1|β〉〈i2α|t2N |j1jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bjN−1j1i3···iN−1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1j2
−〈i1|β〉〈i2α|t2N |j2j1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1j2i3···iN−1
=
∑
i1i2j1j2
−〈i1|β〉〈i2α|t2N |j2j1〉ρIJi1i2j1j2
=
∑
i1i2j1j2
−〈i1|β〉〈αi2|t|j1j2〉ρIJi1i2j1j2/ [(N − 1)(N − 2)]
Term 5:
〈AN |t12|B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|t12|βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1i2|t12|βj1〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1i3···iN−1jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1jN−1
−〈i1i2|t12|βj1〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bjN−1j1i3···iN−1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1j2
−〈i1i2|t12|βj2〉〈α|j1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1j2i3···iN−1
=
∑
i1i2j1j3
−〈i1i2|t|βj2〉〈α|j1〉ρIJi1i2j1j2/ [(N − 1)(N − 2)]
Term 6:
〈AN |t23|B1〉 =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1···jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1 · · · iN−1α|t23|βj1 · · · jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1···jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1j2jN−1
(−1)N−1〈i1|β〉〈i2i3|t23|j1j2〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1j2i4···iN−1jN−1
=
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1j2jN−1
−〈i1|β〉〈i2i3|t23|j1j2〉〈α|jN−1〉a∗i1···iN−1bjN−1j1j2i4···iN−1
[Renaming indices] =
∑
i1···iN−1
∑
j1j2j3
−〈i1|β〉〈i2i3|t|j2j3〉〈α|j1〉a∗i1···iN−1bj1j2j3i4···jN−1
=
∑
i1i2i3j1j2j3
−〈i1|β〉〈i2i3|t|j2j3〉〈α|j1〉ρIJi1i2i3j1j2j3
(N − 4)!
(N − 1)!
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Finally, the two particle matrix elements between two ionic channel functions look as:
1
N
〈Iα|AT̂A|Jβ〉
=
1
2
〈i1i2|t|j1j2〉ρIJi1i2j1j2〈α|β〉+ 〈iα|t|jβ〉ρIJij − 〈iα|t|βj〉ρIJij
− 〈i1|β〉〈αi2|t|j1j2〉ρIJi1i2j1j2 − 〈i1i2|t|βj2〉〈α|j1〉ρIJi1i2j1j2
− 1
2
〈i1|β〉〈i2i3|t|j2j3〉〈α|j1〉ρIJi1i2i3j1j2j3 .
(5.18)
Note: The current treatment needs upto three particle reduced density matrices. The non-
orthogonality of the single electron basis, α, with respect to the Hartree-Fock (HF) basis,
φk, leads to a significant complexity in the matrix elements. Explicit orthogonalization of
the single electron basis with respect to HF orbitals is not a solution because: the ionic
and neutral states are treated on the configuration interaction level and each ionic state is
composed of several Slater determinants.
5.2 Two electron integrals
The two electron integrals are the computationally most intensive parts in the setting up
of the Hamiltonian. In the current implementation of these integrals, they are evaluated
using a multi-pole expansion, where the electron-electron interaction operator is expanded
as:
1
|~r1 − ~r2|
=
∞∑
L=0
4π
2L+ 1
rL<
rL+1>
L∑
M=−L
YLM(Ω1)Y
∗
LM(Ω2) (5.19)
where r< = min(r1, r2) and r> = max(r1, r2). The infinite multi-pole expansion is trun-
cated by the angular momentum content in the basis and the limits are denoted using
symbols Lmin, Lmax,Mmin and Mmax.
The radial part of the operator,
rL<
rL+1>
, is evaluated with a polynomial basis and the ma-
trix elements obtained are transformed to a corresponding quadrature grid representation.
The quadrature grid has the same order as the polynomial basis. This matrix is denoted
as V Lqq′ . The molecular orbitals, φk are expressed in a single centered expansion which can
be written as:
φi =
∑
qlimi
ciqlimiYlimi . (5.20)
Since a multi-centered atomic orbital needs an infinite angular momenta, the above expan-
sion is truncated by defining a tolerance and this tolerance is a convergence parameter in
the calculations. The resulting limits for the angular momentum expansion for the molec-
ular orbitals are denoted as lgmax and m
g
max. The single-electron numerical basis can also
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be expressed on a quadrature grid as:
α(~r) =
∑
q
αqYlαmα . (5.21)
The largest angular momenta in this one-electron expansion is denoted using symbols lmax
and mmax.
There are four types of two-electron integrals that appear in the haCC scheme: 〈αφi|V {2}|βφj〉ρIJij ,
〈αφi|V {2}|φjβ〉ρIJij , 〈αφm|V {2}|φlφn〉ρIJklmn and 〈αφl|V {2}|φmφk〉ηINklm (See section (5.1.3)).
Outline of the steps following to compute them in the current implementation is presented
in the following subsections. There exists a trade-off between the storage requirements and
the operations count while designing a suitable algorithm.
5.2.1 Hartree term
The Hartree term: 〈αφi|V {2}|βφj〉ρIJij , is the easiest of the all the four varieties as the
integral over the molecular orbitals yields an effective potential for the second electron
coordinate. Denoting the matrix element as M IJαβ :
M IJαβ =
∑
ij
〈αφi|V {2}|βφj〉ρIJij
=
∑
ij
ρIJij
∑
qq′
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
α∗qβqV
L
qq′
∑
limi
ci∗q′limi
∑
ljmj
cjq′ljmj〈YlαmαYLM |Ylβmβ〉〈Ylimi |YLMYljmj〉
(5.22)
the integral evaluation is performed using the following steps:
1. First, an effective potential object RIJLMq is defined as follows:
RIJLMq =
4π
2L+ 1
∑
ij
ρIJij
∑
q′
V Lqq′
∑
limi
ci∗q′limi
∑
〈jmj
cjq′ljmj〈Ylimi |YLMYljmj〉 (5.23)
which is computed at the start and stored. The next steps are done on the fly.
2. For each I, J, α, β the vector Tq is computed as:
Tq =
∑
LM
RIJLMq〈YlαmαYLM |Ylβmβ〉 (5.24)
3. This yields the required integral
M IJαβ =
∑
q
α∗qTqβq (5.25)
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The limits of LM expansion define the required storage and this can be obtained by
examining equations 5.23 and 5.24. The needed LM are:
Lmin = 0
Lmax = 2 min(lmax, l
g
max)
Mmin(L) = max(max(−2mgmax,−2mmax),−L)
Mmax(L) = min(min(2m
g
max, 2mmax), L)
5.2.2 Standard exchange term
The standard exchange term which is the most expensive of all can be expressed as:
M IJαβ =
∑
ij
〈αφi|V {2}|φjβ〉ρIJij
=
∑
ij
ρIJij
∑
qq′
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
α∗qβq′V
L
qq′
∑
limi
ci∗q′limi〈YlimiYLM |Ylβmβ〉
∑
ljmj
cjqljmj〈Ylαmα |YLMYljmj〉
(5.26)
which can be recast as:
M IJαβ =
∑
qq′
α∗qβq
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
V Lqq′
∑
ij
RLMαjq ρ
IJ
ij R
†LM
βiq′ (5.27)
where
RLMαjq =
∑
ljmj
cjqljmj〈Ylαmα |YLMYljmj〉 (5.28)
The expression within the ij summation can be simplified by performing a singular
value decomposition or in other words by transforming from the molecular orbital basis
to natural orbital basis. In the natural orbital basis ρIJij is a diagonal matrix. Using the
singular value decomposition ρIJji = U
IJ
jx V
IJ†
xi ,
∑
ij
RLMαjq ρ
IJ
ij R
†LM
βiq′ =
∑
ij
RLMαjqU
IJ
jx V
IJ†
xi R
†LM
βiq′ =
∑
x
T IJLMαxq T
†IJLM
βxq′ (5.29)
This reduces the number of required floating point operations when the number of
natural orbitals is smaller than the number of Hartree-Fock orbitals. The reduction in
the double summation ij to single summation is compensated by the fact that T is also a
function of IJ unlike R.
The original expression for the exchange integral can be re-written as:
M IJαβ =
∑
qq′
α∗qβq
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
V Lqq′
∑
x
T IJLMαxq T
†IJLM
βxq′ (5.30)
The integrals are computed using the following steps:
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1. The objects T are computed and stored. This is possible for atomic case. In the
molecular case due to the large angular momentum requirements, storing these may
not be possible.
2. The next steps are done on the fly. An object SIJqq′αβ is evaluated as:
SIJqq′αβ =
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
V Lqq′
∑
x
T IJLMαxq T
†IJLM
βxq′ (5.31)
3. This leads to the required integral:
M IJαβ =
∑
qq′
α∗qS
IJ
qq′αββq (5.32)
The multipole expansion truncations can be obtained by examining the integrals between
the spherical harmonics. In the current case the LM truncation limits are:
Lmin = max(0, la − lgmax)
Lmax = la + l
g
max
Mmin = min(max(−L,ma −mgmax), L)
Mmax = max(min(L,ma +m
g
max),−L)
5.2.3 Non-standard two-electron integral: 〈αφb|V {2}|φcφd〉ρIJabcd
There are other non-standard exchange terms that appear in the two-particle operator due
to non-orthogonality of the molecular orbitals from quantum chemistry with respect to the
single electron finite element basis. The integral
M IJαa =
∑
bcd
〈αφb|V {2}|φcφd〉ρIJabcd
=
∑
bdc
ρIJabcd
∑
qq′
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
α∗qV
L
qq′
∑
lbmb
cb∗q′lbmb
∑
lcmc
ccqlcmc
∑
ldmd
cdq′ldmd〈Ylbmb|YLMYldmd〉〈YlαmαYLM |Ylcmc〉
(5.33)
is evaluated using the following steps:
1. A direct potential like object P bdLMq is first constructed:
P bdLMq =
4π
2L+ 1
∑
q′
V Lqq′
∑
lbmb
cb∗q′lbmb
∑
ldmd
cdq′ldmd〈Ylbmb|YLMYldmd〉 (5.34)
2. For each lα,mα an intermediate object Q
cq
bd
Qcqbd =
∑
lcmc
ccqlcmc
∑
LM
〈YlαmαYLM |Ylcmc〉P bdLMq (5.35)
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3. Using the object Q, an object T IJqa is constructed as:
T IJqa =
∑
bcd
Qcqbdρ
IJ
abcd (5.36)
which is computed and stored.
4. This leads to the required result:
M IJαa =
∑
q
T IJqa α
∗
q (5.37)
The multipole expansions are truncated as:
Lmin = 0
Lmax = min(2l
g
max, lmax + l
g
max)
Mmin = max(−L,−2mgmax,−mmax −mgmax)
Mmax = min(L, 2m
g
max,mmax +m
g
max)
5.2.4 Non-standard two-electron integral: 〈φaφb|V {2}|φdβ〉ηNJabd
The steps followed for this integral is very similar to the previous one. The integral can be
expanded using the multi-pole expansion as:
MNJβ =
∑
abd
〈φaφb|V {2}|φdβ〉ηNJabd
=
∑
abd
ηNJabd
∑
qq′
∑
LM
4π
2L+ 1
βq′V
L
qq′
∑
lama
ca∗qlama
∑
lbmb
cb∗q′lbmb
∑
ldmd
cdqldmd〈Ylama |YLMYldmd〉〈YlbmbYLM |Ylβmβ〉
(5.38)
which is evaluated using the following steps.
1. Construct the potential P adLMq′
P adLMq′ =
4π
2L+ 1
∑
q
V Lqq′
∑
lama
ca∗qlama
∑
ldmd
cdqldmd〈Ylama|YLMYldmd〉 (5.39)
2. For each lβ and mβ construct an intermediate object Q
bq′
ab as:
Qbq
′
ab =
∑
lbmb
cb∗q′lbmb
∑
LM
〈YlbmbYLM |Ylβmβ〉P adlmq′ (5.40)
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3. Construct object Tq′ as:
TNJq′ =
∑
abd
Qbq
′
ad η
NJ
abd (5.41)
This object is computed initially for each lβ and mβ and stored.
4. Finally, the required matrix element is computed on the fly using the stored object
T as:
MNJβ =
∑
q′
TNJq′ βq′ (5.42)
The multi-pole expansions are truncated as:
Lmin = 0
Lmax = min(2l
g
max, lmax + l
g
max)
Mmin = max(−L,−2mgmax,−mmax −mgmax)
Mmax = min(L, 2m
g
max,mmax +m
g
max)
Note: As finite elements are used, the angular momentum limits can also be made a
function of the finite element number.
5.3 Interfacing with quantum chemistry
A major feature of this work is the setting up of a direct interface with an established quan-
tum chemistry package COLUMBUS for ionic and neutral states required in the haCC ansatz.
This was a non-trivial task due to several reasons. The standard outputs of these codes
typically give only the observables and not the complete definition of CI wavefunctions.
Hence modification of some routines was needed that would give access to the complete
CI wavefunction. These quantum chemistry codes are a fruition of several decades of
programming and development of algorithms and they lack coherent documentation that
allows easy implementation of changes.
The construction of the interface that reads the complete CI wavefunction was achieved
with the help of several COLUMBUS authors.
A Configuration interaction wavefunction describing an N-electron wavefunction can
be written in general as follows:
|ΨCI〉 =
∑
I
cI |I〉 (5.43)
where the slater determinants |I〉 can be expressed as:
|I〉 = A[φ1φ2...φN ] (5.44)
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using Hartree-Fock (HF) orbital φk. The HF orbitals or molecular orbitals are constructed
from symmetrized atomic orbitals
φm(x, y, z) =
[
TMS
]
mn
Sn(x, y, z) (5.45)
which in-turn are constructed from atomic orbitals
Sn(x, y, z) =
[
T SA
]
np
Ap(x, y, z). (5.46)
Finally, the atomic orbitals are a linear combination of atom centered primitive Gaussian
orbitals:
Ap(x, y, z) =
[
TAP
]
pq
Gq(x, y, z) (5.47)
which are defined as:
Gq(x, y, z) = (x− xq)dq (y − yq)eq (z − zq)fq e−αq[(x−xq)
2+(y−yq)2+(z−zq)2] (5.48)
where (xq, yq, zq) are the coordinates on which the Gaussian is based, which is one of the
atomic coordinates.
Construction of COLUMBUS interface consisted of reading the entire CI wavefunction ob-
tained from the quantum chemistry calculation and storing it in a form that is suitable
for performing various operations needed by the haCC method. As seen from the above
construction of a typical CI wavefunction, reading it essentially means extracting the coef-
ficients cI , the list of Slater determinants, various transformation matrices T
MS, T SA, TAP
and definitions of primitive Gaussian functions: the exponents αq, coordinates (xq, yq, zq)
and powers (dq, eq, fq).
5.4 The haCC code
The code development for the haCC method was associated with a larger code development
project called the tRecX project. The code development was done in C++ language using
concepts of object oriented programming. The haCC code is broadly based on three pieces
of code:
• tRecX: A general PDE solver.
• CI wavefunction reconstruction code.
• Implementations of all the matrix elements for the haCC method which includes
high dimensional integrals like the two-electron integrals and the calculation of the
generalized reduced density matrices.
The contributions of this thesis are the complete implementation of the last two components
and parts of the tRecX code and the application of the overall tRecX package to the haCC
problem. Two important aspects of any long term usable code is the good structure
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that allows readability and easier debugging, and efficient algorithmic design for certain
computationally intensive parts of the code. The algorithms used for the computation
of the electron-electron integrals have already been presented in appendix 5.2. In the
following sections, a brief overview of the tRecX code and the CI wavefunction interface is
presented.
5.4.1 tRecX: a general pde solver
tRecX, the acronym for time dependent recursive indexing structure, is a general partial
differential equation solver package. It employs recursive schemes to construct discretiza-
tions: basis set as well as grid type, with arbitrary dimensionality and arbitrary truncation
schemes. The core classes that the package provides are: Discretization, Wavefunction,
Coefficients and Operator.
Class Discretization allows one to create any arbitrary multi-index discretization
of interest for solving a particular PDE. It provides a framework to impose arbitrary
truncation schemes between various dimensions of the discretization. For example, consider
a two index discretization denoted as |ab〉. With the Class Discretization, it is easy to
define truncation schemes as bmin = f(a) and bmax = g(a).
The wavefunction class contains the time parameter and a Coefficients class object
that stores the coefficients corresponding to the defined discretization. Apart from storage,
the Coefficients class also defines operations like conjugation, inner product and so on.
Finally, the various operators evaluated in the basis defined by the discretization object
are stored and handled by the class Operator. It also defines the most important operation
axpy:
axpy : Y ← AX + Y.
The code takes into account the blocked nature of various operators and avoids unnecessary
multiplication with zeros, thereby keeping the operations count to minimum.
The specific problem at hand, the haCC discretization, is a five dimensional ansatz that
can be denoted as |lmInk〉 with the five indices: ionic index (I), angular momentum indices
(l,m) and finite element indices (n, k). The ordering chosen in the current implementation
is lmInk which leads to an optimal blocking of operators for the case of atoms and to some
extent for linear molecules. The set of neutral states that are included in haCC ansatz are
treated as a special case in the hierarchy, given as |00nI0k〉, with nI the number of ionic
states and k index running over the number of neutral states. A schematic describing the
haCC discretization is given in figure 5.1.
Apart from these core classes, tRecX also provides supporting classes like time propaga-
tion class, basis functions classes and tRecX matrix class which wraps up several available
linear algebra packages like the lapack solvers. It also provides a wrapper to the arpack
solver that allows root tracing and imaginary time propagation to find the ground state of
the system. The code is also parallelizable.
A very useful feature of the tRecX package is its implementation of the exterior complex
scaling absorption (ECS), the most efficient absorption technique in the context of the
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Schrödinger equation and the implementation of the tSURFF spectral analysis which is an
extremely efficient spectral analysis method to obtain photo-electron spectrum.
5.4.2 Reconstructing the CI wavefunctions
Class: primitive gaussians Class: Atomic Orbitals
Class: Symmetry atomic OrbitalsClass: Molecular orbitals
Class: Slater determinant Class: CI
Figure 5.2: A schematic showing the series of classes implemented to store and manipulate
the configuration interaction (CI) wavefunctions from quantum chemistry. Each class has
an object of the previous class and the necessary transformations.
The code that reads the CI wavefunction from COLUMBUS preserves the hierarchy seen in
the mathematical formulation presented in section 5.3. This allows for easier manipulations
and implementation of checks at various levels. Figure 5.2 shows the construction of CI
wavefunction using various class objects: primitive gaussians, atomic orbitals, symmetry
atomic orbitals, molecular orbitals, Slater determinants and the CI wavefunction. Each
class has an object of the previous class and the associated transformation matrix. All the
single particle operators are evaluated at the level of primitive gaussians, which are then
multiplied by respective transformation matrices to evaluate operators at higher levels
of the hierarchy. The CI class in addition defines functions to compute the generalized
reduced density matrices.
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